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PART I INIRODUC!ITON 
1. The Data Description Language 
The Data Description Language (DDL) has been developed t o  serve 
a s  a new type of "u t i l i t y f '  i n  computer systems. It i s  t o  be used t o  
process data bases or  data f i l e s ,  with exis t ing formats and organiza- 
t ions,  and produce these data i n  new desired forms. 
This manual presents specifications of the language and examples 
of i t s  use. I n  addition t o  examples which demonstrate the  correct 
usage of each statement i n  the DDL, there i s  a s e t  of comprehensive 
examples. These examples i l l u s t r a t e  some of the  broad applications of 
the DDL which a re  described below: 
1) Interfacing of f i l e s  with new programs and new programming 
languages. Frequently it i s  not possible f o r  new programs written i n  
one language t o  process f i l e s  created by programs i n  another language. 
With the DDL descriptions, effect ive interfaces between f i l e s  and pro- 
grams can be achieved. The DDL processor would t r ans l a t e  the old f i l e  
so t h a t  it can be processed by the changed o r  new program. I n  t h i s  
manner, f i l e s  can be interfaced across programming language bar r ie rs .  
2 )  Interfacing f i l e s  with new operating systems and new data 
management systems. Frequently it is not possible f o r  f i l e s  created 
under one operating system or data mangement system t o  be processed 
under a different operating system or data mangagement system. With the 
DDL descriptions, the t rans la t ion  of f i l e s  f o r  processing by new oper- 
a t ing  systems or  data management system can be achieved. 
3) Reorganizing of f i l e s .  To achieve more effect ive use of 
data and t o  take advantage of new random access capabi l i t ies ,  it i s  
frequently advantageous to reorganize the data in a file by creating 
ciilgle or multi-level directories of the data and by structuring data 
f o r  most effective processing. 
4) Integration of files. Fragmentation of information in nu- 
merous files frequently causes great difficulties in use and considerable 
inefficiency in processing. The DDL processor will be able to integrate 
many files into one. 
5) Extraction of data. If only a small amount of data in a 
file is used by a program, it is sometimes far more effective to create 
a smaller file consisting only of the useful data. The DDL processor 
provides this capability which allows the creation of many files from 
one file. 
6) Creation of new data bases. The combination of the above 
two capabilities allows the translating of one set of files into 
another set of files. 
7) Interfacing files with new computers. Increased requirements 
and new technology require the phasing out of old computers and their 
replacement by new computers. The DDL processor would be able to 
translate old files for transferring from the old computer to the new. 
8) Interfacing files to use new devices. &e advance of tech- 
no lo^ introduces new input/output devices which enhance the total cost 
effectiveness of the entire computer system. The change of such input/ 
output devices can be facilitated by the DDL processing of the files 
from the old devices tothe new ones. 
2. &sic Description Structure 
A program written in the DDL is called a description. lhis 
terminology is used to emphasize the non-procedurality of the 
language, i.e., DDL users must describe - what they want done, rather 
than prescribe how they want it done. 
-
A DDL description is a series of one or more paragraphs. A 
paragraph is a series of one or more statements delimited by system 
names. A statement is a string consisting of the basic elements of the 
DDL. These are system names, user-defined names, numbers, and characters. 
1'AliT I I TXF: MTA IXEXlIIPTION LAN(:UAGE (DDL) 
1. lhsic' Elements 
1.1 The Character Set 
!Jke Character Set i s  tha t  of the host machine. In  t h i s  case, 
the host machine i s  t h e  RCA Spectra 70/46. 
!The Character Set i s  composed of digi ts ,  alphabetic characters, 
and special  characters. There a re  t en  digi ts :  
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,  7, 8, 9 a re  decimal d ig i t s ;  
0, 1 are binary d ig i t s .  
There a re  twenty-six alphabetic characters: 
mere  a re  twenty-nine special  characters: 
Character name 
comma 
Character 
? 
semi colon 9 
colon 
period 
question mark 
exclamat ion t 
apostrophe I 
quote 
open parenthesis 
close parenthesis 1 
space 
Character =me Character 
xiumber siw # 
amper sand & 
as ter i sk  x. 
a t  the ra te  of 8 
cents # 
dollar  sign $ 
lozenge x 
under1 ine 
- 
plus + 
minus - 
slash / 
equals - 
l e s s  than < 
greater than > 
percent $ 
logical  AND A 
logical  OR I 
logical  NOT -I 
The characters i n  the character se t  a re  the  most primitive 
elements of the DDL. The characters a re  combined t o  form s t r ings  
called names and str ings called numbers. 
-
Note: In  t h i s  manual when individual characters a re  discussed, they 
w i l l  be enclosed i n  quotes. 
1.2 Numbers 
All integer i s  a strirg of d ig i t s .  
Examples : 
A signed integer i s  the character "+" or the character "-" 
followed by an integer.  
A f loa t ing  point number i s  an integer or a signed integer, 
followed by the character " . ' I ,  followed by an integer. 
A number i s  an integer, a signed integer or a f loa t ing  point number. 
1 .3  Names 
A name i s  any s t r ing  of characters from the character se t .  
-
An index i s  an integer enclosed by the characters " ("  and If)". 
Examples : 
Note: From the  above definit ion, signed integers and floating point 
numbers cannot appear i n  indices. 
A user-defined name body i s  any s t r ing  of characters from the  
character se t  excluding the characters If "', " ( "  and " )" .  
Examples : 
GROUP ? ? :  !A 9.012 
-102 .O NAME FALSE 
An unindexed user-defined name i s  a user-defined name body 
enclosed by apostrophes. 
I GRWF" I ? ? :  !A' 1g.0121 
'-102.0' 'NAME' 'FALSE ' 
An indexed user-defined i s  a user-defined name body, followed 
by an index, with %he whole str ing enclosed by apostrophes. 
A user-defined name i s  either an indexed user-defined name or  
an unindexed user-defined name. 
Examples : 
A system name i s  any of the names l i s t ed  i n  Index A. 
-
2. Statements 
Statements i n  the DDL have a fixed format consisting of a system 
name?, followed by a sequence of parameters enclosed in parenthesis. 
The statements are grouped together into three sections: Record 
Specification Statements, File Specification Statements and Disk Specifica- 
tion Statements. 
Each statement in the DDL is explained in a separate subsection. 
The format of each statement is presented, followed by a description 
of each parameter. A discussion of the usage of each statement, eogether 
with examples, is then given. 
Note: In presenting statement formats, the following conventions are 
used: 
(i) square brackets indicate optional parameters. 
(ii) "parameter x, . . . , parameter x" means that parameter 
x may occur in the statement one or more times. 
(iii) "[ parameter x, . . . , parameter x 1" means that parameter x 
may occur in the statement zero or more times. 
2 . 1  Record Specification Statements 
data type [; F, alignment fac tor ,  alignment 1 
[; V, alignment ] [; CONCODE statement, . . . , CONCODE 
2.1.1 FIELD Statement 
----_I--.-_. ,_._._ *--.I--" .. .. . - "-.llt-"l---.---l----._- -_-..-- ^  
I statement 3 ) 
format 
Note: The optional parameters w i l l  not be discussed i n  
t h i s  section.  Their format and usage w i l l  be 
discussed i n  Section 2 1.4. 
- 
FIELD ( f i e l d  name, uniformity, length type, length, 
1 ( i v )  length is  e i t h e r  the  s t r ing :  
n, where n i s  an integer,  o r  the  system name NOLIM. 
(v) data type is  the same a s  parameter ( i i i )  
(v i )  alignment f ac to r  i s  the  s t r ing :  
parameters 
n, where n i s  an integer 
( v i i )  and ( v i i i )  alignment i s  the  parameter s t r i ng :  
or ientat ion,  pad f ac to r  
where: o r ien ta t ion  i s  e i t h e r  the  system name 
L o r  R; and 
pad f ac to r  i s  a CONS'IIANT statement (see  
sect ion 2.1.5) 
( i )  f i e l d  name i s  an unindexed user-def ined name. 
( i i )  uniformity i s  e i t h e r  the  system name: 
FIXED (or  simply F) , o r  VARIABLE (or  simply V) . 
( i i i )  length type i s  e i t h e r  the  system name: 
B, o r  C; o r  a user-def ined name. 
ussge of the 
statement 
* 
me FIELD statement is  used t o  specify a f i e l d .  
A f i e l d  is the form of a se t  of values. A value is  a 
-
s t r ing  of characters or binary d ig i t s .  Two values 
have the same form i f :  they are  referred t o  by the 
-
same user-defined name (parameter i) and i f  both have 
the same length type, length and data type specification 
(parameters ii, iii, and iv) .  Thus, t o  specify a f i e l d  
it i s  necessary t o  include the following information i n  
the  FIELD statement: 
(i) f i e l d  name. 'Ihis parameter i s  the name of 
the f i e l d  being specified. It i s  used t o  
usage of the 
parameters 
refer t o  values of the f i e ld .  
b 
1 (ii) uniformity. Thisparameter i s u s e d t o  specify I 
( i i i )  
whether the number of characters or b i t s ,  the 
length, of each value of the f i e l d  i s  the same. 
The parameter must be assigned the system name: 
FIXED (or F) when the length of each value 
i s  t o  be the same, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when the length of each value 
of the f i e l d  may be different .  
length type. 'Dais parameter i s  used t o  specify 
whether the length i s  t o  be given i n  b i t s  or  
characters. The parameter must be assigned the 
character 
B if the length i s  t o  be given i n  b i t s ,  
I 
* Note tha t  the  term "field" i s  used i n  many different ways i n  computer 
l i t e ra tu re .  A f i e l d  has been variously defined as: (1) the name 
(or a t t r ibute)  of a value; (2) the value i t s e l f ;  (3)  the  name and the 
value. I n  t h i s  manual it will be used exclusively a s  defined above. 
C if the length i s  given i n  8 b i t  characters, or 
a user-defined name i f  the length is  given i n  characters 
of length other than 8 b i t s .  The name must appear 
a s  the f i r s t  parameter i n  a CHAR statement. llhe use 
of t h i s  option w i l l  be discussed i n  Section 2.1.1.1. 
1 ( iv)  length. This parameter i s  used t o  specify the  number of 
! 
1 
I characters or  b i t s  i n  a value. The parameter must be 
assigned the s tr ing:  i 
n when the lengths of the values a re  fixed, and n 
i characters or  b i t s  long, or. 
i when the lengths of the  values may vary and are, a t  
most, n characters or b i t s  long; 
1 NOLIM when the lengths of the values may vary and are 
not limited. 
(v) data type. This parameter i s  used t o  specify the data 
type of the values of a f i e l d .  The parameter must be 
assigned the  system name; 
B when the values of the f i e l d  a re  t o  be a s t r ing  of 
binary d ig i t s ,  
C when the  values are  t o  be encoded i n  ASCII characters, 
I a user defined name when the  values a re  encoded a s  non- 
ASCII characters. 'Phe name must appear a s  the f i r s t  
parameter i n  a CHAR statement (see Section 2.1.1.1). 
(v i )  alignment fac tor .  This parameter is  used i n  specifying 
the alignment of f i e l d s  with respect t o  arb i t rary  boundaries 1 (e.g. word, and half-word boundaries, e t c . ) .  The integer 
I specifies the number o f  b i t s  between alignment boundaries. 
( v i i )  alignment. This parameter spec i f  i e  s the ac tua l  alignment 
', 
of the f i e l d .  The parameter orientation is  assigned the 
I system name: 
L when the f i e l d  i s  t o  end on a boundary, and 
R when the f i e l d  i s  t o  begin on a boundary. 
The parameter pad fac tor  specif ies  the characters tha t  
a r e  t o  fill unused storage between the preceding f i e l d  and 
the f i e l d  being aligned. 
( v i i i )  alignment. This parameter specif ies  the alignment of a 
value'within a f i e l d  when the value i s  longer or  shorter 
than the number of storage spaces reserved f o r  it. The 
parameter orientation is  assigned the system name: 
? 
I L when the value i s  t o  be l e f t  aligned (truncation or 
padding occurs a t  the r ight ) ,  and 
R when the value i s  t o  be r ight  aligned (truncation or 
padding occurs a t  the l e f t ) .  
The parameter pad fac tor  specifies the characters thQt 
! a re  t o  f i l l  unused storage. 
i 
Example 1 i Consider a se t  of values, each of which i s  an ASCII 
1 i character s t r ing  of variable length. Assume the maximum length 
of each value i s  30 characters. The values a r e  t o  be referred t o  / by the name 'COUEGE' and are  t o  be interpreted a s  college names. 
I The following statement specifies a f i e l d  f o r  these values: 
f 
1 FIELD ( 'COLI;EGE1, V, C, 30, C ) 
where: 'COLLEGE' i s  the  f i e l d  name. j 
V specifies tha t  the lengths of the  values of 'COLLEGE' 
i 
i may vary. 
b 
i 
C specif ies  tha t  the length i s  t o  be given i n  characters. 
30 specifies tha t  no value of 'COLIEGE' may exceed 
30 characters. 
C specif ies  tha t  the values of 'COLIXGE' a r e  t o  be 
interpreted a s  s t r ings  of characters. 
The following character s t r ings  can be values of the f i e l d  
specified i n  the above DDL statement: 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 
Example 2 Consider a s e t  of values, each of which i s  an ASCII 
: character s t r ing  of fixed length. Assume the  length of each 
value is  2 characters. The values a r e  t o  be referred t o  by 
i the  name 'YRS' and a r e  t o  be interpreted as the  number of years 
! spent a t  a college. 
The following statement specif ies  a f i e l d  f o r  these values: 
I FIELD ( 'YRS1, F, C, 2, C ) 
/ where: 'YRS' i s  the f i e l d  name. 
j 
I F specifies that the  lengths of the values of 'YRS' 
must a l l  be the  same. 
C specifies t h a t  the  length i s  t o  be given i n  characters.  
2 specif ies  t h a t  each value of 'YRSf must have a length 
of 2 characters. 
C specif ies  tha t  the values of 'YRS' a r e  t o  be inter-  
preted a s  s t r ings  of characters. 
I The following character s t r ings  can be values of the f i e l d  
' specif ied i n  the above DDL statement: i 
i name 'YRS1 appears i n  the posit ion of the length parameter. 
i 
I 
i 10 
I 
Use of 
t 
I If the s t r ing  t o  be assigned a parameter i s  stored a s  F I r n  
statements 
t o  deter- 
the value of a f i e ld ,  the name of the f i e l d  may be used a s  
mine the  parameter. For example, i f  the  length of a f i e l d  is  t o  
parameters 
/equal on the value of the f i e l d  lYRSt of Erarnple 2, then the 
2.1.1.1 CHAR Statement 
format 
parameters 
usage of 
the 
statement 
usage of 
the  
parameters 
CHAR ( character s e t  name; character s ize,  character 
s e t  description ) 
( i )  character se t  name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(ii) character s ize  i s  the  s t r ing  
n, where n i s  an integer.  
( i i i )  character s e t  description i s  e i the r  the  system 
name : 
EBCDIC, o r  
BCD, o r  the s t r ing  
user-defined name, user-defined name. 
The CHAR statement i s  used t o  specify the  char- 
a c t e r  s e t  t o  be used t o  represent values. An exist ing 
character s e t  may be specified o r  a new character s e t  
may be defined i n  terms of an exis t ing  one. Thus, t o  
specify a character se t ,  it is necessary t o  include the 
following information i n  the CHAR statement: 
( i )  character s e t  name. This parameter i s  used t o  
r e f e r  t o  the  character s e t  t o  be used. 
I ( i i )  character s ize .  This parameter i s  used t o  spec- I i f y  the l e t h  of a character i n  b i t s .  
t ( i i i )  character se t  description. This parameter is 
I used t o  specify the character se t  t o  be used. 
1 The parameter i s  assigned the system name: 
I 
I 
EBCDIC when the EBCDIC character code is  t o  be 
? 
! used, and 
i BCD when the BCD character code i s  t o  be used. 
user-defined name, user-defined name 
i s  used when a new code i s  t o  be defined. 
I 
I Each name must appear a s  the f i r s t  parame- 
t e r  i n  a SET statement. The use of t h i s  
i 
I option is  described i n  Section 2.1.7. 
i 
i 
Example i Consider a s e t  of values, each of which i s  an 
EBCDIC character s t r ing  of fixed length. Assume the 
length of each value i s  2 characters. The values a r e  I 
! t o  be referred t o  by the name 'AGE' and are  t o  be 
I interpreted a s  EBCDIC character s t r ings.  
The following statements specify the f i e l d  fo r  
the se value s : 
I FIELD ( 'AGE', F, 'El, 2, 'E' ) 
CHAR ( 'E l ;  8, EBCDIC ) c
2.1.2 GRWP Statements 
I ...-- 
format 
parameters 
GROUP ( group name, group order; ( l i s t  ) , 
. . . , ( l is t  ) [; CONCODE statement, . . . 9 
CONCODE statement ] ) 
Note: the optional parameters, CONCODE statement, 
w i l l  not be discussed i n  t h i s  section. Their 
format and usage w i l l  be discussed i n  Section 2.1.4. 
(i) group name i s  an unindexed user-def ined name. 
( i i )  group order i s  e i the r  the system name: 
NOORD, or  
SPEC. 
( i i i )  l i s t  i s  a s t r ing  of parameters with the  
following format: 
name, optionality,  repe t i t ion  uniformity, 
repe t i t ion  number [; 0, order ] 
[: ; V, c r i t e r ion  name 1 
where : 
a)  name i s  an unindexed user-def ined name; 
b) opt ional i ty  i s  e i the r  the  system name: 
MANDATORY (or  simply M) , or  
OPTIONAL (or simply 0) ; 
c) repe t i t ion  uniformity i s  e i the r  the system 
name : 
FIXED (or simply F) , o r  
VARIABLE (or simply V) . 
d) repetit ion number i s  e i ther  the string: 
n, where n is an integer, or the 
system name 
NOLIM . 
e)  the optional parameter, order, i s  
ei ther  the system name: 
A S m ,  or 
DSCILM, or 
a user-def ined name. 
f )  the optional parameter, c r i te r ion  name, 
is a user-defined name. 
] f i e l d s  and/or other groups. Values of different  f i e lds  
I 
and groups are i n  an organization i f :  they a re  referred 
t o  by a user-defined name (parameter i) and i f  they 
* 
appear a s  specified i n  parameters ii and iii. Groups 
which are t o  be included in the group being specified 
w i l l .  be called subordinate groups. To specify a group, 
it is  necessary t o  include the following information i n  
the GRWP statement: 
usage of the 
statement 
* The t e r n  "group" w i l l  a l so  be used t o  refer  t o  the se t  of values 
of f i e l d s  and subordinate groups tha t  a re  i n  the group being specified, 
when t h i s  does not lead t o  confusion. 
Tne GRUJP statement i s  used t o  specify a group. 
A firoup i s  an organization of values of different  
usage of 
parameters 
(i) group name. 'Ihis parameter is the naxue of the 
group being specified. It is used to refer to 
the values and subordinate groups of the group. 
(ii) order. 5is parameter is used to specify the 
sequence in which field values and/or subordinate 
groups are to occur. The parameter must be 
assigned the system name: 
- - 
--- . 
NOORD when the field values and/or 
subordinate groups may occur in 
any order in the group being specified; and 
SPEC when the fields and/or subordinate groups 
must occur in the order in which they are 
listed in parameter iii. 
(iii) list. Each list describes the occurrence 
of a field value (or values) or of a subordinate 
group (or groups) in the group being specified. 
The list parameters must be assigned strings 
as follows: 
a) name. This parameter is the name of a 
field or subordinate group. The name must 
appear as the first parameter in a FIELD 
statement if it refers to a field. The 
name must appear as the first parameter 
in a GROW statement if it refers to a group. 
b) optionality. This parameter is used to 
specify whether the occurrence of the field 
or subordinate group named by the first 
parameter of the list is mandatory or optional. 
The parameter must be assigned the system, 
name : 
MANDATORY (or simply M) when the 
occurrence is mandatory, and 
OPTIONAL (or simply 0) when the occurrence 
is not mandatory. 
c) repetition uniformity. This parameter 
is used to specify whether the repetition 
number of the field or subordinate group, 
named by the first parameter of the list, 
is the same for each occurrence of the group. 
The repetition number is the number of times 
the field values or subordinate groups occur 
in the group. The parameter must be assigned 
the system name: 
FIXED (or F) when the repetition number 
of each field or subordinate group is 
to be the same in each occurrence of 
the group, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when the repetition number 
of each field or subordinate group may 
be different in each occurrence of the 
group. 
d) repetition number. This parameter is 
used to specify the number of times the 
field values or subordinate groups named 
by the first parameter of the list are to 
occur in the group. The parameter must be 
assigned the string: 
n when the field or subordinate group 
is to occur n times, or at most, 
n times, and 
NOLIM when the field or subordinate group 
is to occur an unknown number of times. 
e) order. This optional parameter is used 
to specify the sequence in which occurrences 
of a repeating field or repeating subordinate 
group are to occur in the group being specified. 
The parameter must be given either the system 
name : 
ASCLM when the values of a field are to 
occur in ascending lexicographical order; 
DSCLM when the values of a field are to 
occur in descending lexicographical order; 
or 
a user-defined name which appears as the 
first parameter in a LINK statement. 
The use of this option is discussed 
in Section 2.2.1.4. 
Example 1 
The parameter i s  omitted i f  the f i e l d  or  
subordinate group occurrences a r e  t o  occur 
i n  any order. 
the optional parameter, c r i te r ion  name. 
This parameter r e fe r s  t o  a c r i te r ion  which 
i s  defined on the  values of f i e lds .  I f  the 
c r i te r ion  i s  not sa t i s f ied ,  the f i e l d  o r  
subordinate group named by parameter a,  
described above, i s  rejected. The c r i t e r ion  
name must appear as  the f i r s t  parameter i n  
a CRI!ERION statement. These statements and 
examples of GROUP statements containing 
cr i te r ion  names a s  parameters w i l l  be discussed 
i n  Section 2.1.7. 
Consider two se t s  of values: 
i) the se t  of values described i n  Example 1 
of Section 2.1.1. 
i i )  the se t  of values described i n  Example 2 of 
Section 2.1.1. 
Values from these se t s  a re  t o  be organized i n  
a group called 'COLINli". One value from each s e t  i s  t o  
appear; the value from the f irst  se t  i s  t o  appear f i r s t  
and the  value from the second se t  i s  t o  appear second. 
The following statements specify t h i s  group: 
FIEm ( 'COLLEGE', V, C, 30, C ) 
FIELD ( 'YRS', F, C, 2, C ) 
- 1 
' COLINF'  , SPEC; 
( 'COLLEGE', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'YRS ' ,  M, F, 1 ) ) 
where: 'COLINF1 i s  the group name. 
SPEC specifies tha t  the f i e l d  values and 
subordinate groups are t o  occur i n  the order 
i n  which they are specified i n  the l is t  
'COLLEGE1 i s  the  name of the first f i e l d  value 
i n  COLINF . 
M specifies t h a t  the occurrence of a value of 
' COLLEGE ' i s  mandatory. 
F specifies tha t  the number of occurrences of 
values of 'COI;LEGE1 i s  fixed. 
1 specifies tha t  only 1 value of 'COLLEGE' 
w i l l  occur i n  'COLINF'  . 
IYRS' i s  the name of the second f i e l d  value 
i n  l C O L I I W 1 .  
M specifies t h a t  the occurrence of a value 
of 'YRS1 i s  mandatory. 
F specifies t h a t  the number of occurrences of 
values of 'YRS1 i s  fixed. 
1 specifies t h a t  only 1 value of 'YRS' w i l l  occur 
i n  ' C O L I N F ' .  
The structure specified by the above G R W P  statement 
i s  i l lus t ra ted  i n  the diagram given below: 
Example 2 
Group 'COLINF' 
i The following se t s  of values sa t i s fy  the  specification / of the  group 'COLINF': 
i i )  UNIVERSI!LY OF PENNSYLVANIA 01 
Consider three s e t s  of values: 
i )  a s e t  of values, each of which i s  a character 
s t r ing  of variable length. 'Phe maximum length 
of each value i s  15 characters. The values are 
t o  be referenced by the name 'SURNAME' and a re  t o  
be interpreted as  a person's last name. 
i i )  the se t  of values described i n  Example 1 of 
Section 2.1.J. These are  values of the  f i e l d  
' COLUGE ' . 
i i i )  the s e t  of values described i n  Example 2 of 
Section 2.1.1. mese a re  values of the f i e l d  
'YRS ' . 
Values from these se t s  a re  t o  be organized i n  a group 
called 'PERSDATAr. One value from value se t  i must appear. 
Values from s e t s  ii and iii may appear zero or  more times, 
i n  the organization described i n  Example 1 above (i.e., 
i n  group 'COLLNF'). The order of appearance must always 
be: a 'SURNAME' value followed by one or  more se t s  of 
'COI,INl?' values. 
The following statements specify t h i s  group: 
FIELD ( 'SURNAME', V, C, 15, C ) 
FIELD ( 'COLUEGE', V, C, 30, C ) 
FIELD ( 'YRS' ,  F, C, 2, C ) 
GRWP ( ' COLINI? ' , SPEC; 
( 'COI;L;EGE1, M, F, 1 ), 
( 'YRS' ,  M, F, 1 ) ) 
GRCUP ( 'PERSDAIW', SPEC; 
'-', M, F, 1 ), 
( ' COLIN?' ,  0, V, NOLIM ) ) 
where: ' P E R S M I W '  i s  the group name. 
SPEC specifies tha t  the f i e l d  values and sub- 
ordinate groups are t o  occur i n  the order i n  
which they are  specified i n  the l i s t s .  
'SURNAME' i s  the name of the value which is 
t o  occur f i r s t  i n  'PERSDAm'. 
M specifies tha t  the occurrence of a value 
fo r  'SURNAME' i s  mandatory. 
F specifies t h a t  the number of 'occurrences of 
values of 'SURNAME1 i s  fixed. 
1 specifies tha t  only 1 value of 'SURNAME' w i l l  
occur i n  ' P E R S W I W ' .  
'COLINF'  i s  the name of the group of values 
t h a t  is  t o  occur second i n  'PERSDAIW'. 
0 specifies tha t  the occurrence o f  a group of 
values f o r  'COLINF1 i s  optional. 
V specif ies  that the number of occurrences of 
values of 'COLINF' may vary from one occur- 
rence of 'PERSDATA' t o  another. 
I NOLIM specif ies  t h a t  there i s  no limit s e t  on 
i the number of groups of values of 'COLINF' 
t h a t  may occur i n  'PERSDATA'. 
I 
The s tructure specified by the above GRWP statement 
i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the  diagram given below: 
Group ' PERSDA'W ' 
The following s e t s  of d u e s  sa t i s fy  the specifica- 
t i o n  of the  group 'PERSRATA': 
j i i )  DANIELS PURlKTE 03 
, 
I 
1 I i i i )  DANIELS FUFUXJE 03 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 01 
2 .l. 3 RECORD Statement 
- . -- .- - - 
- -.-..-.- 
I 
parameters I 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
RECORD ( record name, group name [; criterion name 
[; CONCOIE statement, . . . , CONCODE statement ] ) 
Note: the optional parameters, CONCOllE statement, 
will not be discussed in this section. Their 
format and usage will be discussed in section 2.1.6. 
(i) record name is a user-def ined name. 
(ii) group name is a user-def ined name. 
I (iii) criterion name is a user-defined name. 
The RECOfiD statement is used to specify a record. 
A record is a group whose values are to be the basic unit 
of storage and retrieval. That is, all the values of the 
group are to be retrieved to satisfy a single retrieval 
I request made on a set of data. Each set of values which 
I 
j occurs in a structure defined to be a record is called an 
occurrence of that record (or record occurrence). To 
specify a record, it is necessary to include the following 
information in the RECORD statement: 
(i) record name. This parameter is used to refer to 
the record being specified. 
(ii) group name. !Ibis parameter is the name of a group 
which is being declared a record. The name must 
appear as the first parameter of a GRCUP statement. 
! 
1 (iii) cr i te r ion  names. These optional parameters re fer  
t o  c r i t e r i a  defined on the values of f i e l d s  i n  
the  record. I f  the values do not sa t i s fy  the 
c r i t e r i a ,  the complete se t  of values of the group 
1 named by parameter ii a re  rejected f o r  storage. 
Each cr i te r ion  name must appear as  the f i r s t  param- 
e t e r  of a CRITERION statement. This statement and 
examples of RECORD statements containing cr i te r ion  
names w i l l  be discussed i n  Section 2.1.10. 
Consider three se t s  of values (those described i n  
Example 2, Section 2.1.2): 
i) a s e t  of values, each of which i s  a character 
s t r ing  of variable length. 'Phe maximum length of 
each value i s  15  characters. The values a r e  
referenced by the  name 'SURNAME' and a r e  inter-  
preted a s  a person's l a s t  name. 
ii) a se t  of values, each of which i s  a character 
s t r ing  of variable length. The maximum length 
of each value i s  30 characters. The values are  
1 referenced by the name 'COLLEGE' and a r e  interpreted 
as college names. 
i i i )  a s e t  of values, each of which is  a character 
s t r ing  of a fixed length of 2 characters. m e  
values a re  referenced by the  name 'YRS1 and a re  
interpreted a s  the number of years spent a t  a college. 
Values from these se ts  are  t o  be organized as  
records fo r  storage. The record values are t o  have the 
organization described i n  Ekample 2, Section 2.1.2. 
That i s ,  values from these se ts  are  t o  be organized i n  a 
group called 'PERSM!IRt. One value from value se t  i must 
appear. Values from sets  ii and iii may appear zero or 
more times, in the organization described in -ample 1, 
Section 2.1.2 (i. e., in group ' COLINF' ) . The order of 
appearance must always be: a 'SURNAME' value followed 
by one or more se ts  of 'COLINF'  values. 
The following statements specify t h i s  record: 
FIELD ( 'SURNAME', V, C, 15, C )  
FIELD ( 'COLL;EGE', V, C, 30, C ) 
F I W  ( ' Y R S r ,  F, C, 2, C ) 
GRUJP ( ' C O L I N F ' ,  SPEC; 
( 'COLLEGE', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'YRS' ,  M, F, 1 )  
GRCUP ( 'PERSDA'IYI', SPEC; 
( 'SURNAME', M, F, 1 1, 
( ' COLINF'  , 0, V, NOLIM ) ) 
where: 'PERSRCD' i s  the record name. 
'PERSaAVil i s  the name of the group whose values 
are t o  be stored and retrieved as a unit. 
I The following groups of values sa t i s fy  the above 
DDL statements : 
I i) DANIELS I 
i ii) DANIEZS FURnUE 03 
! I iii) DANIELS FUm 03 YALE 01 
2.1.4 Parameter Statements 
Parameter statements are statements that are used as parameters in 
other DDL statements. They may be used for any arbitrary parameter. 
These statements are used when the user wants a parameter to be determined 
by a field or group. For example, a user want to have the length of 
a field equal to the number of times another field repeats in a record. 
Parameter statements allow such a relationship to be described. 
Since a field or group may appear more than once in a record (by 
repetition or by inclusion in different groups), specific values of the 
field or group must be referred to in a parameter statement. Such 
referencing is do= by modifying the field or group name in the following 
ways : 
(i) if the field, or group, named 'XI repeats, the nth value of 
the field, or nth values of the group, is referred to by the indexed 
name : 'X (n) where n is an integer. 
( ii) if the field or group named 'X ' occurs in more than one group, 
say in groups named ' T I ,  'U1, and 'V1, then the values of the field or 
group named 'X ' are ref erred to by the name : 'X ' OF 'U' . As many of 
the phrases "OF group name" may be specified as are necessary to distin- 
guish between different values of the field or group. For example, in 
the above case, if the group 'U' occurs in groups named 'St and 'R ' ,  then 
the name: 
'X' OF 'U' OF 'St 
refers to the values of 'XI which occur in 'U1 which occurs in 'St. 
111 c i c l ' i  n j  ng tiiffereni; organizations of values, it w i l l  occasion- 
ally hc 1lcccssnr.y Lo illdicatc the record and the organization of records 
and the i r  values in which values of a f i e l d  or group occur. Such 
referencing i s  done by modifying the f i e l d  o r  group name i n  the following 
ways : 
( i i i )  i f  the  f i e ld ,  or  group, named ' X '  occurs i n  a record 'RCDll, 
tllerl the  values of the f i e l d  or  group a r e  referred t o  by the  name: 
' X '  OF 'RCD1' 
If the f i e l d  or  group occurs i n  one or more groups, the group i n  
question, say 'U', i s  specified before the  record name; 
'X' OF 'U' OF 'RCD1' 
(iv) if the record, 'RQII1 containing a f i e l d  or group, 'X' , 
i s  organized i n  some structure named 'Z', then the values of t h e  f i e l d  
or group a re  referred t o  by the name: 
' X I  OF 'RCD1'  OF ' Z '  
(v) i n  general, whenever a structure,  ' S l ' ,  occurs a s  par t  
of another structure,  ' S 2 ' ,  then the s t ructure 'Sl '  can always be 
referred t o  by the name 
'S l '  OF 'S2'  
Names, a s  described i n  ( i ) ,  (ii), (iii), ( iv) ,  and (v) above, 
a r e  ca l led  reference names. 
- 1 . I  1 LENGm Statements 
. - .. - .. - - ---- - .  .+- 
i 
parameters 
usage of the 
statement 
usage of the 
parameters 
LENG'JX ( data name, length type ) 
(i) data name is a reference name 
(ii) length type is either the string: 
The LENGTH statemt can be used as a parameter 
when the parameter can be an integer (e.g., the length 
parameter in the FIELD statement, or the repetition number 
parameter in the GRCUP statement). The LENGTH statement 
is used when the parameter is to be assigned the length 
of field, or group, etc. 
(i) reference name. This parameter refers to the 
value of a field or group, etc. whose length is 
to be used as a parameter. 
(ii) lengbh type. This parameter specifies whether 
the length of the field referred to by parameter (i) 
is to be given in characters or bits. 
Consider a field 'COLLEGE' whose values have variable 
lengths of maximum 30 characters and are interpreted as 
character strings. Assume the field occurs once in a 
I record. The user may define another field 'X' whose vslues 
I a r e  t o  be interpreted a s  character s t r ings and a r e  t o  I have the same number of b i t s  i n  length a s  'COI;LEGE1 
1 has i n  characters (i . e . , i f  a value f o r  ' COLLEGE ' has 
1 a length of n characters, then the value f o r  ' X I  has n 1 b i t s ) .  
I m e  following statement specif ies  t h i s  f i e ld :  
FIELD ( 'X ' ,  V, B, IJ3NGm ( 'COLLEGE', C ), C ) 
- - ---A. L -.."-.wI.-W ..*dlY RIX..-"I---.." --. 1 
Thus, i n  a record, i f  the value of the  f i e l d  'COLLEGE' 
1 has a length of 3 characters, then the values of 'XI w i l l  E 1 have a length of 3 b i t s .  
2.1.4.2 CNT Statements 
- - -- ----- - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - . - - - * - - * ------ -" --.- - 
i 
format CNT ( data name ) 
parameter 
times a f ield,  or group, etc. referred t o  by the 
reference name, occurs. 
data name i s  a reference name 
usage of the 
statement 
and 
parameter 
Example I Consider a group 'COLINF' which repeats zero or 
I more times i n  a record. The user may define a f i e ld  'Y' 
Tne CNT statement can be used as a parsmeter when 
the parameter can be an integer. The CNT statement i s  
used when the parameter i s  t o  be assigned the number of 
I whose values are t o  be interpreted as  character strings 
and are t o  have the same number of characters i n  length 
a s  the number of times 'COLINF' repeats. 
The following statement specifies t h i s  f ield:  
FIELD ( 'Y' V, C, CNT ( 'COLINF' ), C ) I 
Thus, i n  a record i f  'COLINF' repeats twice, then 
values of f i e ld  'Y' w i l l  have a length of 2 characters. 
:! 1 . 4  3 EXIST Statements 
format MIST ( data name ) 
I I 
i parameter I data name is a reference name. 
i 
usage of the The EXIST statement can be used as  a parameter 
statement 
and I when the parameter can be an integer.  '.The MIST stahement parameter 
1 i s  used when the parameter i s  t o  be the integer 1 i f  the  
/ values of another f i e l d  or group occur and 0 i f  the values 
I 
i of the other f i e l d  or group do not occur. 
Consider a group 'COLINF' which repeats zero or more 
i 
: times i n  a record. The user may define a group ' Z '  i n  
i 
I which a f i e l d  'Y' repeats once, i f  values f o r  'COLINF' occur - 
i a t  l e a s t  once, and which does not repeat, i f  no values f o r  
! 
'COLINF' occur. 
t 
I 
The following statement specifies t h i s  group: 
4 
- - 
_ _ _ _ __-  j G R ~ P  ( z ,  SPEC; 
1 ( 'Y', M, MIST ( 'COLINF' ) ) ) 
I 
- -- - - ---- 
1 
- - 
2.1.4.4 PARAMVAL Statement 
-----. -,. ..-. ...-. . . , ... 
format PARAMVAL ( name, parameter number ) 
parameters 
usage of the 
statement 
and 
parameters 
Example 
(i) name is a reference name. 
(ii) parameter number is the string n, where n is an 
integer. 
The PARAMVAL statement is used as a parameter when 
the parameter is to be determined by the value of another 
parameter which may vary. Name gives the name of the 
entity whose parameter is to be used. Parameter number I i is used to specify which parameter is to be used. 
Consider a field 'X' with the following structure: 
FIELD ( 'XI, V, C, NOLIM, C ) 
If the length of a second field 'Y' is to depend on the 
I length of an occurrence of field 'X' this can be specified I in the following way: 
FIn;D ( 'Y', V, C, PARAMYAL ( 'X', 4 ), C ) 
The LENGTH statement can also be used to specify 
I this relationship. In general, this statement is meant ) to describe relationships that are not covered by the I previous parameter statements . 
2.. 1 . 5  CONSTANT Statements 
-- - 
. . ... ." -....., .-. .. ___.^__ _ _^. , ._. . ___"_". . ..-- -. .^  
- - 1  
format I CONSlYLNT ( character s t r ing,  data type ) 
I se t .  If the characters l1 (I1 or ")"  appear 
parameter 
I i n  the character s t r ing,  they must be surrounded 
(i) character s t r ing  i s  any s t r ing  over the  character 
1 by apostrophes. I ( i i )  data type i s - e i t h e r  the system name: 
usage of the i I statement 
and 
parameters j 
\ 
C; o r  a user-def ined name. 
The CONSDUJT statement is  used a s  a parameter when 
arb i t ra ry  character s t r ings a re  required. The system 
name CONSTANT and the parentheses serve t o  delimit the 
character s t r ing  f o r  the DDL processor. For t h i s  reason, 
i f  parentheses must occur i n  the character s t r ing,  then 
they must be surrounded by apostrophes. 
The data type must be assigned the system name: 
B, when the s t r ing  contains only the  characters 
rrO'l and "1" and the a rb i t ra ry  s t r ing  i s  t o  be 
a b i t  s t r ing,  
C, when the a rb i t ra ry  s t r ing  i s  t o  be a s t r ing  
of ASCII characters, 
a user-defined name, when the values of the f i e l d  
a re  t o  be strings of characters other than ASCII. 
The name must appear a s  the f i r s t  parameter i n  a 
CHAR statement. 
Example Consider the  s t r ing:  ~ (1) .  I f t h i s  s t r ing  i s  
t o  be used f o r  a parameter, it must be entered as: 
r----...-.--- - - . - - .  . . 
CONSTANT ( ~ ' ( ' l ' ) ,  C ) I 
Note: Any blanks other than the f irst  blank following 
the  open parenthesis w i l l  be considbred par t  of 
the character s t r ing .  
2.1.6 CONCODE Statements 
---- ---- - - --- -- ^ -_I --------"-- ---- - _.- - -.... 
I 
format I CONCODE ( [ CONSMT statement 1 control code 
1 in te rpre ta t  ion expression ) 
I 
I ( i )  CONSWQIT statement i s  a statement with the parameters ,
format described i n  Section 2.1.5. 
( i i )  control code interpretat ion expression has one ; 
i of the following forms: 
i a )  DELIM, position type 
where posit ion type is e i ther  the system nasre: 
INX . 
- - -- --- - 
- - 
I b) FILLER, integer, integer [, integer ] C, INX ] 
1 c) COLST, integer [, integer 1 
1 
d) COLEND, integer [, integer ] i 
i e) NEWLINE [, integer 1 [, I N X  1 
usage of the m e  CONCODE statement i s  used a s  a parameter i n  
statement E 
' other DDL statements t o  define control codes i n  the  
: form of character s t r ings  and/or posit ions on media. 
These codes a re  used t o  locate or posit ion values and 
groups of values. Control codes a re  needed i n  the  
? 
i 
usage of the ' 
parameters 1 
following cases: 
1) in inputting values which are of variable length, 
a control code is needed to determine the end of the value. 
The control code may be a character string delimiting 
the value, or the position on a media of the start or 
end of the value. 
2 )  in inputting values of fields or groups which 
repeat zero or more times, a control code is needed to 
determine the end of the group of values. The control 
code may be a character string delimiting the group of 
values, or the position on a media of the end of the 
group of values. 
3) in inputting and outputting values and sets of 
values, control codes are needed to denote the location 
of the values and sets of values on the I/O media. 
To specify a control code, it is necessary to 
include the following information: 
(i) CONSWINT statement. lIbis parameter is used 
to specify that the character string, which is entered 
as the statement's parameter, is to be a control code. 
The character string is to be interpreted in accordance 
with parameter ii of the CONCODE statement. 
(ii) control code interpretation expression. This 
parameter describes the way control codes are to be inter- 
preted by the DDL processor. Each option for this 
parameter will be discussed separately and illustrated by 
example before the next option is discussed. 
a)  DELIM, posit ion type. 
lhis option i s  used t o  specify t h a t  the  
character s t r ing  given i n  parameter i is 
t o  be used t o  delimit value or a se t  of values. 
The posit ion type mst be assigned the  system 
name : 
PIE, when the control code i s  t o  precede 
(prefix) the  value or  se t  of values, 
PIX, when the control code i s  t o  follow (postfix) 
the value o r  se t  of values, 
INX, when the control code i s  t o  be inserted 
between (inf'ix) values of repeating f i e l d s  
and between s e t s  of values of repeating 
groups 
-- - 
. -- --.- 
Example 1 Consider the  se t  of values described i n  Example 1 
of Section 2.1.1: 
Each value i n  the s e t  i s  a character s t r ing  of 
' 
variable length. The m a x i m  length of each value i s  9 
characters. m e  values a re  referred t o  by the name 'COLLEGE' 
and a r e  interpreted as college names. 
I f t h e  occurrence of any of these values i n  a 
record i s  t o  be followed by a comma and a blank, then 
the following statement specif ies  a f i e l d  f o r  these values: 
I ( CONSTANT ( , , C ) DELIM, PIX ) ) I -......-.- 
where, i n  the CONCODE statement: 
DELIM specif ies  tha t  a comma followed by a blanlr 
w i l l  be used t o  delimit values of 'CQLEGE' 
P'M specif ies  tha t  the  comma followed by a blank w i l l  
denote the end of a value 
The following character s t r ings  can be values of the-- 
f i e l d  specified i n  the above DDL statements: 
i )  UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 
i i )  FURDUE, 
iii) YALE, 
Consider two s e t s  of values: 
i )  the se t  of values described i n  Example 1, above. 
These a re  values of the  f i e l d  'COL;LEGEf. 
i i )  the se t  of values described i n  Example 2 of Section 
2.1.1: 
Each value i n  the s e t  i s  a character s t r ing  
of a fixed length of 2 characters. The values a re  
referred t o  by the name 'YRS' and a r e  t o  be in te r -  
preted as the  number of years spent a t  a college. 
Values from these sets are to be organized in a 
group called 'CCOLINF'. One value from each set is to 
appear; a value from the first set is to appear first 
and a value from the second set is to appear second. If 
more than one group of these values occurs, the groups are 
to be separated from each other by the character semicolon 
followed by a blank. 
The following statements specify this group: 
FIELD ( 'COLLEGE', V, C, 30, C; 
CONCODE ( CONS'JANT ( , , C ) DELIM, P?I( ) ) 
FIELD ( 'YRS', F, C, 2, C ) 
GROW ( ' CCOLINF' , SPEC; 
( 'COLLEGE', M, F, 5 ), 
( 'YRS', M, F, 1 ); 
-- --- 
CONCODE ( CONSTANT ( ; , C ) DELIM, INX ) ) 
where, in the CONCODE statement: 
DELIM specifies that a semicolon followed by a 
blank will be used to delimit the set of values 
of 'CCOLINF' 
INX specifies that the semicolon followed by a 
blank will separate each set of values from 
other sets of values of 'CCOLINF'. 
I n  t h i s  example, the control code occurs only 
when 'CCOLINF'  i s  a repeating group. Consider a group 
! 'IIEPCCOLINF1 i n  which only 'CCOLINF' occurs and repeats 
, one or more times. This group i s  specified by the follow- 
( ing statements: 
i FIELD ( 'COLIXGE', V, C, 30, C; 
! 
! CONCODE ( CONSmT ( , , C ) DELIM, PTX ) ) 
FIELD ( 'YRS', F, C, 2, C ) 
G R W  ( ' CCOLINF' , SPEC; 
I 
t ( 'COLLEGE', M, F, 1 ), 
i 
i 
! ( 'YRS', M, F, 1 1; 
t 
I CONCODE ( CONS'IYLNT ( ; , C ) DELLM, INX ) ) 
f i 
t GRCUP ( ' RWCCOLINF ' , SPEC; 
( 'CCOLINF' , M, V, NOLIM ) ) 
usage of 
parameters ( continued) 
I The following character s t r ings  sa t i s fy  these [ DDL statements: 
i ii) PUFDTIE, 03; Y U ,  01 
i i i )  UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 04; FURDLTE, 03; 
Y U ,  01 
b) FILLER, integer, integer [, integer 1 [, I N X  1 
Tnis option i s  used f o r  outputting character 
s t r ings  t h a t  a re  not par t  of the retrieved 
records. For example, t he  s t r ing  "X = If could 
be printed out before a retr ieved value as follows: 
X = 2.1 
Such character strings a re  cal led auxi l iary data. 
-
Example 3 
These character s t r ings are given as the 
parameter of the CONSTANT statement of 
parameter i. 
The f i r s t  integer gives the number of times 
the character s t r ing  i s  t o  repeat consecutively. 
&e second integer gives the column i n  which 
the character s t r ing  i s  t o  begin. 
If the s tr ing consists of 1 's  and 0 ' s  and is 
t o  be output on cards i n  binary form, the th i rd  
(optional) integer gives the row i n  which the 
character s t r ing i s  t o  begin. The rows on a card 
are considered t o  be numbered consecutively wi th  
the topmost row a s  1. 
If the auxiliary data i s  t o  be inserted between 
( infix)  values of repeating f i e lds  or between se ts  
of values of repeating group, the (optional) system 
name, INX, i s  used. 
Consider the case when a user, i n  outputting values 
of a f i e l d  or group t o  a l i n e  printer ,  wants t o  f i l l  the 
f i r s t  9 columns of the l ine,  on which the values are t o  
be printed, with the character "X". 
m e  following statement specifies t h i s  control code: 
-, .ln., -....--  I--llVI*.l(...C 
)O~E ( CONS!EiNT ( X , c I?IILER, 8 , 
..._I-- _.-. -. * *- ,- .-.. 
where: FILLER specifies tha t  the s t r ing  "x" w i l l  be output. 
8 specifies that  "X" w i l l  be repeated 8 times. 
1 specifies tha t  the s t r ing  w i l l  be output beginning - 
i n  column 1. 
usage of 
parameters 
( continued) 
c) COLST, integer [, integer 1 
mis option i s  used for  inputting and outputting 
values and s e t s  of values from and t o  I/O media 
such a s  cards, the l ine  printer ,  teletype, etc.  
It i s  used t o  specify t h a t  a value, or a se t  
of values, i s  t o  begin i n  the  column given by 
the integer. If the data i s  t o  be input or output 
i n  binary form, on cards, the second (optional) 
integer gives the row number i n  which the value 
or se t  of values begins. 
, Consider the se t  of values described i n  Example 2 
of Section 2.1.1: 
Each value i n  the se t  i s  a character s t r ing  of fixed 
length of 2 characters. m e  values are referred t o  by 
the name 'YRS' and are  t o  be interpreted as the number 
of years spent a t  a college. Assuming a user wants t o  
input such values on cards where the values are  t o  begin 
i n  column 10, the following statement specifies the f i e l d  
and control code f o r  these values: 
__II-__I-IICII--...C-----. 
( 'YRS', F, C, 2, C; CONCODE ( CQST, lo))] 
where, i n  the CONCODE statement: 
COLST specifies t h a t  values of the  f i e l d  'YRS' 
w i l l  always begin i n  the  same column. 
10 specifies tha t  values of 'YRS' w i l l  always begin 
a t  column 10. 
usace of 
parameters ( continued) 
I The card images shown below i l l u s t r a t e  input 
t data which sa t i s fy  t h i s  DDL statement: 
, O O O O O O O O O ~ O O O O O O O ~ O U O O ~ ~ O ~ O O O O O ~ ~ O O O O O ~  
I 2 I 4 s 6 1 a ~ 1 ~ 1 t 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ m n n n n n n n z ~ n ~ o n n n ~ c r a ~ l r n  
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t l t l l l l l l  
I .". 
d) COLEND, integer [, integer 1 
This option i s  used f o r  irrputting and 
outputting values and s e t s  of values from 
and t o  I/O media such a s  cards, the  l i ne  
printer,  e tc .  
It i s  used t o  specify tha t  a value, or a s e t  
of values, i s  t o  end i n  the column given by the 
integer. I f  the data i s  t o  be input or output 
i n  binary, on cards, the second (optional) integer 
gives the row number i n  which the value or se t  
of values ends. 
Consider the se t  of values described in  Example 
1 of Section 2.1.1: 
Each value i n  the set  i s  a character s tr ing of 
variable length. The maximum length of each variable 
i s  30 characters. The values are referred t o  by the name 
'COLLEGE1 and are interpreted as  college names. Assuming a 
user wants t o  output such values on a l ine  printer such 
that  a value ends i n  column 35, the following statement 
specifies the f i e ld  and control code fo r  these values: 
-i- - ur*l-lm.*^x e--&. --- we.... - r ".l- a. l- r.* 3. "I..* "- 
F I E L D  ( tCOLLEGEf ,  F, C, 2, C; CONCODE ( 
where, i n  the CONCODE statement: 
COLEND specifies that  values of the f i e ld  'C-GE1 
w i l l  always end i n  the same column. 
35 specifies that  values of 'COLLEGE' w i l l  always 
end in  column 35. 
'Phe printer output shown below i l lus t ra tes  output 
data which would be produced from t h i s  DDL statement. 
Each l ine  represents one occurrence of the f i e ld  ICOLLEGEt 
i n  the output record. 
column 35 
UNIV. OF MARYLAND 
UNIV. OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV. OF RHOSE ISLAND 
usage of the  
parameters ( continued) 
e) NEWLINE [, integer ] [, INX 1 
This option i s  used f o r  inputting and outputting 
the  values and se ts  of values. It i s  used t o  
specify tha t  the  value, or  s e t  of values, i s  
t o  occur on the  next new l i n e  (or card) . If 
several l i nes  (or cards) are  t o  be skipped, 
the  optional integer i s  used t o  specify the 
number of l i n e s  (or cards) t o  be skipped. I f  
the l ines  a re  t o  be inserted between values of 
repeating f i e l d s  or  between s e t s  of values of 
repeating groups, the (optional) system name, INX, 
i s  used. An example of t h i s  option i s  given at the 
end of t h i s  section. 
f )  NEWPAGE [, integer ] [ INX ] 
This option i s  used f o r  outputting values,and 
s e t s  of values on the  T7N and line-printer.  It 
i s  used t o  specify tha t  values, or  s e t s  of values 
a re  t o  be printed on a new page. If several pages 
a re  t o  be skipped, the op t iond  integer is  used 
t o  specify the number of pages t o  be skipped. 
If the  pages are  t o  be inserted between values of 
repeating f i e l d s  or between s e t s  of values of 
repeating group, the (optional) system name, INX, 
i s  used. An example of t h i s  option i s  given at 
t he  end of t h i s  section. 
rules  f o r  
using two 
or more 
statement s 
When a sequence of two or more CONCODE statements 
are used a s  a parameter i n  other DDL statements, the 
following rules  must be followed: 
1. The following system names or s tr ings of system 
names may occur i n  CONCODE statements only once i n  the 
sequence : 
DELIM, PRX 
Dam, PTX 
DELIM, IMI 
COLST 
COI;END. 
2. m e  order i n  which the CONCODE statements occur 
i n  the sequence i s  important. CONCODE statements are pro- 
cessed i n  the order i n  which they appear. 
a) CONCODE statements containing the system 
names: DELIM, COLST and COLEND can be used t o  control 
the positioning, or re la t ive  positioning, of values 
or se t s  of values on a l i n e  (or card). 
i) I f  the values, or se ts  of values, are 
t o  appear on a new l i n e  (or card) or page, or are t o  be 
preceded by several blank l ines  (or cards) or pages, then 
these CONCODE statements must be preceded i n  the sequence by 
CONCODE statements containing the system names: NEWLINE 
and/or NEWPAGE. 
i i )  If the values, or se t s  of values, are  
t o  be preceded by auxiliary data, these CONCODE statements 
must be preceded i n  the sequence by CONCODE statements 
containing the system name: FILLER. 
iii) A CONCODE statement containing string 
of system names DELIM, PRX, C but without the optional 
first parameter may be used to mark the place of the values 
or set values in the sequence of CONCODE statements. 
b) If no CONCODE statement containing the system 
names: DELIM, COLST or COZ;END appears in the sequence, the 
values or sets of values are assumed to follow the control 
code defined by the last CONCODE statement in the sequence. 
c) !Be positioning of auxiliary data is con- 
trolled by CONCODE statements containing the system names: 
FILLER, NEWLINE and NEWPAGE. 
i) If auxiliary data is to appear on a new 
line (or card) or page, or is to be preceded by several 
blank lines (or cards) or pages, then the CONCODE state- 
ments containing the system name FILLER must be preceded 
by CONCODE statements containing the system names: NEWLINE 
and NEWPAGE. 
ii) If auxiliary data is to be preceded by 
additional auxiliary data, the CONCODE statements containing 
the system name FILLER for each piece of auxiliary data 
must occur in the sequence in the order in which the data 
is to appear. 
Consider 4 sets of values, from which the contents 
of personnel reports on employeest college educations 
are to be formed: 
i) a se t  of values, each of which i s  a character 
s tr ing of a fixed length of 2 characters. me 
values are t o  be referred t o  by the name 'DEPT 
NO' and are t o  be interpreted as  a department 
number. 
i i )  a se t  of values, each of which i s  a character 
string of variable length. 'Ibe m a r i m  length 
of each value i s  15 characters. The values are 
t o  be referred t o  by the name 'SLTRNAME' and are  
t o  be interpreted as  an employee's l a s t  name. 
i i i )  a se t  of values, each of which i s  a character 
s tr ing of variable length. The maximum length 
of each value i s  30 characters. The values are 
referred t o  by the name 'COLLEGE' and are inter- 
preted a s  college names. 
iv) a set  of values, each of which i s  a character 
s tr ing of a fixed length of 2 characters. 
The values are t o  be referred t o  by the name 
'YRS' and are  t o  be interpreted as  the number 
of years in  attendance a t  a college. 
A report i s  t o  be generated fo r  each department 
l i s t i ng  every employee i n  the department and giving the 
name of the colleges and the number of years i n  attrendance 
at each college for  each employee. 
The report i s  t o  have the following format: 
a) the  department number i s  t o  be given on the 
f i r s t  page i n  the format i l lus t ra ted  below: 
m e  auxiliary data "EMPLOYEE REPORT:" 
i s  t o  appear on l i n e  25, s ta r t ing  i n  column 43. 
Following th i s ,  2 l ines  a re  t o  be skipped, and 
the auxiliary data "COLLEGE EDUCATION" is  t o  appear 
on l i n e  28, s ta r t ing  i n  column 43. Following th is ,  
2 more l ines  are  t o  be skipped, and the auxiliary 
data "DEPARTMENT ", followed by the value of the 
department number is t o  appear on l i n e  30, s tar t ing 
i n  column 43. 
b) the employees' names, the nrvnes of .the 
colleges they attended, and the number of 
years they were i n  attend.ance a t  each college 
a r e  t o  be given on the second page i n  the format 
i l l u s t r a t e d  below: 
Die employees' names, the names of the  
colleges they attended, and the  number of years 
they were i n  attendance a t  each college a r e  
organized as  a group called ' W L E ' .  
Three pieces of auxi l iary data precede the 
values : 
i) the  s t r ing  "NAME" i s  t o  appear* on l i n e  
12, s t a r t ing  i n  co~umn 18. 
ii) the  s t r ing  "COLLEGES ATTENDED" i s  t o  
appear on l i n e  12, s t a r t ing  i n  column 51. 
iii) the string "YEARS" is to appear on 
line 12, starting in column 79. 
A single employee's name, and the college and 
years he attended each college form a group 
'EN!IRYt within t'WBI;E'. Each set of values for 
'ENTRY' are separated from other sets of values 
by 2 lines. '1Pae employee's name starts in column 15. 
Each college name and the years attended there 
form a group 'COLINF" within 'ENTRYt. Each set 
of values for 'COLINF' are separated from other 
sets of values by 1 line. College names end in 
column 70 and years start in column 80. 
Each complete report will be considered to be an 
output record. 
The following DDL statements specify the layout of 
these records: 
RECORD ( 'EMPLOYEE COUl3GE REPORT', 'REPORT LAYCUT') 
GROUP ( 'REPORT LAYWT', SPEC; 
( 'DEPT NO', M, F, 1 ), 
( "m', M, F, 1) 
FIELlD ( 'DEPT NO', F, C, 2, C; 
CONCODE ( NEWPAGE ), 
CONCODE ( NEWLINE, 25 ) , 
CONCODE ( CONS3UYT ( EMPLOYEE REPORT: , C ) 
FTTJ;ER, 0, 51 ), 
CONCODE ( PEWLINE, 2, ) , 
CONCODE ( CONSTANT ( COLLEGE E1XTCA'IIEON , C ) 
F D R  0, 51 ), 
CONCODE ( NEWLINE, 2, ) , 
CONCODE ( ( CONSTANT ( DEPAR'IMENT , C ) 
F-, 0, 51 1, 
CONCODE ( COLST, 62 ) ) 
GRC)[TP ( ' W L E ' ,  SPEC; 
( 'ENTRY', M, V, NOLIM ); 
CONCODE ( NEWPAGE ) , 
CONCODE ( NEWLINE 12 ), 
CONCODE ( CONSTANT ( NAME ) 
F W R ,  0, 18 ), 
CONCODE ( C O N S W T  ( COLLEGES ATPENDED , C ) 
FTTJ;ER, 0, 51 1,  
CONCODE ( CONSTANT ( YEARS , C ) 
F m R ,  0, 79 ) ) 
GRoCrP ( ' E m Y ' ,  SPEC; 
( I-', M,F, 1: 1,  
( 'COLINF'  , 0, V, NOLIM f ; 
CONCO.DE ( NEWLINE, 2 ) ) 
G R W  ( COLINF , SPEC; 
( 'COLLEGE', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'YEARS', M, F, 1 ); 
CONCODE ( NEWLINE, 1, INX ) ) 
F1EZ.D ( tSURNAME', V, C, 15, C; 
CONCODE ( COLST, 1.5 ) ) 
FIELD ( t C O I L E G E t ,  V, C, 30, C; 
CONCODE ( COLEND, 70 ) ) 
FIELD ( 'M', F, C, 2, C; 
CONCODE ( COLST, 80 ) ) 
2.1.7 SET Statements 
. -  . .. ., . ,  ." ...-,,*, - .-.. ~..-~,..,..*-... . 
I SET ( s e t  name; member, ... , member ) 
usace of the i The SET statement i s  used t o  specify a se t  of 
statement ! 
s t r ings  over the character se t .  The se t  i s  specified 
pa I-ame t er-s 
1 by l i s t i n g  the  members extensively and assigning a m e  t o  I 
( i )  s e t  name i s  a user-defined name. 
(ii) member is  a CONSTANT statement. 
( the col lect ion of members l i s t e d .  SET statements a re  
! used together with CRITERION statements (see Section 2.1.10) . 
I 'Po specify a set ,  it i s  necessary t o  include the following I information i n  the SET statement: 
I 
usage of the  3 (i) se t  name. This parameter i s  the name of the s e t  
parameters 1 
being specified. It i s  used t o  re fer  t o  the 
i 
i collection of s t r ings  l i s t e d  i n  parameter ii. 
i ( i i )  member. The parameter of each CONS!l!ANT statement 
I i s  t o  be a s t r ing  i n  the  s e t  being specified. 
1 
f Consider a s e t  of character s t r ings:  BURNS, JACOBS, 
t 
MILLER, and SANDERSON. These a re  t o  be interpreted a s  
f 
authors' names. The following statement assigns the  
name 'AUZ4ORS1 t o  t h i s  se t .  
i . . . . ___. . _ - - .  - .- . - . . - . .) SET ( 'AUTHOR'; CONSTANT ( BUlWS, C ), 
I 
CONSTANT ( JACOBS, C ), CONSlYiNT 
1 1  ( MILLER, C ) , CONSTANT ( SANDERSON, C ) ) 
I ' 
--. . - .- .. -.. .- . ."*. ..--~ -.- . . .-, -.-.. -. ------ ....---. . ,. . .. .... 
usage of 
the s ta te -  
merit t o  
def ine 
character 
s e t s  
SET statements may a lso  be used t o  define new 
character se t s  (see Section 2.1.1.1) . Two SET statements 
a r e  required. The f i r s t  SET statement i s  used t o  l is t  
the  character codes of the new character se t  a s  b i t  
s t r ings.  The character codes a re  l i s t e d  i n  t h e i r  so r t  
order. The second SET statement i s  used t o  r e l a t e  the  
new character codes t o  t h e i r  equivalents i n  another code. 
The characters of the other code a re  l i s t e d  i n  the  order 
that the new character codes were l i s t ed .  If there a r e  
more new characters than ASCII characters, then the  
character s t r ing  M* i s  used i n  place of the lacking 
character. If a character of the new code i s  t o  be 
equivalent eliminated i n  t ranslat ion t o  the other code, 
then the character s t r ing  ELIM i s  used i n  the  second 
SET statement i n  the place of the character t o  be elimina- 
ted.  
(ii) criterion expression is a string of the form: 
a) ( data name ) arithmetic relation 
? .1.6 CRITD( Statement 
. . . .-. - - -- - .- - l - - . . . . .  . .  . - . -  ". - '-.-"" ..I '-'..,.. - .. . . . .  . . . . . - . * '  - . 
I ( arithmetic operation expression ) 
folqnat 
parameters 
< 
I where : 
CRITEX ( criterion expression name, criterion expression, ) 
(i) criterion expression name is an anindexed 
1) data name is a reference name 
2 )  arithmetic relation is either the string: 
FQ, or = 
NQ , 
i user-def ined name. 
LT, or < 
GT, or >, or 
a. 
3) arithmetic operation expression is a 
string of the form: 
3i) data name 
where data name is defined as above 
for parameter (ii), a), 1). 
3ii) CONSTA.NT statement 
where the CONSDINT statement has 
the format described in Section 2.1.5. 
3iii) ( arithmetic operation expression ) 
arithmetic operation ( data name ) 
where arithmetic operation is either 
the string: 
+r 
- Y 
x, or 
/ J 
and data name is defined as 
above for parameter (ii) , a), 1) 
3iv) ( arithmetic operation expression ) - 
arithmetic operation ( CONS'IYINT 
statement ) 
where arithmetic operation is 
defined as above in c, and the CONSTY%NT 
statement has the format described 
in Section 2.1.5. 
b) ( data name ) MEM ( set name ) 
where: 
1) data name is a reference name 
2) set name is an unindexed user-defined name. 
c )  NOT ( cr i te r ion  expression form ) 
where cr i te r ion  expression Som i s  e i ther  all 
unindexed user-defined name, or a c r i t e r ion  
expression of the form described i n  a )  - e)  
of parameter ii. 
d) ( cr i te r ion  expression form ) AND . . . AND 
( c r i t e r ion  expression form ) 
where cr i te r ion  expression form i s  defined 
a s  i n  c )  above. 
e )  ( c r i t e r ion  expression form ) OH . . . OR 
( c r i t e r ion  expression form ) 
where c r i t e r ion  expression form i s  defined 
as  i n  c) above. 
usage of Values and s e t s  of values a re  rejected during 
the  s ta te -  ! 
merit j input, i f  they d i f f e r  from t h e  format described f o r  them. 
These format descriptions a re  conditions on the  values and 
s e t s  of values which must be sa t i s f i ed  f o r  the values 
and se t s  of values t o  be accepted f o r  input. The user 
may describe additional conditions (cal led c r i t e r i a )  on 
values and s e t s  of values. These c r i t e r i a  may take the 
form of arithmetic relat ions,  s e t  re la t ions  and logica l  
combinations of these. Cr i te r ia  a re  given by expressions 
cal led c r i t e r ion  expressions. To specify a c r i t e r ion  
expression it is necessary t o  include the  following informa- 
t i o n  i n  the CRITEX statement; 
usage 
of !;he 
parameters 
( i) cr i te r ion  expression name. This parameter 
t)' 
i s  the name of the  c r i te r ion  expres$iodbeinc  
specified and i s  used t o  re fer  t o  it. 
( i i )  c r i t e r ion  expression. This parameter describes 
a c r i te r ion  f o r  values. Each of the forms t h i s  
parameter may take w i l l  be discussed separately 
and i l l u s t r a t ed  by examples before the next form 
i s  discussed. 
a) ( d a t a  name ) arithrrtetic re la t ion  
( arithmetic operation expression ) 
This form i s  used t o  specify tha t  the 
value of a f i e l d  referred t o  by the reference 
name i s  : 
EQ7 or  = , equal to, 
m, not equal to ,  
LT, or <, l e s s  than, 
LE7 l e s s  than or  equal to ,  
GT, or > , greater than, or 
GE, greater than or  equal t o ,  
the  value of the arithmetic operation expression. 
I f  the  arithmetic operation expression 
has the form: 
i) dsta name 
wheredata name re fe r s  t o  a f i e ld ,  
then the value of the  arithmetic opera- 
t i on  expression i s  the value of the 
field referred to .  
ii) CONS'MNT stnlcmer~t 
t l~en Llie value of Lhe uritl~u~c: Lic: 
operation expressiorl it; -I;ilc s Lr'i~lg 
declared in the CONSmNT statement. 
iii) ( arithmetic operation expression ) 
arithmetic operation ( data name ) 
where data name refers to a field, 
then the value of the arithmetic operation 
expression, where the arithmetic 
operat ion is : 
+, is the sum of the value of the 
internal arithmetic operation 
expression and the value of the 
field referred to, 
-, is the difference between the value 
of the internal arithmetic operation 
expression and the value of the field 
referred to, 
x, is the value of the internal arithmetic 
operation expression multiplied 
by the value of the field referred to, 
/, is the value of the internal arith- 
metic operation expression divided 
by the value of the field referred to. 
iv) ( arithmetic operation expression ) 
arithmetic operation ( CONS'WNT state- 
ment ) 
where reference name refers to a field, 
and the string declared by the CONSTANT 
statement is a number, then the value 
of the arithmetic operation, where the 
arithmetic operation is: 
+, is the sum of the value of the 
internal arithmetic operation expression 
and the numeric value of the string 
declared in the CONSTANT statement, 
-, is the difference between the value 
of the internal arithmetic operation 
expression and the numeric value 
of the string declared in the CONSTANT 
statement, 
x, is the value of the internal arith- 
metic operation expression multiplied 
by the value of the string declared 
in the CONS'IIANT statement, 
/, is the value of the internal arith- 
metic operation expression divided by 
the value of the string declared in 
the CONS'IYINT statement. 
Consider a f i e l d  'YEARS' whose values a re  
i interpreted a s  the number of years a person attended a I part icular  college. A user may t e s t  t o  see i f  a particu- I 
1 l a r  value of 'YEARS' i s  equal t o  the  value of another 
1 
f i e ld ,  say 'XI. The following statements specif ies  t h i s  
c r i te r ion  expression and assigns it the name 'TEST1': I 
----- 
---.-,.. 
pGx ( S l ,  ( ' rnSS1 ) m ( 'XI )jl 
-- -.---- .- ---..., . . 
1 Consider the f i e l d  'YEARS' described i n  Example ) 1, above. A user may t e s t  t o  see i f  a par t icu lar  value 
i 
f of 'YEARS1 i s  l e s s  than the constant 4. The following 
I 
i statement specif ies  t h i s  c r i t e r ion  expression and assigns ! 
it the name ' TEST2' : ! 
L * . l - . . . . l l " l ~ " A . . . - - - I C  ....I.-. .--.I---. -- 
~ I T M  ( ' lESW1,  ( 'YEARS' ) LT ( CONSTAJYT 
Example 3 Consider the f i e l d  'YEARS' described i n  IBample 1, 
above; and two f i e l d s  'DATESTART' and 'DATEEND' whose 
values a r e  interpreted, respectively, as  the  year i n  
which a person s t a r t ed  a college and the year i n  which 
the person l e f t  the college. A user may t e s t  t o  see i f  
a par t icu lar  value of 'YEARS' equals the difference between 
the values of 'DATEEND' and 'DATESTART' . The following 
statement specif ies  t h i s  c r i te r ion  expression and assigns 
it the name ' TEST3 ' : 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
(continued) 
Example 4 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
( continued) 
C R I E X  ( 'TEST3', ( 'YEARS' ) 
b) ( data name ) MEM ( set name ) 
This form is used to specify that the 
value of a field referred to by the data 
name is a member of the set named by set name. 
Set name must appear as the first parameter 
in a SET statement. 
Consider a field 'AUTE1 whose values are interpreted 
as the last names of authors; and a set of character 
strings: BURNS, JACOBS, MILLER, and SA%DERSON, to which 
the name ' A U W O ~ '  has been assigned (see the example 
in Section 2.1.7). A user may test to see if a particular 
value of 'AUTTI1 is a member of the set 'AU!IXORS1. The 
following statement specifies this criterion expression 
and assigns it the name ' TEST^' : 
1 
CRIm (  TEST^' , ( 'AUTH' ) MEN ( 'AUTHORS' ) ) 
c) NOT ( criterion expression form ) 
This form is used to specify that the 
negation of a criterion expression is to be 
tested, where the criterion expression is given 
directly or is only named. If the criterion 
expression is named, the name must appear as the 
first parameter in another CRIm statement. 
l1:xamnple > I Consider the c r i te r ion  expression described in I =ample 4, above: I s  a par t icular  value of the f i e l d  I 'AU?H1 a member of the se t  'AIJ'DIORS' . The c r i t e r ion  
I expression which i s  the negation of t h i s  c r i t e r ion  I expression is: Is a par t icular  value of the  f i e l d  'AU'M' 
usage 
or the i 
parameters I 
( co~ltinued 
not a member of the  s e t  'AU'IYlORS'. It may be specified 
i n  two ways. These a re  given below. lthe first way i s  
assigned the name 'TESs .1 '  and the second way i s  assigned 
the nme 'TES5.2':  
where 'TEST~' i s  specified i n  &ample 4, above. 
d) ( c i te r ion  expression form ) AND ... AND 
( cr i te r ion  expression form ) 
This form i s  used t o  specify tha t  the 
logica l  con junction of two or more c r i t e r ion  
expressions i s  t o  be tested,  where the c r i te r ion  
expressions a re  given d i rec t ly  or  a re  only 
I named. I f  the c r i t e r ion  expressions a re  named, I the names must appear a s  the  first parameters 
i n  other CRITEX statements. 
-ample 6 I Consider the c r i te r ion  expressions described i n  
f Examples 2 and 3, above: I 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
( continued) 
Example 7 
i) Is a particular value of a field 'YEARS1 
I less than the constant 4, and 
1 ii) Is a particular value of the field 'YEARS I equal to the difference between the values of 
I the fields 'DA!CIEND1 and lIIA!DWIYiRT1. 
I The following statement specifies the criterion i expression which is the conjunction of these criterion 
expressions and assigns it the name ' T E S ~ ' :  
-.#..-..LrP.- - -"- I=% ( 'TEST~', ( '!ZEST;?' ) AM) ( "I'l3ST3' ) )I 
where 'TESW1 and 'TEST3' are specified in Examples 2 and 
3, above. 
The same test may be specified by giving directly 
the criterion expressions for ' !PEST2 and/or ' TEST3' . 
I e) ( criterion expression form ) OR . . . OR 
( criterion expression f orm ) 
This form is used to specify that the 
I logical disjunction of two or more criterion I expressions is to be tested, where the criterion 
I expressions are given directly or are only named. 
If the criterion expressions are named, the 
names must appear as the first parameters in 
1 other CRITEX statements. I Consider the criterion expressions described in 
1 Examples 1 and 2, above: 
t 
I i) Is a particular value of the field 'YEARS' 
I equal to the value of the field 'X', and 
usage of 
parameter 
statements 
i n  c r i te r ion  
expressions 
Example 8 
i i )  Is a part icular  value o f  the  f i e l d  'YEARSf 
l e s s  than the  constant 4. 
The following statement specifies the  cr i te r ion  
expression which i s  the  disjunction of these cr i te r ion  
expressions and assigns it the name ITESTj": 
CRITEX ( "IIESTi", ( 'TESTll ) OR ( 'TESE' ) ) 
where 'TESTIT and 'aEST2' a re  specified i n  Examples 1 
and 2, above. 
The same t e s t  may be specified by giving direct ly 
the  cr i te r ion  expressions f o r  'TEST1' and/or 'TESE' . 
The parameter statements described i n  Section 2.1.4 
can be used i n  place o fda ta  names i n  parameter ii. 
Thus, f o r  example, conditions such a s  the length of 
values of f ie lds ,  or  the existence of values f o r  optional 
f i e l d s  or groups can be tested.  
Consider an optional f i e l d  'DRAFT SWIUS' whose 
values a re  interpreted as a person's d ra f t  s tatus .  A 
I user may t e s t  t o  see i f  a value f o r  t h i s  f i e l d  occurs. 
The following statement specif ies  t h i s  c r i te r ion  expression 
l 
and assigns it the  name ' TES* : 
1 2 
CRITEX ( 'TEST6', ( MIST ( 'DWT S'WWS' ) 
E& ( CONSTANT ( 1, C ) ) ) 
- 
2.1.9 Alternate Action Statements 
Alternate action statements are statements that are used as 
parameters in CRITERION statements (see Section 2.1.10) to specify ' 
wliich actions should be taken when values or sets of values Pail to 
satisfy a criterion expression. For example, if during input a value 
fails to satisfy a criterion expression, fhe user m y  have the value 
replaced with another value, or he may have values and an error message 
output. 
1 9.1 RPLVAL Statements 
format 
parameters 
usage 
of the 
st at ement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
RPLVAL ( data name, replacement value ) 
(i) data name is a reference name 
(ii) replacement value is either a reference name, 
which has the form described for parameter i, 
above, or it is a C O N S m  statement. 
The RPLVAL statement is used. as a parameter in a 
CRITERION statement whenever the following action is to 
be taken upon the failure of a value or set of values 
to satisfy a criterion. This action is that the values 
of a field or group are to be replaced by other values. 
(ii) 
reference name. This parameter is used to name 
the field or group whose values are to be replaced. 
replacement value. This parameter is used to name 
the field or group whose values are to be used 
as replacement values, or to give the replacement 
value directly in a C O N S W T  statement. 
!Ihe parameter is assigned: 
a) a replacement name which refers to a field, 
when the first parameter names a field whose 
value is to be replaced by the value of the 
field referred to. 
usage of 
parameter 
statements 
in RPLVAL 
statements 
b) a replacement name which refers to a group, 
when the first parameter names 13 group whose 
values are to be replaced by the values of 
the group referred to. 
c) a C O N S W T  statement when the first parameter 
names a field whose value is to be replaced 
by the character string specified. 
Consider a field 'AU'I.H1 whose values are interpreted 
as the last names of authors. The following statements 
specify that the value of 'AUml is to be replaced 
a) by the value of a field 'X', and b) by the string 
"ANON" : 
a) 
b) 
The parameter statements described in Section 2.1.4 
can be used for parameter ii. Thus, for example, the value 
of a field can be replaced with the lengt? of another field. 
2.1.9.2 CRIQJESSAGE Statements 
-- --. -- - -  - -  ---- .--.--. - ---- -A..---w.-.-.--*-----.-" -a a I format CRI'IMESSAGE ( device name, criterion message ) 
parameters (i) device name is either the system name: 
m, 
PRINTER, or 
CARD. 
1 (ii) criterion message is a string of the f om: 
I [ data name, 1 CONCODE statement, . . . , 
\ CONCODE statement 
where : 
a) data name is a reference name, 
b) CONCODE statement is a statement with the 
format described in Section 2.1.5. 
i 
usage i The C R I W S S A G E  statement is used as a parameter of the 
statement 1 in a CRIlGRION statement whenever the following action s 
1 
1 is to be taken when a value or set of values fails to 
i satisfy a criterion. The action is that a message, I 
i 
i determined by the user, be output. 
usage i i (i) device name. Zhis parameter is used to signif'y of the 
parameters I the device on which the message is to be output. 
m e  parameter mst be assigned the system name: 
TIM, when the teletypewriter is to be used 
to output the message, 
PRINTER, when the line printer is to be used, or 
CARD, when the message is to be punched on cards. 
Example 1 
(ii) criterion message. This parameter is used 
to specify the message to be output. It may 
include values or sets of values from the record 
being validated, or it may simply be a string 
determined by the user. 
a) data name. This optional parameter is used 
to indicate that a value or set of values 
is to be output as part of the message. The 
name must refer to the field or group whose 
values are to be output. 
b) CONCODE statements. These parameters are 
used to specify the layout of the message. 
If a value or set of values are to be output, 
the CONCODE statements may be used to position 
them on the output media (this is discussed 
in detail in Section 2.1.6). 
If no values are to be output, the CONCODE 
statement wi%h the option F D R  may be used 
to output character strings. 
Consider a field 'AUICH' whose values are interpreted 
as the last names of authors. The following statement 
specifies that the value of 'AUTd' is to be output with 
the string "FAILS TO SATISFY WiE CRITERION" on the tele- 
typewriter: 
Example 2 
. -.- mCL-.CIC-..-"-.~~"..\-AUr-W~.",,. 
CRI?MESSAGE ( TTY, 'AUTH' , 
i 
CONCODE ( COLST, 10 ), 1 
I CONCODE ( CONSTANT ( FAILS TOSATISFY !THE I 
1 CRIrnION,  C ) FILLER, 0, 20 ) ) -----."- I Id--."--*-- 
The following statement specifies that t h e  s t r ing  
"CRITERION X" i s  t o  be output on the printer :  
I FILLER, 0, 40 ) ) I 
2.1.10 CRITERION Statements 
- - .--. ----- - 
-I- ---pwII__ -----. 
format 
parameters 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
CRIT!3lION ( criterion name, criterion expression name 
[; alternate action statement; . . . ; alternate 
action statement 1 ) 
( i) criterion name is an unindexed user-def ined name. 
(ii) criterion expression name is an unindexed user- 
defined name. 
(iii) alternate action statement is a statement 
with a format described in Section 2.1.9. 
Criteria on values and sets of values are used 
to determine whether or not those values and sets of 
values are to be accepted for input, output or storage, 
and what actions are to be taken if they are rejected. 
Thus, to specify a criterion it is necessary to include 
the following information in the CRITERION statement. 
(i) criterion name. This parameter is the name 
I 
I 
of the criterion being specified and is used I I 
to refer to it. I 
( ii) criterion expression name. This parameter is 
the name of the criterion expression which 
- I 
describes the conditions on the values or sets I 
of values to be tested. The name must appear as I I 
the first parameter in a CRIlIlM statement. I I 
(iii) al te rna te  act ion statements. These optional 
parameters a r e  used t o  specify what actions 
a re  t o  be taken when values f a i l  t o  sa t i s fy  
the  c r i t e r ion  expression named by parameter ii. 
The options which may be chosen are  discussed i n  
Section 2.1.9. If no act ion i s  specified the 
v d u e s  a r e  rejected. 
Consider a f i e l d  'YEARS' whose values a r e  interpreted 
a s  the  number of years a person attended a par t icu lar  college. 
I A user may t e s t  t o  see if a par t icu lar  value o f  'YEARS' I i s  l e s s  than the  constant 4. If the  value does not 
I s a t i s fy  the c r i t e r ion  the  user may have the  s t r ing  
I 
) "FAILS CRITERION" printed out on the  te letype s t a r t ing  
i 1 i n  column 15.  The following statements specify t h i s  
/ c r i t e r ion  and assign it the  name "CRITERION": 
CRITEX ( 'EST', ( 'YEARS' ) LT ( CONS!BNT 
( 4 , ~ ) ) )  
CRITERION ( 'CRI!D3RION', 'TEST', 
CRI'IMESSAGE ( TPY, CONCODE ( CONSMT 
( FAILS CRIrTZRION, C ) F U R ,  0, 15 ) ) 
I 
2.1.11 Device Statements I 
.. I 
Device statements are statements that are used to specify I 
I 
the device on which record occurrences are to be input, output, and stored I 
l 
and to specify the location of the record occurrences on the device media. I 
I 
The same two statements are used to describe the location of I 
I 
record occurrences on device media whatever the device. These are the I 
I 
BBLOCK and BLOCK statements. I 
I 
In addition there is one statement for each supported device, which I 
I 
relates the location of record occurrences as specified in the BBLOCK I 
and BLOCK statements to the specific devices. 
I 2.1.11.1 BBLOCK Statement 
- - - - -.-- 7 - II__^ -_UI.-.-... -. --- .- - ------------- - 
format 
parameters 
BBLOCK ( basic block name; uniformity, length; 
record dis t r ibut ion,  record count uniformity, 
record count, basic block count, record order; 
( l i s t  ), . . . , ( list ) [ ; HDR, header I . . . 
[ ; HDR, header ] [ ; TLR, t r a i l e r  1 .. . 
; TLR, t r a i l e r  1 ) 
( i )  basic block name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
( i i )  uniformity i s  e i the r  the  system name: 
FIXED (or simply F) , o r  
VARIABLE (or s imply V) . 
( i i i )  length i s  e i ther  the  s t r ing:  
n, where n is  an integer, o r  the system name 
NOLIM. 
( iv)  record d is t r ibut ion  name i s  e i the r  the system name: 
WHOLE, or  
SPLIT. 
(v) record count uniformity i s  e i the r  the  system 
name: 
FMED (or simply F) , o r  
V . L E  (or simply V) . 
(vi)  record count i s  e i ther  the  string: 
n, where n i s  an integer,  o r  the system name 
NOLIM. 
( v i i )  basic block count i s  e i t he r  the  s t r ing:  
m, where m is an integer,  or  the  system name 
I NOLIM. 
I 1 ( v i i i )  record order i s  e i t h e r  the  system name: 
I 
t SPEC, or 
NOORD . 
(ix) l i s t  i s  a s t r i ng  of parameters with t he  following 
format : 
record name, optionali ty,  r epe t i t i on  number 
where : 
a )  record name is an unindexed user-defined 
name; 
b) opt ional i ty  i s  e i t h e r  the  system name: 
MANIZA'PORY (or  simply M) , or  
OPTIONAL (or s i q l y  0 ) ;  
c) repe t i t ion  number i s  e i t he r  the s t r ing:  
n, where n i s  an integer,  or  the system name 
NOLIM. 
(x) the  optional parameter, header, is  e i t h e r  an 
unindexed user-defined name, o r  a CQNSWT 
statement, with the format described i n  Section 
2.1.5. 
(x i )  the  optional parameter, t r a i l e r ,  i s  e i t h e r  an 
unindexed user-defined name, or  a COfaSWT 
statement, with the format described i n  Section 
2.1.5. 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameter 
The BBLOCK statement i s  used t o  define the 
basic physical block of storage on a device media, and 
t o  describe the location of record occurrences i n  the  
basic block. The statements describing the  individual 
devices specify whether the basic block i s  t o  be inter-  
preted a s  a physical block on a tape or  disk drive, o r  
as a deck of cards, e tc .  To specify a basic physical 
block of storage it i s  necessary t o  include the following 
information i n  the BBLOCK statement: 
( i )  basic block name. This parameter i s  the name 
of the basic block being specified. 
( i i )  uniformity. 'Bis parameter is  used t o  specify 
whether the  length of the  basic block i s  the 
same each time it occurs. If the  basic block 
i s  t o  occur only once then the  parameter is  used 
t o  specify whether the length of the block is  
known. The parameter i s  assigned the  system name: 
FIXED (or F) when the  length of each occurrence 
of the  basic block i s  the same, or  when the  
length of the  basic block i s  given i f  it i s  
t o  only occur once, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when the  length of each occurrence 
of the  basic block i s  t o  vary, o r  when the  
length of the basic block i s  t o  occur only 
once and i s  not known i n  advance. 
Note: Tne meaning of the word length for a 
basic block depends on the media on 
which it occurs. Thus for cards, length 
is the number of cards in a deck, or for 
tape it is the number of bytes in a physical 
block. This will be discussed further in 
the sections dealing with the individual 
devices (sections 2.1.11.3 - 2.1.11.10). 
(iii) length. This parameter is used to specify the 
length of the basic block. The parameter must 
be assigned the string: 
n when the lengths of occurrences of a basic 
block are fixed at n, or when the lengths 
of occurrences vary but do not exceed a 
maximum of n. 
NOLIM when the lengths of occurrences of 
basic blocks vary and are not limited. 
(iv) record distribution name. This parameter is used 
to specify whether the values of a record occurrence 
are to be split between two occurrences of a basic 
block if the length of the record occurrence 
exceed the length of a basic block occurrence. 
The parameter is assigned the system name: 
WHOLE, when a record occurrence is not to be 
split, and 
SPLIT, when a record occurrence may be split. 
(v) record count uniformity. This parameter 
is to specify whether the number of record 
occurrences in the basic block is to be fixed 
or variable. The parameter must be assigned 
the string: 
FIXED (or F) when the number of record 
occurrences is to be fixed, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when the number of record 
occurrences is to vary. 
(vi) record count, and 
(vii) basic blfock count. These parameters are used 
to specify the number of record occurrences, 
specified by the record count, that are to be 
placed in the number of occurrences of the 
basic block, specified by the basic block count. 
The two parameters are to be assigned the strings: 
n, m when n record occurrences are to be placed 
in m occurrences of the basic block, or a 
maximum of n record occurrences are to be 
placed in m occurrences of the basic block. 
1, NOLIM when a single record occurrence of 
variable length exceeds the length of a 
basic block, and each record occurrence is to 
begin in a new occurrence of the basic block. 
NOLIM, 1 when there is to be no limit on the 
number of record occurrences to be placed 
in a single occurrence of a basic block. 
-. 
(viii) record order. Tnis parameter is used'to specify 
I 
the order in which occurrences of different records 
are to occur in a basic block. The parameter is 
assigned the system name: 
SPEC, when the record occurrences are to be 
1 located in the basic block occurrence in the I order in rhich they are named in parameter 
( ix) , and 
NOORD, when record occurrences may be located 
in any order in a basic block occurrence. 
(ix) list. Each list describes the location of 
record occurrences for a particular record 
in the basic block being specified. The list 
parameters must be assigned strings as follows: 
a) record name. !%is parameter is the name of 
a record whose occurrences may be located 
in the basic block being specified. The 
name must appear as the first parameter in 
a RECORD statement. 
I b) optionality. %is parameter is used to 
I specify whether occurrences of the record 
named by list parameter a) are mandatory 
or optional. The parameter must be assigned 
the system name: 
MANDATORY (or M) when the record 
occurrence is mandatory, and 
OPTIONAL (or 0) when the record 
occurrence is optional. 
- - -  
c) repetition number. This parameter is used 
to specify the number of times occurrences 
of the record named by list parameter a) are 
to occur in the basic block. The parameter 
must be assigned the string: 
n when the record is to be repeated n times, 
0 when the record is not to be repeated, and 
NOLIM when the record is to be repeated 
an unknown number of times. 
d) the optional parameter, criterion name. 
Tbis parameter refers to a criterion which 
is defined on values in record occurrences. 
If the criterion is not satisfied, occurrences 
of the record named by parameter a) do not 
appear in the basic block. 13ne criterion 
name must appear as the first parameter in a 
CRIlPERION statement. 
(x) header. This optional parameter is used to 
specify control information which occurs at the 
head of a basic block. The statements describing 
the individual devices specify whether the header 
is to be interpreted as a start card for a card 
deck, or a label for a tape, etc. The parameter 
is assigned 
. . 
a) a record nane, when the  contents of the 
header depend on values from record occurrences 1 
l 
or  other basic blocks. The record name must I 
I 
I 
appear a s  the f i r s t  parameter i n  a RECORD I 
I 
statement . I 
I 
b) a CONSTANT statement, when the contents of the  
I 
I 
I 
header can be expressed as  a character or b i t  I I 
I 
str ing.  I 
I 
t r a i l e r .  This optional parameter i s  used t o  I I 
I 
specif'y control information which occurs a t  the  I 
I 
I 
t a i l  of a basic block. It i s  specified i n  the same 
w a y  as the header parameter, described as parameter 
( x), above. 
I 1 
i 
I mawples of the use of the BBLOCK statement 
I 
i w i l l  be given i n  the section discussing the  individual 1 devices. 
r 
2.1.11.2 BLOCK Statement 
I 
format BLOCK ( block name; order; ( l is t  ) , . . . , ( l i s t  ) 
[ ; HDR, header ] . . . [ ; HDR, header ] 
[ ; a, t r a i l e r  1 . . . [ ; TLR, t r a i l e r  ] ) 
parameters I ( i )  block name i s  an unindexed user-defined name. I ( i i )  order i s  e i ther  the system name: I NOORD, o r  
smc . 
( i i i )  l i s t  i s  a s t r ing  of parameters of the form: 
b/block name, optionality, repet i t ion number 
[ , cr i te r ion  name ] 
I where : I a )  b/block name i s  an unindexed user-def ined 
name ; 
b) optionality i s  e i ther  the  system name: 
MANDATORY (or simply M) , or 
OPTIONAL (or  simply 0 )  ; 
c) repet i t ion  number i s  e i ther  the string: 
n, where n i s  an integer, o r  the  system name 
NOLIM . 
d) the  optional parameter, c r i te r ion  name, 
i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
( iv)  the  optional parameter, header, i s  e i ther  an 
unindexed user-def ined name, or  a CONSZRNT 
statement with the  format described i n  Section 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the  
parameters 
(v) the  optiorml parameter, t r a i l e r ,  i s  e i the r  
an uiiindexed user-defined name, or  a CONS'lANT 
statement with the format described i n  Section 
The BLOCK statement i s  used t o  specify a block. 
A block i s  an organization of occurrences of different  
basic blocks of storage and/or other blocks. The s tate-  
ments describing the  individual devices specify whether 
the  block i s  t o  be interpreted as a t rack or  a cylinder 
of a disk, or as  a page on a pr inter ,  e tc .  To specify a 
block, it i s  necessary t o  include the following information 
i n  the BLOCK statemelit : 
( i )  block name. This parameter i s  the name of 
the block being specified. 
( i i )  order. This parameter i s  used t o  specify the 
sequence i n  which blocks and basic blocks a re  t o  
be organized i n  the block being specified. 'Be 
parameter must be assigned the  system name: 
NOORD, when the blocks or basic blocks 
may occur i n  any order i n  the block being 
specified, and 
SPEC, when the blocks or basic blocks must 
occur i n  the order i n  which they a re  named 
i n  parameter g i i ) .  
( i i i )  l ist .  Each l i s t  describes the  occurrence of a 
basic block or  block i n  the block being specified. 
m e  l i s t  parameters must be assigned s t r ings  as 
follows : 
a) b/block name. This parameter is the name of 
a basic block or block. Ihe name must 
appear as the first parameter in a BBLOCK 
statement if it refers to a basic block. 
B e  name must appear as the first parameter 
in a BLOCK statement if it refers to a block. 
b) optionality. This parameter is used 30 specify 
whether the occurrence of the basic block or 
block named by list parameter a) is mandatory 
or optional. The parameter must be assigned 
the system name: 
MANDATORY (or M) when the occurrence is 
mandatory, and 
OPTIONAL (or 0) when the occurrence is not 
mandatory. 
c) repetition number. This parameter is used to 
specify the number of times basic block or 
block named by list parameter a) occurs in the 
block being specified. The parameter must 
be assigned the string: 
n when the block or basic block is to be 
repeated n times, 
0 when the block or basic block is not 
& 
to be repeated, and 
NOLIM when the block or basic block is to 
be repeated an unknown number of times. 
d) c r i te r ion  name. This parameter r e fe r s  
t o  a cr i te r ion  which i s  defined on the 
behavior of other blocks or  basic blocks 
i n  terms of t h e i r  existence, length or  repeti- 
t i on  number. I f  the c r i te r ion  i s  not sa t i s -  
f ied,  the  block or basic block named by 
l is t  parameter a)  does not occur i n  the block 
being specified. The c r i t e r ion  name must 
appear as the f i r s t  parameter i n  a CRITERION 
statement. 
( iv )  header, and 
(v) t r a i l e r .  These optional parameters a re  used 
t o  specify control information which i s  t o  occur 
a t  the head and t a i l  of the  block being specified. 
They specified a s  described f o r  parameters 
(x) and (xi)  of the BBLOCK statement i n  Section 
2.1.11.1. 
Exarrrples of the use of the BLOCK statement w i l l  
be given i n  the section discussing the individual devices 
t h a t  follow. 
block 
ref erer~ce 
names 
Since a basic block or block 'B1 may be contained 
in more than one block, say in block 'Bl', 'B2', 'B3', 
then t:~e occurrences of 'B' in 'B3' is referred to by 
the name: 'B' OF 'B3'. As many of the phrases: 
"OF group name I' may be specified as necessary to distin- 
guish between occurrences of a block or basic block. 
parameter 
statements 
! 
i Such names are also considered to be reference names. 
1 
I 
I Similarly, occurrences of a record 'R1 may occur 
I in more than one basic block, say in basic blocks 'BBl', 
I 
i 'BB2' and 'BB3'. The occurrence of 'R' in 'BB2' is 
i referred to by the name: 'R' OF 'BB2'. Such names 
j are also considered to be reference names. 
The parameter statements REP and MIST may be applied 
to blocks and basic blocks. 
2.1.11.3 CARDIN Statement 
-- - - - -. - . - - 
CARDIM ( card specification name, bblock name 
; association l i s t  name 1 ) 
parameters I ( i )  card specification name i s  an unindexed user- 
I defined name. I (ii) bblock name is an unindexed user-defined muue. 
( i i i )  the optional parameter, association l i s t  name, 
i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
m e  O I N  statement i s  used t o  specify tha t  the 
card reader i s  t o  be used fo r  inputting data. Ilo specify 
th i s ,  it is necessary t o  include the following information 
i n  the CARDIN statement: 
( i )  card specification name. This parameter i s  the 
name of the  device specification being described. 
( i i )  bblock name. This parameter refers  t o  the specifica- 
t ion  of the location of record occurrences i n  a 
card deck. 'Phe card deck i s  considered t o  be the 
basic physical block of' storage f o r  the  card 
reader. 'JPne bblock name must appear a s  the first 
parameter i n  a BBLOCK statement with the following 
parameters : 
a) parameter ( i i )  of the BBLOCK statement is  
assigned the value: 
FIXED (or F) when the  nwnber of cards 
i n  the deck i s  known, and 
6 Example 
VARIABLE (or  V) when the number of 
cards i n  the  deck is  not known. 
b) parameter ( i i i )  of the BBLOCK statement 
i s  assigned the s t r ing:  
n when there i s  t o  be e i the r  a maximum 
of n cards i n  the  deck o r  exactly n cards. 
NOLIM, otherwise . 
c) parameter ( iv)  of the BBLOCX statement i s  
assigned the s t r ing  WHOLE. 
d) parameters x and x i  a re  interpreted as header 
and t r a i l e r  cards. Each s t r ing  of the form: 
[ ; HDR, header 1 or 
[ ; TLR, t r a i l e r  3 is  interpreted as a single 
card. 
( i i i )  association l i s t  name. This optional parameter 
i s  used when the header and/or t r a i l e r  parameters 
i n  the BBLOCX statement referred t o  by parameter 
( i i )  r e fe r  t o  records. The name must appear a s  
the f i r s t  parameter i n  an ASSOCIATE statement 
.(see Section 2.3.1.1 ) . 
The following statements specify tha t  a card deck 
is  t o  be input with one s t a r t  card and one end card. 
The deck i s  t o  contain an unknown number of occurrences 
of the  record 'X1. 'Ihe s t a r t  card i s  t o  contain the s t r ing:  
START OF IlATR s t a r t ing  i n  column 1. Tne end card i s  t o  
contain the s t r ing:  END OF RAW s ta r t ing  i n  column 1. 
CARDIN ( 'INPUT CARDS', 'CAFU) DECK' ) 
BBLOCK ( 'CARD DECK'; V, NOLIM; WHOLE, V, 
NOLIM, 1; SPEC; ( 'X ' , M, NOLIM ) ; 
HDR, CONSQUIT ( S'WRT OF ~~, C ); 
rlZR, CONSTANT ( END OF MIW, C ) ) 
2.1.11.4 CARDWT Statement 
". -- - -- 1 ---.-- ...-.---- ---- -. 
format 
parameters 
usage 
of the  
statement 
usage 
of the  
parameters 
CAFSDCCTT ( card specif icat ion name, bblock name 
[ ; association l i s t  name ] ) 
( i )  card specif icat ion name i s  an unindexed 
user-defined name. 
( i i )  bblock name i s  an unindexed user-defined,name. 
( i i i )  the  optional parameter, associat ion l i s t  name, 1 
i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
The CARDCXJT statement i s  used t o  specify t h a t  
the  card punch i s  t o  be used f o r  outputt ing data.  lb 
1 specify t h i s ,  it i s  necessary t o  include the following 
1 
information i n  t he  CARDOUT statement: 
( i )  - ( i i i )  The parameters a r e  the same a s  those 
specified f o r  t he  CARDIN Statement of Section 
?.l.ll.5 TAPEIN Statement 
- I .'- - . ". . .-- -., .^, . . * ... , _"_ _ . .  . +__ - . .-"- - - - .--. _ ..._ ' ..,.- . . ..- ._*.. .. 
format I IYLPEIN ( tape specification name, file block name; 
I pllysical block name, ... , physical block name 
1 [ ; association list name 1 ) 
parameters 
I 
I (i) tape specification name is an unindexed user- 
f defined name. 
(ii) file block name is an unindexed user-def ined I 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
name. 
(iii) physical block is a reference name. 
(iv) the optional parameter, association list name, is 
an unindexed user-defined name. 
The TAPEIN statement is used to specify that the 
tape device is to be used for inputting data. To specify 
this, it is necessary to include the following information 
in the TAPEIN statement: 
(i) tape specification name. This parameter is the 
name of the device specification being described. 
(ii) file block name. This parameter refers to the 
specification of the organization of physical 
blocks on a tape. The name must appear as the 
first parameter in a BLOCK statement with the 
following paramet er s : 
1 a) parameter (ii) of the BLOCK statement 
is assigned the system name: 
NOORD when there is more than one kind of 
i physical block on the tape and the 
various kinds may occur in any order, and 
i SPEC, when there is only one kind of physical I block on the tape, or when there is more 
1 
i than one kind and the various kinds occur 
in the order specified by parameter (iii) 
of the BLOCK statement. 
b) the organization of physical blocks on a 
tape may be specified by as many levels of 
E 
i BLOCK statements as are needed. The first 
list parameter of parameter (iii) refers 
i 
1 either to other BLOCK statements or to BBLOCK I statements . I c) parameters (iv) and (v) of the BLOCK statement i are interpreted as header and trailer labels I or tape marks. Each string of the form: 
[; HDR, header ] or 
[; 1ZR, trailer 1 is interpreted as a 
I single label or tape mark. 
(iii) physical block name. This parameter refers to 
the specification of each physical block on the 
I tape. There must be one physical block name for I each kind of physical block that may occur in the I tape. The physical block names must appear as the 
first parameters in BBLOCK statements which specify 
the  locat ion of record occurrences i n  the 
physical blocks. The BBLOCK statements must 
have the  following parameters: 
a )  parameter (ii) of the  BBLOCK statement is 
assigned the system name: 
FIXED (or F) when the  number of bytes 
i n  the  physical block i s  t o  be fixed, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when the number of bytes 
i n  the  physical block i s  t o  vary from 
one occurrence of the  physical block 
t o  another. 
b) parameters x and x a re  interpreted a s  header i 
and t r a i l e r  bytes i n  the physical block. 
association l is t  name. This optional parameter 
i s  used when the header and/or t r a i l e r  parameter 
i n  the  BBLOCK statement referred t o  by parameter 
(ii) refer  t o  records. The name must appear a s  
t he  f i r s t  parameter i n  an ASSOCIATE statement 
(see Section 2.3.1.1). 
The following statements specify t h a t  data i s  t o  
be input from a tape containing a f i l e  which i s  
stored i n  f ixed length physical blocks of 2064 bytes. 
Each physical block i s  t o  contain 25 records which 
a re  never s p l i t  between physical blocks. The f i l e  
i s  t o  be preceded by two header labels :  ' S m  
VOLUME I*ABEL ' and ' S m  FIIZ LABEL' , and a tape- 
mark "IPilt. The f i l e  i s  t o  be t r a i l e d  by a single label:  
' S'CFLNIZARD FILE TLR LABELf and two tapemarks ''Dl' . Each 
physical block i s  t o  be headed by a 16 byte header 
cal led ' K E Y f .  There a re  an unknown number of record 
occurrences 'BILL-RECORD' i n  the f i l e .  
W E I N  ( ' BIU-TAPl3IN' ; 'BILL-'CAPE , ' BILL-BLK' ) 
BLOCK ( 'BILG-IYE%', SPEC; 
( ' BILL-BLK ' j My NOLIM ) ; 
HDR, STYiNDUD VOLUME LABEL ; 
HDR, 'STANDARD FILE LABEL'; 
HDR, 'm'; 
TLR, S m  FILE TLR LABEL' ; 
TLR, ' 'Dlf; 
TLR, 'Dlf ) 
BBLOCK ( 'BILL-BLK' ; F, 2064; WHOU, F J  25,  
SPEC; ( 'BILL -K8CORDt, M, NoLIM ) ; 
HDR, 'KEY' ) 
2.1.11.6 MUJT Statement 
.. - 
--- --- -- -. - 
-I--- 
parameters 
usage of the 
statement 
usage of 
the 
parameters 
W E U J T  ( tape specification name, file block name; 
physical block name, ... , physical block name 
[ ; association list name 1 ) 
(i) tape specification name is an unindexed user-de- 
fined name. 
(ii) file block name is an unilidexed user-defined 
name. 
(iii) physical block is a reference name. 
(iv) the optional parameter, association list name, is 
an unindexed user-defined name. 
The TAPEOUT statement is used to specify that the 
tape device is to be used for outputting data. To speci- 
fy this, it is necessary to include the following infor- 
mation in the TfiPEOUT statement: 
(i) - (iv) The parameters are the same as those speci- 
fied for the W E I N  statement of Section 2.1.11.5. 
2.1.11.7 DISKPN Statement 
format I DISKIN ( disk specification name, f i l e  block name; 
parameters 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the  
parameters 
cylinder block name, ... , cylinder block name; 
t rack block name, ... , t rack block name; 
sentence block name, ..., sentence block name 
[ ; association l i s t  name 1 ) 
( i )  disk specif icat ion name i s  an unindexed 
user-defined name. 
( i i )  f i l e  block name i s  an unindexed user-def ined name. 
( i i i )  cylinder block name i s  a reference name. 
( i v )  t rack block name i s  a reference name. 
(v) sentence block name i s  a reference name 
(vi)  the  optional parameter, association l i s t  name, 
is  an unindexed user-defined name. 
'Ihe D I S K I N  statement i s  used t o  specify t h a t  input 
data i s  t o  be found on disk. To specify t h i s ,  it i s  
necessary t o  include the following information i n  the  
DISKIN statement : 
( i )  disk specification name. This parameter i s  
the  name of the  device specification being 
described. 
! 
i (ii) file block name. This parameter refers 
to the specification of the organization of 
the cylinders on which a file is to be stored. 
The name must appear as the first parameter in a 
BLOCK statement with the following parameters: 
a) parameter (ii) of the BLOCK statement is 
assigned the system name: 
NOORD, when there is more than one kind 
of cylinder format in the file, and the 
various kinds of cylinder formats may 
occur in any order, and 
SPEC, when there is only one kind of cylinder 
format in the file, or when there is 
1 more than one and the various kinds 
i 
occur in the order in which they are 
named in parameter (iii) of the BLOCK 
statement. 
b) the organization of cylinders in a disk 
may be specified by as many levels of BLOCK 
statements as are needed. The first list 
parameter of parameter (iii) refers either to 
a BLOCK statement describing groupings of 
1 cylinder formats or directly to a BLOCK t 
statement describing a cylinder format. 
c) parameters (iv) and (v) of the BLOCK 
t statement are not used. 1 
I I (iii) cylinder block name. This parameter refers to 
I the specification of the organization of tracks I 
I on cylinders. There must be one cylinder block 
name for each kind of cylinder format that may 
occur in a file. The cylinder block names 
must appear as the first parameter in a BLOCK 
statement with the following parameters: 
I a) parameter (ii) of the BLOCK statement is I assigned the system name: I NOORD, when there is more than one 
kind of track format in the cylinder, 
and the various kinds of track format 
may occur in any order, and 
SmC, when there is only one kind of track 
format in the cylinder, or when there 
is more than one and the various kinds 
occur in the order in which they are 
I 
I named in parameter (iii) of the BLOCK I statement. 
I b) the organization of tracks in a cylinder may 
be specified by as many levels of BLOCK state- 
ments as are needed. The first list parameter 
I of parameter (iii) refers either to a BLOCK 
I 
statement describing groupings of tracks, or 
directly to a BLOCK or BBLOCK statement 
describing a track format. 
c) parameters (iv) and (v) of the BLOCK 
: 
I statement are interpreted as header and 
1 
I trailer tracks for a cylinder. 
I i (iv) track block name. This parameter refers to the I 
I j specification of the organization of sentences I I 
I 
on a track, or to the specification of the organi- I 
I 
I 
zation of unblocked records on the track. There I 
must be one track block name for each kind of I 
track format that may occur in a cylinder. 
The track block name must appear as the first 
parameter in a BLOCK statement when the name 
refers to the specification of the organization 
I 
of sentences on a track. The BLOCK statement 
! 
c must have the following parameters: 
parameter (ii) of the BLOCK statement is 
assigned the system name: 
NOORD, when there is more than one kind 
of sentence format in the track, and 
the various kinds of track format may 
occur in any order, and 
SPEC, when there is only one kind of sentence 
format in the track, or when there is more 
than one and the various kinds occur in 
the order in which they are named in 
parameter (iii) of the BLOCK statement. 
b) the organization of sentences i n  a track 
may be specified by a s  many levels  of BLOCK 
statements a s  are needed. The f i r s t  l i s t  
parameter of parameter ( i i i )  re fers  ei ther  
t o  a BLOCK statement describing groupings 
of sentences, or  d i rec t ly  t o  a BBLOCK state- 
ment describing a sentence format. 
c) parameters (iv) and (v) of the BLOCK state-  
ment are  interpreted as track header and 
t r a i l e r  labels .  Each header and t r a i l e r  
w i l l  be se t  off by gaps on the track. 
The track block name must appear as the 
first parameter i n  a BBLOCK statement when 
the name refers  t o  the specification of the 
organization of unblocked records on the track. 
!The BBLOCK statement must have the following 
parameters: 
a) parameter ( i i )  of the BBLOCK statement 
t 
i s  assigned the system name FIXED (or F) . 
b) Parameter ( i i )  of the BBLOCK statement 
i s  assigned the number of bytes per track 
f o r  the given disk. 
c) Parameters (x) and (xi)  of the BBLOCK 
statement are interpreted a s  header and 
t r a i l e r  labels  tha t  precede and follow 
each record on the track. Each header and 
t r a i l e r  w i l l  be se t  off by gaps. 
Example 
(v) sentence block name. !The sentence block 
name refers to the specification of the 
organization of records in a sentence. The 
name must appear as the first parameter in a 
BBLOCK statement with the following parameters: 
Parameters (x) and (xi) of the BBLOCK 
statement are interpreted as header and trailer 
labels that precede and follow each sentence. 
Each header and trailer will be set off by gaps. 
(vi) association list name. This optional parameter 
is used when the header and/or trailer parameter 
in the BLOCK or BBLOCK statements referred to by 
parameters (ii) - (v) refer to records. The name 
must appear as the first parameter in an ASSOCIATE 
statement (see Section 2.3.1.1 ). 
The following statements specify that data i s  t o  
be input from disk. The dat i s  in the form of a f i l e  
which i s  stored i n  fixed length sentences of 72bl bytes. 
There are t o  be 90 record occurrences of the record 
'BILL-RECORD' per sentence, 1 sentence per track, and 
20 tracks per cylinder. Only sentences are to  have 
header labels. 
DISKIN ( DISKINP', FILE-BLOCK ' ; IDATA-CYL1 ; 
' DAT A-TRACK ' ; DAT A-SENT ENCE 1 ) 
BLOCK ( 'FILE-BLOCK' , SPEC; 
( 'DATkCYL' , M, NOLIM ) ) 
BLOCK ( 'DATk-CYL' , SPEC; 
( 'DATkTRACKt , M, 20 ) ) 
BWCK ( 'DATR-TRACK', SPEC j 
( 'DATA-SENTENCE', M, 1 ) ) 
BBIDCK ( 'DATA-SENTENCE', F, 7241; 
SPLIT, F, 90, 1, SPEC; 
( 'BILL-RECORD1¶ M, NOLIM ) ; 
m, 'FOR' ) 
2.1.11.8 DISKCUT Statement - I 
parameters 
- - - - 
format 
sentence block name, ... , sentence block name 
[ ; association list name ] ) 
- - . - - - -  - - - - - -- - - - - ------ - - - - -  ----- I 
I 
DISKCUT ( disk specification name, file block name; I 
I 
I 
cylinder block name, ... , cylinder block name; I 
I 
track block name, ... , track block name; I 
I 
(i) disk specification name is an unindexed user- 
defined name. 
(ii) file block name is an unindexed user-def ined name. 
I 
I 
I 
(iii) cylinder block name is a reference name. I I 
(iv) track block name is a reference name. 
(v) sentence block name is a reference name. 
(vi) the optional parameter, association list name, 
is an unindexed user-defined name. 
1 is necessary to include the following information in 
usage 
of the 
statement 
the DISKCUT statement : 
m e  DISKOUT statement is used to specify that 
output is to be placed on disk. To specify this, it 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
(i) - (vi) The parameters are the same as those speci- 
fied for the D I S K I N  statement of Section 2.1.11.7 
9.1.11.9 WIN Statement 
- - . . - -. .- - . . - -. . . -. -. - . . t . . - . . . .. .. ... -. - .- - . .-.-- .- .. .- 
parameters 
format 
[ ; association l i s t  name 1 ) 
TWIN ( teletype specification name, f i l e  block name; 
( i )  te letype specification name i s  an unindexed 
user-defined name. 
( i i )  f i l e  block name is an unindexed user-def ined name. 
I page block name, ... , page block name 
( i i i )  page block name i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
( iv)  the optional parameter, association name, i s  
an unindexed user-defined name. 
1 i n  the TllYIN statement: 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the  
parameters 
The W I N  statement i s  used t o  specify t h a t  the  
te letype i s  t o  be used f o r  inputting data. To specify 
( i )  te letype specification name. This parameter 
i s  the  name of the  device specification being 
described. 
( i i )  f i l e  block name. This parameter r e fe r s  t o  a 
block which describes the  layout of the  data 
being output. The block must describe the 
organization of pages t o  be printed. The f i l e  
block name must appear as the  f i r s t  parameter 
of a BLOCK statement with the following parameters: 
1 
t h i s  it is necessary t o  include the  following information 
a )  parameter (ii) of the BLOCK statement 
i s  assigned the system name: 
NOORD, when there  i s  more than one kind 
of page format and the  various kinds may 
occur i n  any order, and 
SPEC, when there  i s  only one kind of page 
format, or  when there  i s  more than one 
and the various kinds must occur i n  the  
order specified by parameter ( i i i )  of the  
BLOCK statement. 
b) the  organization of pages i n  a f i l e  may be 
specified by the  many leve ls  of BLOCK state-  
ment a s  a r e  needed. The f irst  l i s t  parameter 
( i i i )  r e f e r s  e i t he r  t o  other BLOCK statements 
or t o  BBLOCK statements. 
c)  parameters ( iv )  and (v) of t he  BLOCK statement 
a r e  interpreted a s  l i nes .  Each s t r i n g  of t h e  
form: 
[ ; HDR, header ] or  
[: ; TLR, t r a i l e r  1 i s  interpreted a s  
a l i ne .  
(iii) page block name. This parameter r e f e r s  t o  t he  
specif icat ion of each page format i n  the  f i l e .  
There must be one page block name f o r  each kind 
of page format t ha t  may occur. The page block 
i names must appear a s  the  f i r s t  parameters i n  
BBLOCK statements which specify the locat ion of 
record occurrences on a page. The BBLOCK s ta te -  
ments must have the  following parameters: 
Example 
a) parameter (ii) of the BBLOCK statement 
is assigned the system name: 
FIXED (or F) when the number of lines 
in a page is to be fhed, and 
VARIABLE? (or V) when the number of lines 
in a page is to vary from one page to 
another. 
b) parameters (x) and (xi) are interpreted as 
header and trailer lines. 
(iv) association list name. 'Phis optional parameter 
is used when the header and/or trailer parameters 
in the BLOCK and BBLOCK statements referred to 
by parameters (ii) and (iii) refer to records. 
The name must appear as the first parameter in 
an ASSOCIATE statement (see Section 2.3.1.1) . 
See Section 2.1.11.10 for an example of the use of 
the teletype for input and output. 
t 
user-defined name. 
! 
I (ii) file block name is an unindexed user-defined 
2.1.11.10 TTYCUT Statement 
name. 
--- 
format 
t (iii) page block name is an unindexed user-def ined name. $ 
-.. " . -  - 
TPYOUT ( teletype specification name, file block name; 
page block name, ... , page block name 
I 
( iv )  the optional parameter, association name, is an 
I [ ; association list name 1 
t 
! 
i 
parameters (i) teletype specification name is an unindexed 
unindexed user-defined name. 
usage j The T?XCUT statement is used to specify that the 
of the t 
statement teletype is to be used for outputting data. To specify 
! this it is necessary to include the following information 
in the TTYWT statement: 
usage 
of the 
! 
parameters 
(i) - (iv) The parameters are the same as those 
specified for the DIPEIN statement of Section 
2.1.11.9. 
Example i I Ihe following statements specify that the teletype i 
f is to be used to output occurrences of the record 
I 'EMPLOYEE COLLEGE REPORT' given in Example 6 of Section 
! 2.1.6. ~ach page output is to have 64 lines. Record 
r occurrences areto be split across pages. !There are to be 
no headers or trailers. 
TMWT ( ' TTYUJTPUT' , 'FILE-BLOCK' ; 
'PAGE BLOCK1 ) 
BLOCK ( 'FILE-BLOCK', SPEC; 
( 'PAGE BLOCK', M, NOLIM ) ) 
BBLOCK ( ' PAGE-BLOCK' , F, 64; 
SPLIT, V, 1, NOLIM, SPEC; 
( 'EMPLCIYEE COLLEGE REPORT', M, NOLIM ) ) 
2.1.12 Record Sta te  Statements 
me following terminology will be used i n  discussing Record 
State  statements: 
( i )  When the values i n  arecord a re  stored, or ex i s t  externally 
on an input or  output device, the  structure and device location of the  
values a r e  called the Storage State of those values. 
( i i )  When the values i n  a record ex i s t  i n  a record structure 
only during an intermediate step i n  the t ranslat ion of those values 
between Storage States,  the  structure and temporary location of the 
values i n  the DDL processor work space a re  called the Logical State  
of those values. 
2.1.12.1 STORRCD Statements 
__ ___,.___._._-_.,__ --.-.--. . . -. ..^  -.... .--. ^ ,-. . _ .. _ ...--. ----. 
I 
format ! STORRCD ( storage record name, record s t ructure name 
[ , device specification name 1 ) 
parameters I (i) storage record name is an unindexed user-defined I name. 
I ( i i )  record s t ructure name is an unindexed user- 
I defined name. 
1 ( i i i )  the  optional parameter, device specification name, 
! i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
usage of The STORRCD statement i s  used t o  specify the 
the  
statement I Storage State  of the values of a record. That is, it 
1 i s  used t o  declare tha t  the occurrences of a particu- 
l a r  record a re  t o  be input, o r  output on a par t icu lar  
I device, or t h a t  they a re  t o  be stored physically, and 
t o  specify the storage device when t h i s  i s  t o  d i f f e r  
from the conventions of the DDL implementation. Thus, 
t o  specify the Storage Sta te  of the values of a record, 
it i s  necessary t o  include the following information 
1 i n  the STORRCD statement: 
i 
usage 6 ( i )  storage record name. This parameter i s  
of the 
parameters 1 the  name of the Storage State  being specified. 
Y I 
I It i s  used t o  r e fe r  t o  values i n  the  Storage State.  I 
(ii) record s t ructure name. This parameter i s  the  
name of the s t ructure of the values. The name 
I 
i must appear as the  first parameter in a RECORD f I statement. I 
Example 
(iii) device specification name. 'Ibis parameter 
names the specification of the input or output 
device, or of the storage device to be used if 
it is to differ from the system convention. If 
this parameter is not is not used, the system 
conventions will be followed for storage. The 
name must appear as the first parameter of a 
device statement. 
To specify that the values of the record 'PERSRCD' 
described in the Example of Section 2.1.3 are to be 
stored physically, and to assign the name 'STORPERSRCD' 
to the Storage State, the following statement is used: 
-- -- -- - - - --- - - -. -- -. . -* - I STORRD ( l ~ ~ ~ R S R O ' ,  lPESSRCD1 ) / 
--- . -- --- -- - -- " 
!The following statements completely specify the 
Storage State of the values of the record 'PERSRCD': 
FIELD ( 'SURNAME', V, C, 15,  C ) 
FIELD ( 'COLLEGE' , V, C, 30, C ) 
FIELD ( 'YRS', F, C, 2, C ) 
GROUP ( 'COLINF' , SPEC; 
( 'COIUGE', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'YRS' ,  M, F, 1 ) ) 
GRaTP ( 'PERSIIAW', SPEC; 
( 'SURNAME', M, F, 1 ) ?  
( 'COLINF', 0, V, NOLIM ) ) 
RECORD ( ' PERSRCD ' , ' PERSDA'W ' ) 
STORRCD ( ' STORPERSRCD ' , ' PERSRCD ' ) 
2 . 2  2 LOGRCD Statements 
. . . . . - .  - - - -- .- .- - -. -. - . . - ---- . _ . _ _  . 
I 
i'onnat ' LOGRCD ( logical record name, record structure name ) I 
I 
i 
parameters 1 ( i )  logical record name i s  an unindexed user- 
I 
! defined name. 
I ( i i )  record structure name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
! 
usage I 
of the i 
statement I 
1 
! 
name. 
The LOCRCD statement i s  used t o  speciFy the Logical 
State of the values of a record. It i s  used when values 
which already exist  i n  a Storage State are t o  be given a 
new structure without creating a new copy of the vdlues. 
This i s  done by specifying the new structure and translating 
values from thei r  current structure i n  the i r  Storage State 
t o  the new structure only when they are t o  be used. The 
values exist  i n  the new structure only i n  the DDL processor's 
i working space prior t o  translation t o  an output or storage 
I 
j state.  'Ihus, t o  specify the Logical State of the values 
I 
t 
of a recard, it i s  necessary t o  include the following I information i n  the LOGRCD statement: 
usage I ( i )  logical record name. 'Ibis parameter i s  the 
of the 
parameters 1 name of the Logical State being specified. 
It i s  used t o  refer t o  values i n  the Logical 
State. 
I ( i i )  record structure name. This parameter i s  the 
I 
I name of the structure of the values. The n a e  
! 
must appear as the f i r s t  parameter i n  a RECORD 
Example 
- 120 - 
statement. 
Consider the  Storage State  described i n  the  
Example of Section 2.1.12.1. If a user wants t o  use 
a l l  the  values i n  t h a t  Storage State  except those of 
the f i e l d  'YRS',  and he does not want t o  have a new 
copy of the values created, he may specify a Logical 
State  f o r  those values. The structure of the Logical 
State, t o  be called 'LPERSRCD', would exclude the f i e l d  
'YRS' . 
To specify tha t  values a re  t o  have the  structure 
'LPERSRCD', and t o  assign the  name 'LOGPERSRCD' t o  the 
Logical State,  the following statement i s  used: 
---- - I LOGRCD ( ' LOGPERSRCD ' , ' LPERSRCD ' ) I 
The following statements completely specify the 
Logical State  of the  values of the record 'LPERSRCD': 
FIELD ( 'SURNAME', V, C, 15, C ) 
FIELD ( 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ,  V, C, 30, c ) 
GRCCTP ( ' LPERSM'IY1' , SPEC; 
RECORD ( 'LPERSRCD' , 'LPERSRA'IYI' ) 
LOGRCD ( ' LOGPERSRCD ' , ' LPERSRCD ' ) 
2.2 File Specification Statements 
The following terminology will be used in discussing File 
Specification Statements : 
(i.) A record is the structure of values which are to be treated 
as the basic unit of storage and retrieval. Bch set of values which 
occurs in the structure is called an occurrence of that record (or record 
occurrence). For example, the 'PERSRCD' record of the example in Section 
2.1.3 is the structure of values giving a person's name, and college 
education. An occurrence of this record might be the set of values: 
DANIELS PURDUE 03. 
(ii) File Specification Statements are statements that are used 
to describe how record occurrences are organized into structures called 
files . 
(iii) Files are described as sets of links between record 
occurrences. A link connects one record occurrence called the source 
occurrence to another record occurrence called the target occurrence. 
- 
I 
Links may be implemented by storing the record occurrences sequentially, I 
I 
l 
or by connecting them with a pointer. The pointer is either stored in the I 
I 
record occurrence or it is stored separately in a table. I 
2.2.1 Linkage Statements 
Linkage statements are statements that are used to define sets 
of links in the following way: 
A source occurrence of a record is linked to a target occurrence 
of a record if and only if a criterion defined over values of fields 
in the records is satisfied. 
In describing such criteria it may be necessary to indicate that 
fields and groups are being compared from different occurrences of the 
same record. To refer to such fields or groups unambiguously, field or 
group reference names are modified in the following way: The record name 
following the system name "IN" in a reference name is replaced by the 
OCC statement defined in Section 2.1.1.1 below. Reference names modified 
in this way are also reference names. 
When a criterion for linking two record occurrences depends on 
values in record occurrences other than these two, it is necessary to 
describe this dependence in one of the following ways: 
i) the criterion is satisfied if it is true for all other 
occurrences of the record, 
ii) the criterion is satisfied if it is true for at least one other 
occurrence of the record. To specif'y these cases, the criterion expression 
in a C R I T M  statement is replaced either by an AI;LOC statement (see 
Section 2.1.1.2, below), or by a S W O C C  statement (see Section 2.1.1.3, 
below). 
2.2.1.1 OCC Statements 
. - 1 -  
- - - - 
1 
r format ; OCC ( record name, occurrence name ) 
parameters 1 (i) record name is an unindexed user-defined name. 
i 
I (ii) 
occurrence name is either the system name: 
T, or 
S, or the string 
Xn, where n is an integer. 
usage 
i I. The OCC statement is used in a reference name 
of the i 
statement to refer to a particular occurrence of a record. To 
1 specify the particular occurrence, the following information 
E 
! must be included in the OCC statement: 
i 
usage (i) record name. This parameter names the 
of the 
parameters ' record whose occurrence is being referred to. 
I 
! (ii) occurrence name. This parameter specifies the 
I 
particular occurrence, that is being referred 
to. !Ehe parameter is assigned the system name: 
1 T, if the record occurrence being referred 
! 
i to is the target occurrence of the linkage. I S, if the record occurrence being referred to 
i is the source occurrence of the linkage, and Xn, if the record occurrence is an occurrence I 
I other than the source or target occurrence. 
I 
i For each such distinct occurrence the integer 
must be different. 
1 
I 
Example 1 1 
I 
Consider the case where a set of linkages is being 
I defined between occurrences of a particular record, say I i 'PERSRCD', which is described in the Example of Section 
1 
i 2.1.3. If the criterion determining the linkages is 
' defined on the values of the field SURNAME I in IPERSRCD1 , i I such that the value of 'SURNAMEr in the source occurrence I of PERSRCDt is less than or equal to the value of 'SURNAME' I 
I in the target occurrence of 'PERSRCD', then the following 
1 statements are used to specify each of these occurrences: 
I 
i LOCC ( ' PERSRCD ' , S )I ..-. . ."---..- / These statements are used in reference names to refer to 
; the value of the field 'SURNAME' in each occurrence of 
i 
j 'PERSRCD1 as follows: 
i 
1 ~ ~ J R N A M E '  ---- IN OCC ( 'PEXSRCD', T .-- )1 
i 
1 These reference names would be used in a criterion 
1 expression, to specify the condition on linkage described i 
I above, as follows: f 
I ( 'SURNAME' OCC ( 'PERSRCD ' S ) ) I 
L;E ( 'SURNAME1 OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', T ) ) 
I 
Example 2 1 Consider the case where a se2 of linkages is being 
! 
I 
I defined between occurrences of the same record as in 
i Example 1, above. In this case the criterion determining 
i 
1 the linkages is defined on the values of 'SURNAMEt such 
that two record occurrences are linked if and only if the 
values of 'SURNAME' in the source and target occurrences are 
i related as in Example 1, above, and there is no other record / occurrence in which the value of 'SITRJUME' is less than 
1 
I the value of 'SURNAME' in the target occurrence and 
1 
1 greater than the value of 'SURNAME' in the source occurrence. 
1 Tb describe this by a criterion expression, reference must i 
be made to occurrences of the record 'PERSRCD' other than 
the source and target occurrence. The following statement 
/ specifies this: 
I This statement would be used in a reference name to refer I to the value of the field 'SURNAMEt in the other occurrences 
of 'PERSRCD' as follows: 
-- -- 
FSLTRNAME' -- OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', ... -. X 1 1  .--- 
I This reference name would be used in a criterion expression 
I to specify the part of the condition on linkage relating 
1 I to the other occurrences of 'PERSRCDt , as follows: / NOT ( ( ( 'EXE@&ME1 OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', X1 ) ) 
LT ( 'SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', T ) ) ) 
AND ( ( 'SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', S ) ) 
I LT ( 'SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', X1 ) ) ) ) 
Note: To completely specify this part of the criterion 
the criterion expression above would appear as a 
parameter in an ALLOCC statement. This 
in the example given in Section 2.2.1.2 
- 
is demonstrated 
below. 
parameters 
2.2.1.2 ALLOCC Statements 
usage 
of the 
statement 
- - * 
format 
(i) occurrence name is a string of the f om: 
Xn, where n is an integer. 
(ii) criterion expression form is 
a) a string of the form defined in Section 
2.1.8 for parameters (ii)a) - e) of the 
CRITEX statement, 
b) an ALLOCC statement with the format described 
above, or 
c) a SOMEOCC statement with the f o m t  described 
in Section 2.2.1.3. 
.- ---- - -- --- - - -- - -  .---- -------. .- 
ALLOCC ( occurrence name,..., occurrence name; 
criterion expression form ) 
The ALLOCC statement is used as a criterion 
expression form in a C R I m  statement. An ALLOCC 
statement indicates that the criterion expression 
form in the statement is satisfied when it is true for 
all record occurrences for all the occurrences named in 
the first parameter of the statement. Tb specim this, 
the following information must be included in the ALLOCC 
statement: 
usage 
of the 
pa~~ameters 
Example 
(i) occurrence name. These parameters are 
used to indicate the reference names for which 
the values of all the other occurrences of a 
record must be tested. 
(ii) criterion expression f om. This parameter 
describes the criterion for linkage. It must 
contain references to at least one occurrence 
of a record other than the source or target 
occurrences. 
'Po completely specify the criterion described in 
Ekample 2 of Section 2.2.1.1, it is necessary to state 
that the criterion expression must be satisfied for all 
occurrences of 'PERSRCD'. %is is specified by the 
following statement: 
C R I W  ( 'CRITM2', ALLOCC ( X1; 
NOT ( ( ( 'SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', X1 ) ) 
LT ( 'SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD' , T ) ) 
AND ( ( 'SUFUIAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', S ) ) 
LT ( 'SITRNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', X1 ) ) ) ) ) ) 
0 1 .  j SOMEOCC Statements 
I -- - -- ---- - - * -  . 7--- -- - -- -- .- ---- ---- - format SOMEOJC ( occurrence name, . . . , occurrence name; 
1 criterion expression form ) 
I 
1 
parameters 1 (i) occurrence name is a string of the form: 
I 
Xn, where n is an integer. 
I 
f (ii) criterion expression form is 
a) a string of the form defined in Section 
i 2.1.8 for parameters (ii)a) - e) of the 
1 
1 C R I m  statement, 
! 
t 
f b) an ALLOCC statement with the format described 1 
i in Section 2.2.1.2, or 
c) a SCMEOCC statement with the format described 
above. 
The SOMEOCC statement is used as a criterion 
expression form in a CRITEX statement. A SaMEOCC 
statement indicates that the criterion expression form in 
usage 
of the 
statement 
the statement is satisfied when it is true for at least 
one record occurrence for all the occurrences named in the 
first parameter of the statement. To specify this, the 
following information must be included in the SOMEOCC 
statement; 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
(i) occurrence name. These parameters are 
used to indicate the reference names for which 
values must be tested from other occurrences 
of the record until the criterion is satisfied 
once, or until no further values remain to be 
tested. 
( ii) criterion expression f om. This parameter 
describes the criterion for linkage. It must 
contain references to at least one occurrence 
of a record other than the source or target 
occurrences. 
The criterion described in the Example of Section 
! 2.2.1.2 can also be described by stating that: it must i 
! not be the case that there is a single occurrence of the I 
I record which contains a value of 'SURNAME1 that is greater 
than the value of 'm' in the source occurrence and I 
I less than the value of 'SURNAME' in the target occurrence: 
NOT ( SOMEOCC ( XI; 
( ( ' SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD' , X1 ) ) 
LT ( 'SLTRlQUE' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', T ) ) 
AND ( ( 'SURNAME' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD' , S ) ) 
LT ( 'SLT-' OF OCC ( 'PERSRCD', X1 ) ) ) ) ) ) 
usage of 
the  
statement 
2.2.1.4 LINK Statement 
usage of 
t he  
parameters 
- - 
format 
parameters 
I (v) link, uniformity i s  either. the :;yl,em nam: 
- - -- - - 
- - -- - --  
LINK ( l i n k  name; record s t a t e  name, record s t a t e  name; 
c r i t e r ion  name, l i n k  uniformity, l i n k  number ) 
( i )  l i n k  name i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
( i i )  and (iii) record s t a t e  name i s  an unindexed 
user-def ined name. 
F UCED (or  simply F) , or  
VAIIIRBLE (or simply V) . 
! I ( i v )  criLerion nnme i s  e i t l r~e~ .  t h e  system name: 
(v i )  link, rlumber. .is eil;he~: tlle stl-.i.l~/<: 
n, where n i s  an intege-r, 01. t l ~ c  system riame 
N0LJ:M . 
The Lirik statement i s  used t o  speci.fy the  means 
f o r  determining when one occurrence of a record i s  t o  
be l inked t o  another occurrence of the  same o r  of a 
dif ferent  record, and the maximum number of t a rge t  
occurrences t h a t  may be linked t o  a single source 
occurrence. To specify t h i s ,  it i s  necessary t o  include 
the  following information i n  the  LINK statement: 
( i )  l i n k  name. This parameter i s  the  name of the  
s e t  of l i n i s  being specified. 
(iii) 
( iv> 
(v) 
record state name. This parameter is used to 
name the state of the source record occurrence. 
The name must appear as the first parameter in 
a Record State statement. 
record state name. This parameter is used to 
name the state of the target record occurrence. 
The name must appear as the first parameter in 
a Record State statement. 
criterion name. This parameter names the criter- 
ion over values in record occurrences which deter- 
mines the existence of a link. The name must 
appear as the first parameter in a CRI~RION 
statement. If records are to be linked in the 
order in which they are input, then the parameter 
is assigned the system name: NOORD. 
link uniformity. This parameter specifies whe- 
ther the number of target occurrences that may 
be linked to a single source occurrence of a 
record is to be the same for each source occur- 
rence. The parameter must be assigned the sys- 
tem name: 
FMED (or F) when there is to be a fixed num- 
ber of target occurrences linked to each 
source occurrence of a record, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when the number of target 
occurrences linked to each source occurrence 
of a record may vary. 
.- 
When NOORD is specified for parameter (iv) , 
link uniformity must be FIXED. 
(vi) link number. This parameter specifies the 
number of target occurrences that may be 
linked to each source occurrence of a record. 
The parameter must be assigned the string: 
n, when exactly n target occurrences are to 
I 
I be linked to each source occurrence of a 
1 record, or when at most n target occurrences 
I i are to be linked to each source occurrence 
i 
i of a record, and 
NOLIM, when there is no limit on the number of 
target occurrences that may be linked to 
each source occurrence of a record. 
Wrlen iuOORI! is specified for parameter (iv), 
l.i.rlk n~m5er must be 1. 
The following statements specify how the record 
occurrences of the Storage State 'STORPERSRCD' are to be 
linked to form a sequential list in ascending lexicographi- 
cal order by the field 'SURNAME': 
, - . - - - .  . -.----- ( LINK ( 'LINKl'; 'STORPERSRCDt, 'STORPERSRCD': 
where 'CRI'PM1' and 'CRID3X2' are defined in the Efrunples 
( of Sections 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.2 respectively. 
Example 2 
usage of 
links in 
GROUP 
statements 
The following statement specifies that the re- 
cord occurrences of the Storage State 'STORPERSRCD' 
are to be linked in 
LINK ( 'LINK2'; 'STORI?ERSRCD1, 'STORPERSRCD'; 
I NOORD, F, 1 ) -- I 
!The LINK statement may be used to specify the 
means for determining when one occurrence of a 
repeating field or group is to occur before another 
I occurrence of the same repeating field or group. I In the LINK statement, parameter (v) must be assigned 
the system name: FIXED, and parameter (vi) must be 
assigned the string: 1. Parameter (iv) may refer 
to a CRITERION statement containing OCC, ALLOCC, and 
SOMEOCC statements in criterion expressions. These 
statements would be used to refer to occurrences of 
the repeating group of field. 
Pormat INVLINK ( inverse l i n k  name, l i n k  name ) 
parameters 
usage of 
the  
statement 
usage of 
the  
parameters 
Example 
(i) inverse l i n k  name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
( i i )  l i n k  name i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
m e  INVLINK statement i s  used t o  specify t h a t  
record occurrences a r e  t o  be l inked i n  the  reverse 
d i rec t ion  t o  t h e i r  linkage a s  defined by a LINK s ta te -  
ment. To specify t h i s ,  it i s  necessary t o  include 
the  following information i n  the  LINK statement: 
( i )  inverse l i n k  name. This parameter i s  the  name 
of the  s e t  of l i n k s  being specified.  
( i i )  l i n k  name. This parameter r e f e r s  t o  t he  specif i -  
cation of the  s e t  of l i n k s  f o r  which reverse 
l i nks  a r e  being defined. The name must appear 
a s  the  f i r s t  parameter i n  a LINK statement. 
The following statements specify t h a t  the  record 
occurrences of the  Storage S ta te  'STORPERSRCD' a r e  t o  
be l inked i n  the  opposite order t o  the  one i n  which 
they were input: 
LINK ( 'LINK2'; 'STORPERSRCD', 'STORPERSRCD'; 
NOORD, F, 1 ) 
- --. ? . 
I [ INVLINK ( 'INVLINK1', 'LINK*' ) \  
.--, 
2.2.2 Linkage Implementation Statements 
Links between record occurrences may be implemented by: 
1) storing the target record occurrences sequentially 
after the source record occurrences; 
2 )  embedding a pointer to the target record occurrences 
in the source record occurrence; and 
3) storing a pointer to the target record occurrence in a 
directory. 
The Linkage Implementation statements are statements that are 
used to specify that a set of links is to be implemented in one of 
these three ways. 
2.2.2.1 SEQUEN Statement 
usage of 
the 
statement 
SEQUEN ( sequence name; link name, . . . , link name ) 
(i) sequence name is an unindexed user defined name. 
(ii) link aame is an unindexed user-defined name. 
m e  SEQUEN statement is used to specify that the 
occurrences of a record are to be organized sequentially 
in storage according to some criterion. To specify this, 
it is necessary to include the following information 
.in the SEWEN statement : 
usage of 
the par- 
ameters 
(i) sequence name. This parameter is the name of 
the sequential organization being specified. 
(ii) link name. This parameter refers to the specifi- 
cation of the linkage structure which describes 
the sequence in which the record occurrences are 
to be stored. The name must appear as the first 
parameter in a LINK statement. If record 
occurrences are to be stored in the order in 
which they are input, then NOORD must be speci- 
f ied for parameter (iv) of the LINK statement. 
Example The following statements specify that the record 
occurrences in the Storage State described in the Example 
of Section 2.1.12.1 are to be stored sequentially in the 
order i n  which they are  input: 
LINK ( ' LINK2 ' ; ' STORPERSRCD ' , ' STORPERSRCD ' ; 
NOORD, F, 1 ) 
2.2.2.2 EMBED Statement 
- . .. .- . - -- -. .. - ----.--  - . . - --- --.- 
So rmat 1 EMBED ( embedded pointer list name; link name; 
parameters 
j is a reference name. 
! 1 (vi) the optional parameter, connection length 
i 
1 expression is a string of parameters of the form: 
pointer name, ... , pointer name; pointer type 
[ , blblock name 1 [ connection length expression 1 
[ connection set expression 3 ) 
(i) embedded pointer list name is an unindexed 
user-defined name. 
(ii) link name is an unindexed user-defined name. 
(iii) pointer name is a reference name. 
(iv) pointer type is either the system name: 
RECORD, or 
BLOCK 
(v) the optional parameter, b/block name, 
CLGTH, connection length [ , directory structure 
i where : 
I 
i a) connection length is an integer, 1 b) the optional parameter, directory structure 
i 
! name is an unindexed user-defined name. I i (vii) the optional parameter, connection eet expression, 
i 
1 is a string of parameters of the form: 
i 
i CSETS, connection set count [ , directory struc- 
ture name 1 
!?# 
where : 
a) connection set count is an integer, 
b) the optional parameter, directory structure 
name, is an unindexed user-defined name. 
j 
usage of i The EMBED statement is used to specify that record 
the state- i 
men% occurrences are to be linked by pointers stored in the 
I record occurrences. To specify this, it is necessary 
i 
to include the following information in the W E D  
? 
1 statement: 
1 
1 
usage I (i) embedded pointer list name. This parameter is 
of the i ! 
parameters , the name of the embedded pointer linkage to be 
! 
I implemented. \ (ii) link name. This parameter refers to the linkage 
i 
I 
! structure which is to be inrplemented by pointers 
stored in the source record occurrences. 
1 (iii) pointer name. lhis parameter refers to a field 
1 
I 
i in the source record to be reserved for storing 
t a pointer. !Be name must appear as the first 
I 
parameter in a FIEZD statement, in which the 
length parameter is set to the length of the 
addresses for the appropriate storage device. If 
the linkage defined allows more than one target 
occurrence of a record to be linked to the source 
I 
! occurrence, then there must be that many pointer 
1 
i 
1 fields defined in the source record. 
Note: A pointer field may be defined as a field 
which repeats an unknown number of times to 
provide enough pointer fields for linkages 
requiring varying numbers of pointers. 
(iv) pointer type. This parameter specifies whether 
a pointer points directly to a target occurrence 
of a record or to the block or basic block of the 
storage device medium in which the record occur- 
rence is stored. The parameter must be assigned 
the system name: 
RECORD, when the pointer points directly to a 
target occurrence of a record, and 
BLOCK, when the pointer points to the block or 
basic block of the storage device medium 
in which the record occurrence is stored. 
(v) b/block name. This optional parameter is used 
whenever parameter (iv) is assigned the system 
name BLOCK. It is used to specify the name of 
the block or basic block to which the pointer is 
to point. The name must appear as the first 
parameter in a BLOCK or BBLOCK statement. 
(vi) connection length expression. This optional 
parameter is only used when the user wishes to 
partition a linkage structure by restricting the 
number of consecutively linked record occurrences. 
For example, if the structure specified is a list, 
then the user may restrict the length of the list. 
Den, when the length limit is exceeded, a new 
list would be started. When a structure is parti- 
tioned in this way, the user may specify a direc- 
tory that contains pointers to each partition of 
the structure. Ihe connection length expression 
parameters must be assigned strings as follows: 
a) connection length. Ihis parameter gives the 
maximum number of record occurrences which 
may be linked consecutively. 
b) directory name. &is optional parameter refers 
to the specification of the directory. Ihe 
directory must be specified as a file. The 
file may be complex, or as simple as a file 
containing a single record occurrence. m e  
name must appear as the first parameter in a 
STORFILE statement (see Section 2.2.3 ) . 
I / (vii) connection set expression. &is optional parameter 
is only used when the user wishes to partition a 
linkage structure by specifying that the structure 
mst be split into a number of linked record 
occurrences. For example, if the structure speci- 
fied is a list, then the user may specify that 
the list is to be broken into a number of lists. 
The connection set expression parameters must be 
assigned strings as follows; 
a) connection set count. W l i s  parameter gives 
the number of partitions into which the 
structure being specified is to be broken. 
b) directory name. This optional parameter refers 
to the specification of the directory. The 
directory must be specified as a file. The 
file may be complex, or as simple a file as 
one containing a single record occurrence. 
I h e  name must appear as the first parameter in 
a STORFIL3 statement (see Section 2.2.3 ) . 
Note: Opeional parameters (vi) and (vii) may not 
both appear in a single EMBED statement. 
Consider the following record state: 
S'PORRCD ( 'BOOK-STATE', 'BOOK' ) 
RECORD ( 'BOOK', 'BOOK-GR(XTP1 ) 
GHOlTP ( 'BOOK-GROUP' , SPEC; 
( 'Ern', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'AUTHOR', M, V, NOLIM ), 
( 'POINTER',  M, F, 1 ) ) ' 
FIELD ( ' TITLE ' , V, C, NOLIM, C ) 
FIELD ( 'AU'OIOR', V, C, NOLIM, C ) 
FIELD ( 'POINTER',  F, C, 3, B ) 
The occurrences of the record 'BOOK' give 
the title and authors of books in a l ibrary, and a 
pointer to other record occurrences. 
To organize these record occurrences such that 
they are linked in a list alphabetically by title, the 
following statements are used: 
L I N K  ( 'BOOKS-BY-TITLE'; 'BOOK-S'WTE', 
'BOOK-STATE' ; ' TITLE-CRIT '  ; 1 ) 
CRITERION ( ' TITLE- C R I T '  , ' TITLE- CRITEX ' ) 
C R I m  ( ' T I T L E - C R I T M '  , ( ' T-CR1' ) AND 
( 'T-CR2' ) ) 
CRITEX ( ' T - C R l ' ,  ( ' T I T L E '  OF OCC 
( 'BOOK', S )  ) LE ( ' T I T L E '  OF OCC 
( 'BOOK', T )  ) ) 
CRI'IIIM. ( 'T-CRP' ,  NOT ( ALLOC ( X1, ( 'T-CR2.1 '  ) 
AND ( IT-CR2.2' ) ) ) ) 
C R I l l a r  ( ' T - C R 2 . 1 f ,  ( 'TITLE' OF OCC ( 'BOOK', X1 ) ) 
L T  ( ' T I T L E ' O F  OCC ( 'BOOK', T )  ) ) 
CRITEX ( 'T-CR2.2 ' ,  ( ' T I T L E '  OF OCC 
( 'BOOK', S ) ) LT ( 'TITLE' OF OCC 
( 'BOOK', X1 ) ) ) 
I -- .-  -. EMBED ( 'EMBED-BOOKS-BY-TITLE'; I I ' POINTER' ,  'BOOKS-BY- T I T L E '  ) I 4 p.,---.-.-...---.----....---.---...-.--- . .. -- 
2.2.2.3 DLREC Statement 
" -. - .., . .. .... ... ,. . . -. "-- .. --.--  --.--.-.. ------- .---...-- - I 
DIREC ( directory s t ructure name; linkage expression, 
directory name [ , association l i s t  name 1; 
pointer name, pointer type [ , b/block name 1 
[ ; c r i t e r ion  name 1 ) 
(i) directory s t ructure name i s  an unindexed 
user-defined name. 
( i i )  linkage expression i s  e i the r  the  s t r ing:  
a)  l i nk  name 
where l i n k  name i s  an unindexed user- 
defined name, o r  the system name 
b) EMBPTRDIREC. 
( i i i )  directory name i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
(iv) the optional parameter, association l i s t  name, 
i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
/ 
(v) pointer name is a reference name. I (vi)  pointer type is  e i the r  the system name: 
f RECORD, o r  
BLOCK. 
( v i i )  the  optional parameter, b/block name, i s  a 
reference name. 
i ( v i i i )  the  optional parameter, c r i t e r ion  name, i s  1 
an unindexed user-defined name. 
usage 
of the  
parameters 
!The I j I I E C  statement i s  useti t o  spetaify tha t  
record oct-urrences a re  t o  be linked by stor-ilig poirlters 
i n  a directory. The statement i s  a l so  used t o  create 
a directory f o r  structure,  implemeiited by embedded 
pointers, which a re  parti t ioned in to  several s e t s  of 
linked record occurrences by length or by connection 
se t  l i m i t s .  To specify th i s ,  it i s  necessary t o  include 
the  following information i n  the DIREC statement: 
(i) directory s t ructure name. This parameter i s  
the name of the directory linkage t o  be 
implemented. 
(ii) linkage expression. This parameter i s  used 
t o  indicate whether a directory i s  t o  be 
created f o r  a linkage o r  f o r  pa r t i t i ons  of a 
linkage implemented by embedded pointers. The 
parameter must be assigned the string: 
a)  l ink name, when the directory i s  t o  be 
created f o r  the linkage s t ructure referred 
t o  by the l ink  name. The name must appear 
a s  the  f i r s t  parameter i n  a LINK statement. 
b) EMBPTRDIREC, when the directory i s  t o  be 
created fo r  the par t i t ions  of a linkage 
implemented by embedded pointers. 
(iii) directory name. This parameter refers 
Lo the specification of t h e  directory. The 
directory must be specified as a file. !Be 
file may be as complex as necessary or as simple 
as a file containing a single record occurrence. 
The name must be the first parameter in a 
STOEIFILE statement (see Section 2.2.3). 
(iv) association list name. This optional parameter 
is used when the directory is to contain fields 
and groups whose values are obtained from the 
record occurrences pointed to. The parameter 
refers to the specification of the relationship 
between fields and groups grouped with a pointer 
and their source of values in the record occurrence 
pointed to. The name must appear as the first 
parameter in an ASSOCIA!I?E statement (see Section 
2.3.1). 
(v) pointer name. This parameter specifies a field 
in a record of the directory to be reserved for 
storing a pointer. The name must appear as the 
first parameter in a FIELD statement, in which 
the length parameter is set to the length of 
the addresses for the appropriate storage device. 
(vi) pointer type. This parameter specifies whether 
a pointer points directly to a record occurrence 
or to a block or basic block of the storage 
device medium in which the record occurrence is 
stored. The parameter must be assigned the 
Example 
system name: 
RECORD, when the pointer points directly 
to a record occurrence, and 
BLOCK, when the pointer points to the block 
or basic block of the storage device medium 
in which the record occurrence is stored. 
(vii) b/block name. This optional parameter is 
used whenever parameter (v) is assigned the 
system name BLOCK. It is used to specify the 
name of the block or basic block in which the 
record occurrence to be pointed to is stored. 
The name must appear as the first parameter in a 
BLOCK or BBLOCK statement. 
(viii) criterion name. This optional parameter refers 
to a criterion which determines whether or not 
the directory is to be created. 'Bis is necessary 
when hierarchies of directories are to be speci- 
fied. The name must appear as the first parameter 
in a CRITERION statement. 
The following statement specifies that record 
occurrences in the Storage State 'STORPERSRCD' described 
in the Example of Section 2.1.12.1 are to be linked 
sequentially by value of the field 'SURl!IAMEt . The structure 
is to be implemented by a directory 'DIREClt in which 
each entry consists of a pointer 'PTR' and a f i e l d  
'PSURNAME' which has the value of the f i e l d  'EURlUNE' 
i n  the  record occurrence pointed to .  
-..------- -- 
DIREC ( ' PERSFILE ' , ' LIMC1' , 'DIREC1' , 'ASSOC ' , 
'PTR', RECORD ) I-- -- 
where: 'PERSFILE' i s  the name of the s t ructure 
implemented by a directory. 
'LINK1' r e fe r s  t o  the linkage s t ructure being 
implemented. 'LINK' is specified i n  the 
Example of Section 2.2.1.4. 
'DIRECll r e fe r s  t o  the specification of the  
s t ructure of the directory. It i s  assumed tha t  
it i s  specified t o  be a sequentially stored 
se t  of record occurrences, each record occurrence 
consisting of the  two f i e l d s  'PSUF3UM.E' and 
'PTR' . 
'ASSOC' re fers  t o  the ASSOCIATE statement which 
r e l a t e s  the value of 'PSURNAME' i n  the direc- 
tory record t o  'SURNAME' i n  'STORISERSRCD' . 
'PTR1 i s  the  name of the f i e l d  i n  the directory 
record reserved f o r  the  pointer. 
RECORD indicates tha t  the pointer points d i rec t ly  
t o  the  record occurrence. 
The s t ructure of the f i l e  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  by the 
diagram t h a t  follows: 
Directory 
' DIREC1' 
Record occurrences of 
'STORPERSRCD' 
'SURNAME' 
2.2.3 STORFILE Statements 
- - 1  .- - -.  . . .. . - - . . . - .. . ... - -- - . .- ---.-.-..-.*- 
so t-mat I STORJ?ILF, ( file name; structure name, . . . , 1 structure name ) 
i I 
parameters 1 (i) file name is an unindexed user-defined name. 
1 i (ii) structure name is an unindexed user-defined name. 
usage 
I i
The STORFILE statement is used to specify the 
of the 
statement i organization of record occurrences in storage. This 1 
1 organization is called a storage file and is specified 
! 
by describing the sequential storage order of the records 
1 and the linkages implemented by embedded pointers. i 
i 
; To specify this, the following information must be 
i 
! 
included in the STORFILE statement. 
usage I (i) file name. This parameter is the name of the of the 
parameters I storage file being specified. I (ii) structure name. These parameters refer to the I descriptions of structures implemented by 
sequential starage or embedded pointers. One 
structure name must appear as the first parameter 
I in a SEQUEN statement. m e  other structure names 
must appear as the first parameters in EMBED 
statement s and/or DIFBC statements . 
Example The following statement specifies the organiza- 
t i on  o f  a storage f i l e  named 'STORFILEl' i n  which 
record occurrences of the  Storage State  'S'PORPERSRCD' 
a r e  t o  be stored sequentially i n  the order i n  which 
they a re  input: 
STORFILE ( 'ST0IIFIIJ?,l1 ; 'SEQ1' ) 
where 'SEQlt i s  defined i n  the Example of Section 2.2.2.1 
format LOGFILE ( f i l e  name; direc s t ructure name, . . . , 
direc s t ructure name ) 
(i) f i l e  i s  an unindexed user-def ined name. 
1 ( i i )  direc structure name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
usage I The LOGFILE statement i s  used t o  specify new of the statement s t ructures  f o r  record occurrences already organized a s  i 
f i l e s .  The new structures  a re  implemented by director ies  I 
1 such t h a t  no changes a r e  made e i the r  t o  the record 
occurrences themselves or  t o  t h e i r  organizations. Such 
) new structures  a re  called logica l  f i l e s  and are  specified 
by describing the linkages connecting record occurrences. 
I To specif'y a logica l  f i l e ,  the following information must 
{ be included i n  the LOGFILE statement: 
i 
I 
usage 
f { ( i )  f i l e  name. This parameter i s  the name of the 
of t h e  t 
parameters j log ica l  f i l e  being specified. 
I ( i i )  direc s t ructure name. This r e fe r s  t o  the I description of the linkages and d i rec tor ies  I implementing them. Each name must appear a s  I t h e  f i r s t  parameter i n  a DIREC statement. 
Example The following statement s p e c i f i e ~  t h a t  the 
logica l  f i l e  'LOGFILElt i s  t o  have the s t ructure and 
directory described i n  the  Example of Section 2.2.2.3: 
j L O G F T L E ( ,  PE3SFILEt )I 
-.- 
2.3 Task Specification Statements 
Thsk specification statements are statements that are used to 
request the translation of values from one described structure to 
another described structure for the purposes of: 
1) creating new files, 
2) revising current files, 
3) retrieving data from files, 
4) storing data into files, 
5) updating data in files, 
6) interfacing user-written programs with data in 
described files, and 
7) extending the DDL. 
These tasks are discussed in detail in the sections which follow. 
For some of these tasks, it is necessary for the user to describe 
the relationships that exist between the data in its current structure 
and the same data in its new structure after translation. These rela- 
tionships are specified by the Association statements. These statements 
are discussed in the first of the following sections. They are followed 
by the discussions of the individual task specification statements. 
- 156 - 
2.3.1 Association Statemeilt s 
2.3.1.1 ASSOCIATE Statement 
f o m t  
parameters 
usage 
of the  
statement 
ASSOCLAm ( association name; ( associate l i s t  ) , 
. . . , ( associate l i s t  ) [ ; c r i t e r ion  name 1 ) 
( i )  association name i s  an unindexed user- 
defined name. 
( i i )  associate l is t  i s  a s t r ing  of parameters 
with the following format: 
ta rge t  name, source name 
where : 
a)  ta rge t  name i s 4 a  reference name. 
b) source name is a reference name. 
( i i i )  the optional parameter, c r i t e r ion  name, i s  an 
unindexed user-defined name. 
The ASSOCIATE: statement i s  used t o  specify the 
relationships between values occurring i n  one s t a t e  and 
the same values occurring i n  a d i f fe rent  s t a t e .  Such 
relationships must be specified when values a r e  t o  be 
t ranslated from one s t a t e  t o  another. m e  current s t a t e  
of a value i s  called i t s  source s t a t e .  Fields  and groups 
i n  the  structure of the  source s t a t e  a r e  cal led source 
f i e l d s  and source groups. The s t a t e  in to  which a value i s  
t o  be t ranslated i s  called i t s  t a rge t  s ta te .  Fields and 
groups i n  the s t ructure of the  ta rge t  s t a t e  a re  called 
ta rge t  f i e l d s  and ta rge t  groups. For each f i e l d  or group 
! 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
occurring i n  the ta rge t  s t a t e  of a t ranslat ion,  
the  source of the values of t h a t  f i e l d  or group must 
be specified i n  term of source f i e l d s  or groups. Thus, 
t o  specify the  relationships between the s t a t e s  of a s e t  
of values, it i s  necessary t o  include the following 
information i n  the  ASSOCIATE statement. 
( i )  association name. !Ibis parameter i s  the  name 
used t o  refer  t o  the  relationships, between the  
s t a t e s  of s e t s  of values, being specified. 
( i i )  associate l is t .  This s t r ing  of parameters i s  
used t o  specify the  relationship between the 
ta rge t  and source s t a t e s  of a value o r  s e t  of 
values. There must be a l i s t  f o r  each f i e l d  or 
group i n  the ta rge t  structure,  such that the 
sources of a l l  values i n  an occurrence of the  
ta rge t  s t ructure are  specified. Thus, i f  t he  
sources of values of a ta rge t  group a r e  specified 
i n  an associate l i s t ,  the  sources of values of 
f i e l d s  i n  tha t  group need not be specified. The 
associate l i s t  parameters must be assigned s t r ings  
a s  follows: 
a )  target  name. This parameter r e fe r s  t o  the  
ta rge t  f i e l d  of a value or the target  group 
of a s e t  of values. 
( iii) 
b) source name. This parameter refers to 
the source of the values for the field 
or group ref erred to by parameter (ii) a), 
above. 
Note: The source of values for repeating target 
fields or groups m y  be specified as follows: 
1. If the target field or group repeats 
a fixed number of times, then an 
associate list may be specified for 
each repetition. Indexed user-defined 
names are used in the reference names to 
. indicate particular repetitions of the 
repeating group or field. 
2. If the target field or group repeats 
an unlimited number of times, then a 
single associate list must be specified, 
which relates the repeating target field 
or group to repeating source fields or 
groups. 
criterion name. This optional parameter is used 
when more than one record is to be the source of 
values for the target record. m e  parameter refers 
to the criterion which determines which record 
occurrence for each record is to be retrieved. 
!The name must appear as the first parameter in a 
CRITERION statement. 
Example The following statement specifies the 
relationships between occurrences of values 
in the Storage State 'STORPERSRCD' described in 
the example of Section 2.1.12.1 and the occurrences 
of those same values in the Logical State 
tLOGPERSRCD' described in the Example of Section 
2.1.12.13, and assigns the name 'PERSASSOClt to 
the specification: 
ASSOCIATE ( ' PERSASSOCl ' , 
( 'SURNAME', 'SURNAME' OF 'PERSRCD' ), 
( 'COLJXC;E1, 'COLLIIGE' OF 'COLINF' OF 
'PERSRCD' ) ) 
where 'PERSASSOCll is the name used to refer to 
the relationships being specified. 
The value of 'SURNAME' in the target record 
is the value of 'SURNAME' in the source 
record 'PERSRO'. 
The value of the repeating field 'COLW3C;E' 
in the target record is the value of the 
field 'COLLEGE' in the repeating group 
'COLINF' in the source record 'PERSRCD' . 
These relationships are illustrated in the diagram 
given below: 
Source Record 
' PERSRCD ' 
Target Record 
' LSERSRCD ' 
COLLEGE (n) ' H 
2.3.1.2 C m I N E  Statement 
- .. - - - - .-- ...l.l.--l.... ___..-..... -*--I -I--,- I.-_.-_) 
t .- 
format 
parameters 
CCMBINE ( source name, record occurrence count type, 
record occurrence count [ , criterion name ] ) 
(i) source name is a reference name. 
(ii) record occurrence count type is either the 
system name: 
FlXED (or simply F), or 
VARIABLE (or simply v). 
(iii) record occurrence count is either the 
string: 
n, where n is an integer, or the system name 
NOLIM. 
(iv) the optional parameter, criterion name, is an 
unindexed user-defined name. 
usage The C W I N E  statement may be used for parameter 
of the 
statement (ii) b) of the ASSOCIATE statement. The COMBINE state- 
ment is used when two or more occurrences of a record are 
to be the sources of values for a repeating field or 
1 group. To specify this, it is necessary to include the f following information in the CCMBINE statement: S 
t 
usa e : \ 
of %he 
(i) source name. This parameter refers to the field 
f 
parameters I or group which is the source of values, in each occurrence of a source record, for the target i field or group named in the ASSOCIATE statement. 
(ii) record occurrence count type. !This parameter 
is used to specify whether the number of 
occurrences of the source record is to be the 
same for each occurrence of the target record 
being created. The parameter must be assigned 
the system name: 
FMED (or F) when the same number of 
occurrences of the source record are to 
provide values for each occurrence of the 
target record being created, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when a different number of 
occurrences of the source record may provide 
values for each occurrence of the target 
record being created. 
(iii) record occurrence count. This parameter is 
used to specify the number of occurrences of 
the source record which are to provide values 
for a single occurrence of the target record. 
The parameter must be assigned the string: 
n, when the number of occurrences of the source 
record required is exactly n, or 
when the number of occurrences of the source 
record required is, at most, n; 
NOLIM, when no limit is to be set on the number 
of occurrences of the source records required. 
(iv) criterion name. This optional parameter 
refers to the criterion which determines 
which source occurrences are to be retrieved. 
i 'Phe name must appear as the first parameter 
1 in a CRI'PERION statement. 
Example 
i 
1 Consider a record 'BOOK-RCDl' with fields: 
I 
'AUTFl' and 'TITL;E1 organized as illustrated in the 
t 
I diagram given below: 
i 
I 
I The following statements indicate that the values 
I 
of the field 'TITLE' from a11 occurrences of the record 
I 'BOOK-RCDl', with the same value ofthe field 'AU'M', I are to be combined in a single occurrence of a target I \ record: 
/ 1 COMBINE ( ' TIIZE' OF 'BOCK-RCDl' , V, NOLIM, I 
'BOOK-CRIT' ) I 
CRITERION ( ' BOOK- CRIT '  , ' BOOK- CRITEX ' ) 
C R I l M  ( 'BOOK-CRITM',  
( 'AU'IE' OF OCC ( 'BOOK-RCDl', S ) ) 
EQ ( 'AU'E'  OF K C  ( 'BOOK-RCDlt , T ) ) ) 
To specify that one or more occurrences of the source 
I record 'BOOK-R01 '  are to provide the values for a single 
I occurrence of the target 'BOOK-RCD2', which contains a 1 field 'AUMOR1 and the repeating field ' TITLE', the 
I following statement is used: 
l@3OCIATE ( ' C-ASSOC ' ; 
( 'AUTHOR', tAUTHt OF ' B o a - R C D 1  ' ) , 
( 'TITLF,', COMBINE ( 'TTlW3' OF 
' B o a - R C D 1 '  , V, NOLIM, 'BOOK-CRITt ) ) 
lhese relationships are illustrated in the diagram 
given below: 
Source Record 
Occurrences 
' BOCK-RCD1' 
mrget Record 
Occurrence 
2.3.1.3 D I S J O I N  
-...- -. . - - - - . . . . . . . . . - - . . - I --- -. .--- I______ . __. -- 
format DISJOIN ( source name, record occurrence count type, 
record occurrence count ) 
parameters (i) source name is a reference name. 
(ii) record occurrence count type is either the 
system name: 
FIXED (or simply F) , or 
VARIABLE (or simply V) . 
(iii) record occurrence count is either the string: 
n, where n is an integer, or the system name 
NOLIM. 
ment is used when values of a repeating field or group 
in a single record occurrence are to be used to form 
usage 
of the 
statement 
two or more target occurrences of a record. To specify 
this, it is necessary to include the following informa- 
tion in the DISJOIN statement: 
The DISJOIN statement may be used for parameter 
(ii) b) of the ASSOCIAm statement. The DISJOIN state- 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
(i) source name. This parameter refers to the field 
or group which is the source of values, in each 
occurrence of a source record, for the target 
field or group named in the ASSOCIATE statement. 
record occurrence count type. 'Ihis parameter 
is used to specify whether the number of 
occurrences of the target record being created 
is to be the same for each occurrence of the 
source record. The parameter must be assigned 
the system name; 
FMED (or F) when the same nwnber of 
occurrences of the target record are to be 
created from each occurrence of the source 
record, and 
VARIABLE (or V) when a different number of 
occurrences of the target record are to be 
created from each occurrence of the source 
record. 
record occurrence count. This parameter is used 
to specify the number of occurrences of the 
target record which are to be created from a 
single occurrence of a source record. The 
parameter must be assigned the string: 
n, when the number of the target occurrences 
to be created is exactly n, or 
when the number of the target occurrences 
to be created is at most n; 
NOLIM, when no limit is to be set on the number 
of target occurrences to be created. 
Example 
I, 
Consider a record 'BOOK-RCD3' with the f i e l d  
'TITLE' and the repeating f i e l d  'AUTROR' organized 
a s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the diagram given below: 
lChe following statement indicates t h a t  occurrences 
of t h i s  record are  t o  be s p l i t  i n to  n t a rge t  record 
occurrences, each containing a single value of the f i e l d  
'AUTHOR' : 
D I S J O I N  ( 'AU'I)IOR1, V, NOLIM ) 
'Po specify t h a t  n occurrences of the  ta rge t  record 
'BOOK-RCD~' a r e  t o  be formed from a single occurrence 
of the source record 'BOOK-RCD3', where 'BOOK-RCD~' 
contains two f i e l d s  'AUM' and 'TITLE', the following 
statement i s  used: 
ASSOCIA!lZ ( ' D-ASSOC ' ; 
( 'AUTd', DISJOIN ( 'AUTHOR' OF 
'BOOK-RCD3' V, NOLlM ) ) , 
( 'TITLE', 'TITLE' OF 'BOOK-RCD3' ) ) 
appear a s  the f i r s t  parameters i n  STOHFIm or 
LOGFUlE statements. 
associate l i s t  name. This parameter names the 
association l i s t  which re la tes  f i e lds  and groups 
i n  a record, i n  the f i l e  being created, t o  f i e lds  
and groups i n  records i n  source f i l e s .  The name 
must appear a s  the f i r s t  parameter i n  an ASSOCIATE 
statement. There must be an associate l is t  name 
f o r  each record i n  the f i l e  being created. 
The following statement requests the creation of 
the storage f i l e  'STORFILEll which was described i n  
the  Example of Section 2.2.4. The values f o r  the f i l e  
w i l l  come from a f i l e  named 'SMRF'II;EINP1. The associ- 
a t ion  l i s t  relat ing f i e l d s  and groups i n  the record 
occurrences of the  Storage State  'STORPERSRCD' t o  the 
f i e lds  and groups i n  the  records of the source f i l e  is 
named ' ASSOCPERS ' . 
I CREW3 ( 'STORFILEll ; 'SWFILEINP1 ; 'ASSOCPERS ' ) ( 
.. - . ---- . - - --- 
REVISE ( specification name, [ , DELETE 1; 
. . . ; specification name [ , DELETE ] ) 
parameters I Specification name is a reference name. 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
usage 
of the 
statement 
(i) specification name. This parameter is used 
to name the part of a file description to be 
The REVISE statement is used to request the 
revision of a file description. To specify this 
task the following information must be included in 
the REVISE statement: 
revised. The name must appear as the first 
parameter of a statement in the description 
being revised. If the revision being made 
requires the replacement of part of the 
description with a new statement, the same 
name must be used for the new statement. Tbe 
specification name must appear as the first 
parameter in the new statement. 
(ii) DELETE. This optional parameter is used to 
specie that the part of a description named 
by parameter (i) is to be deleted completely 
from the description being revised. 
Consider the following s e t  of statements 
specified i n  the Example of Section 2.1.12.1: 
FTELD ( 'SULWWE', V, C, 15, C ) 
F I E L D  ( 'COLIXGE', V, C, 30, C ) 
FIELD ( 'YRS', F, C, 2, C ) 
GRCKJP ( 'COLINF', SPEC; 
( ' C U a ' ,  M, F, 1 ), 
( 'YRS', M, F, 1 ) ) 
GROUP ( 'PERSDATIi', SPEC; 
( ' -', M, F, 11 ,  
( ' C O L r n  ' , 0, V, NOLIM ) ) 
RECORD ( 'PERSRCD' , 'PERSIlAl'R' ) 
SToRRCD ( 'STORPERSRCD' , 'PERSRCD' ) 
mese statements specify the  Storage Sta te  of record 
oc-rences organized i n  the f i l e  'STORFILEll described 
i n  the mample of Section 2.2.4. 
The following statements request tha t  the specifica- 
t ion  of the group 'PERSM!lX1 be changed such tha t  the 
group 'C(XIINF1 occurs i n  it no more than one time: 
GRCUI' ( 'PERSDAIt, SPEC; 
( 'SURNAME', M, F, 1  ), 
( 'COLINF', 0, V, 1 )  ) 
: ' .3.4 FU3TRIEVE Statements 
. .- -- --- - 
format 
parameters 
RETRIEVE ( f i l e  source; output f i l e  name, 
association l i s t  name [ ; retrieved cr i te r ion  
expression 1 ) 
(i) f i l e  source i s  a s t r ing  of the  form: 
f i l e  name, ... , f i l e  name 
where f i l e  name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
( i i )  output f i l e  name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(iii) association l i s t  name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(iv) the  optional parameter, r e t r i eva l  c r i te r ion  
I expression, i s  a s t r ing  of the form: 
I ( source s tructure name [ , cr i te r ion  name 1 ) 
[ VIALINK l ink  name FROM ( source structure 
name [ , cr i te r ion  name 1 ) VIALINK . . . 
VIALINK l ink  name FROM ( source s tructure 
name [ , cr i te r ion  name ] ) 1 
where : 
a) source s tructure name i s  an unindexed 
user-defined name. 
b) the  optional parameter, c r i te r ion  name, 
i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
c) the optional parameter, l i nk  name, i s  an I 
1 unindexed user-defined name. 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
!The RETRIEVE: statement is used to request the 
retrieval of values from files created under the DDL 
processor. The statement specifies from which files the 
values are to be retrieved, the output structure of the 
values, the relationships between values in the output 
structure and those values in the structures in which 
they are stored, and the criterion for determining which 
record occurrences are to be retrieved. To specif'y this 
request, the following information must be included in 
the RETRIEVE statement : 
(i) file source. This parameter specifies from 
which files values are to be retrieved. There 
may be one or more such source files. lhey 
be storage or logical files. 'Ihey must have 
been described in the DDL. 
(ii) output file name. 'IIhis parameter is used to 
specify the output organization of the data. 
The name must appear as the first parameter in a 
STOIIFILZ statement. 
(iii) assocation list name. This parameter names the 
association list which relates fields and groups 
in the output file structure to fields and 
groups in the Storage and/or Logical State stmc- 
tures of the source files. Ble name must appear 
as the first parameter in an ASSOCIATE statement. 
(iv) retrieval criterion expression. This 
optional parameter is used to specify the 
criterion for determining which record occurrences 
are to be retrieved from the source files. If 
it does not appear in the statement it is assumed 
that all records in the source files are to be 
retrieved and output. Otherwise, the retrieval 
criterion is expressed as follows: 
a) source structure name. This parameter 
in the retrieval criterion expression gives 
the structure of the record occurrences to 
be retrieved. 
b) criterion name. This optional parameter 
in the retrieval criterion expression gives 
the criterion for selecting the particular 
record occurrences in the structure named by 
parameter a) above. If this parameter is 
omitted, all occurrences of the record are 
retrieved. 
c) link name. !%is optional parameter in the 
retrieval criterion expression is used when 
record occurrences are to be retrieved by 
tracing through the different sets of links 
of a file. The link name is the name of a set 
of links defined as part of the file. 
Note: When more than one file is listed for 
parameter (i) , the retrieval criterion 
expression specifies the criterion for 
retrieving record occurrences from 
only the first named file. The criteria 
for retrieving record occurrences from 
the remaining files is given in the 
ASSOCIATE statement referred to by 
I of record occurrences from the file 'STORFII;Ell whose 
Example 
I creation was described in the IBample of Section 2.3.2. 
parameter (iii), above. 
The following statements request the retrieval 
Only those records are to be retrieved in which there 
are no values for the group 'COLINFt .  
i CRITERION ( ' CRIT-NOCOLINF ' , ' CRITEX-NOCOLINF' ) C R I W  ( 'CRI'DM-NOCOLINF' , ( EXIST 
5 
! ( 'COLINF' OF 'PERSRCD' OF 'STORE'ILEt ) ) 
2.3.5 STORE Statement 
---- - - -  - - -- - - - . - -- - -- . .-  -- - -- - - - - --  .-  -- -  - 
S!J?3RE ( t a rge t  f i l e  name, data source; association fOmtTI list  name ) 
parameters 
I been created. To specify t h i s  task, the following 
(i) target  f i l e  i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
( i i )  data source i s  a s t r ing  of parameters of the 
f om: 
source f i l e  name, ... , source f i l e  name 
usage of 
the 
statement 
I information must be included i n  the STORE statement: 
[ ; r e t r i eva l  c r i t e r ion  expression 1 
where source f i l e  name i s  an unindexed user- 
defined name, and the optional parameter, 
r e t r i eva l  c r i te r ion  expression, i s  a s t r ing  
of the form described fo r  parameter ( iv)  of 
'I t h e  RETRIEVE statement i n  Section 2.3.4. 
(iii) association l i s t  name i s  an unindexed user- 
i defined name. 
The STORE statement i s  used t o  request the  addi- 
t i o n  of record occurrences t o  a f i l e  which has already 
usage of 
the  
parameters 
( i )  target  f i l e  name. This parametes names the f i l e  
in to  which the  record occurrences a re  stored. 
( i i )  data source. This parameter describes the  source 
of the record occurrences t o  be stored. Each 
source f i l e  name must appear as the f irst  
parameter i n  a STORFILE or LOGFILE statement. 
When more than one source f i l e  name i s  given, 
it i s  assumed tha t  record occurrences retrieved 
from each of the f i l e s  named w i l l  be combined t o  
i form the record occurrence t o  be stored. The 
i 
\ optional parameter, r e t r i eva l  c r i t e r ion  expression, ! 
I is  used t o  specify the c r i te r ion  fo r  determining 
i I which record occurrences a re  t o  be retr ieved from 
I 
! the source f i l e s  named. When more than one source 
! 
f i l e  i s  l i s t ed ,  the r e t r i eva l  c r i t e r ion  expression 
1 
1 specif ies  the c r i te r ion  f o r  retr ieving record 
i 
i 
I occurrences from only the f i r s t  named source 
I 
I 
i f i l e .  The c r i t e r i a  f o r  retr ieving record occur- 
! 
i 
i rences from the remaining source f i l e s  i s  given 
i i n  the ASSOCIATE statement referred t o  by param- 
I e t e r  ( i i i ) ,  below. I f  the r e t r i eva l  c r i te r ion  
i expression does not appear i n  the statement, it f j i s  assumed t h a t  a l l  records i n  the source f i l e  
i 
I 
I a r e  t o  be retrieved. 
( i i i )  association l is t  name. !Ibis parameter names the 
I association l i s t  which r e l a t e s  the  values of 
f i e l d s  and groups i n  the record t o  be stored t o  
I the values of the f i e l d s  and groups i n  the  source f i l e s .  The name must appear as the  first param- 
e t e r  i n  an ASSOCIATE statement. 
The following statement requests that  new record 
occurrences be stored i n  the f i l e  whose creation was 
described i n  the Example of Section 2.3.2. The values 
a r e  t o  be input from a f i l e  name 'INPFImf. 
2 . 6  UPA!J!E Statements 
- - -  - - -  - - - -  --- - --_.- - -_ .-_"I ____- ---.____- _.,_--_ 
---.. -. ----  - 
UPMTE ( file name; RF'LVAL statement, . . . , 
RPLVAL statement ; retrieval criterion expression ] ) 
usage 
of the 
statement 
usage 
of the 
parameters 
(i) file name is an unindexed user-defined name. 
(ii) RPLVAL statement is a statement with the format 
described in Section 2.1.9.1. 
(iii) the optional parameter, retrieval criterion 
expression, is a string of the form described 
for parameter (iv) of the RETRIEVE statement in 
Section 2.3.4. 
The UPDATE statement is used to request the modifica- 
tion of values in record occurrences. It specifies that 
new values are to replace current values or that values 
or sets of values are to be completely deleted, and it 
specifies criteria for determining in which record 
occurrences the modifications are to be made. To specify 
this, the following information must be included in the 
UFDATE statement: 
(i) file name. !this parameter specifies the file 
in which the modifications are to be made. The 
file m s t  have been described in the DDL. 
(ii) RPLVAL statements. These parameters are used to 
specify the modifications to be made to record 
occurrences. As described in Section 2.1.9.1, 
the first parameter of the RPLVAL statement is 
(iii) 
used to name the field or group whose values are 
to be replaced or deleted. 
If the values are to be deleted, rather than 
replaced, the second parameter of the RPLVAL 
statement is assigned the system name: DELETE. 
Complete record occurrences can be deleted by 
assigning the first parameter of the RPLVAL state- 
ment the record name. 
If the values are to be replaced, the second 
parameter of the RPLVAL statement is assigned a 
CONSTANT statement which specifies the string which 
is to replace the values named. 
retrieval criterion expression. This optional 
parameter is used to specify the criterion for 
determining which record occurrences are to be 
modified. If the parameter does not appear in the 
UPDATE statement, it is assumed that all records 
in the file are to be modified. Otherwise, the 
retrieval criterion is expressed as described for 
parameter (iv) of the RXTRIEVE statement in Section 
2.3.4. 
The following statements request the addition of values 
for the fields 'COLLEGE' and 'YRS' to the record occurrence, 
of the file created in the Example of Section 2.3.2, in 
which the value of 'SURNAME' equals "KANE" . 
CRI'IERION ( ' CRIT-UPDATE ' , ' CRI TM-UPDATE ' ) 
C R I T a r  ( ' CRITEX-UPDATE' , ( 'SURNAME' OF 'PERSRCD' ) 
CONSTANT ( 02, C ) ); 
' CRI FUPDAm ' ) 
---" ^ --..- ..-, .-.-I-U.-.II- ,- 
2.3.7 Interfacing Statements 
The following terminology will be used in discussing the 
Interfacing statements: 
(i) A user-written program and files of data described in 
the DDL are said to be interfaced by the DDL processor when: 
a) values stored in the files are converted by the 
DDL processor into new structures and input to the executing user- 
written program expecting them in the new structure, and 
b) values output from the user-written executing program 
are converted from their output structure into the storage structures 
of the files by the DDL processor and stored into the files. 
(ii) The I/O statements of user-written programs are called 
data calls. 
--
(iii) A user-written program requires simple interfacing when: 
a) each input call in the program is made to a single file, 
and the input call expects the next record occurrences not yet retrieved, 
which satisfy the single retrieval criterion, and 
b) each output call in the user-written program is made to, 
at most, a single file described in the DDL. 
Such user-written programs are called simple program. 
(iv) A user-written program which does not require simple interfacing 
is said to require complex interfacing. 
Such user-written programs are called complex programs. 
Interfacing statements are statements which are used to request 
the execution of user-written programs and their interfacing with 
DDL described files. 
For a user-written program to be interfaced with a set of DDL 
described files: 
a) the structure, in which input data is expected and in which 
output data is generated by the user-written program, must be described 
in the DDL for each data call in the user-written program. 
b) each data call to DDL described files must, by convention, 
select the card I/O device. 
c) the relationships, between values in the structures required 
by the data calls of the user-written programs and the same values in 
the structures of the DDL described files, must be described. 
d) for complex programs, the user-written program must be modified 
such that each of its data calls is preceded by an output call, which is 
to be called a signal call. A signal call is to output a single string 
-
of characters, where this string is the name of the DDL description of 
the data call which follows. 
'One interfacing statements, which are used to specify this informa- 
tion are discussed in the sections that follow: 
2.3.7.1 PROGDA'PA Statement 
- .. . .. .- . .. . .-.-.-- ... " -.-------. -. ---- .-. -.- . - --.- --------.-.-. .. ------  .... 
I 
format I PROGDAIW ( program data name, 
I 
I type of interfacing, ( data c a l l  l i s t  ), 
... , ( data c a l l  l i s t  ) ) 
(i) program data name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(ii) type of interfacing i s  e i ther  the  system name: 
1 
i SIMPLE, or  ! CCMPLM 
I ( i i i )  data c a l l  l i s t  i s  a s t r ing  of parameters with 
i 
the following format: 
i data c a l l  name, c a l l  type 
1 where : 
1 
i a)  data c a l l  name i s  an unindexed user- 
defined name. 
b) c a l l  type i s  e i ther  the system name: 
usage m e  PROGRAlN statement is  used t o  describe the 
of the 
statement data c a l l s  of a user-written program, which i s  t o  be 
f interfaced t o  DDL described f i l e s .  The PROGDAIW state-  
\ ment specifies whether the program requires simple or  1 \ complex interfacing and gives the structure f o r  each 
! data c a l l  i n  the program. To specify th i s ,  it i s  necessary 
1 t o  include the following idormation i n  the PROGDAW 
r t
i 
statement: 
usage 
of the  
parameters 
( i )  program data name. mis parameter i s  the 
name of the program data description being 
specified. 
(ii) type of interfacing. This parameter i s  used 
t o  specify whether the program whose data c a l l s  
a re  being described requires simple or  complex 
interfacing. The parameter i s  assigned the system 
name : 
SLMPL;E, when the  program requires simple 
interfacing, acd 
COMPLE3E, when the program requires complex 
interfacing. 
( i i i )  data c a l l  l ist .  Each data c a l l  l i s t  specifies 
the  description of a data c a l l  i n  the user- 
written program t o  be interfaced. There must 
be one data c a l l  l ist  f o r  each data c a l l  i n  the 
program. The data c a l l  l is t  perameters must be 
assigned str ings as follows: 
a) data c a l l  name. !Ibis parameter re fers  
t o  the  data c a l l  being specified. It 
i s  the name which must be output by the  
signal ca l l ,  i n  the  program, preceding 
the  data c a l l  named. The name must appear 
as the f i r s t  parameter i n  a RECORD state-  
ment. I f  the data c a l l  i s  not t o  the DDL 
described f i l e s  the second parameter of 
the RECORD statement must be assigned 
the  system name "EXTERNAL". 
1 
i 
I 
1 
1 
Example 
I 
i 
b) c a l l  type. This parameter specifies 
whcthes the data call i s  fo r  input or 
output. I t  i s  assigned the system name; 
I, when the b t a  c a l l  i s  for  input, and 
0,  when the data c a l l  i s  f o r  output. 
Note: The output structure fo r  each signal 
c a l l  must be the same. To describe 
t h i s  structure, the f i r s t  parameter 
of the data c a l l  l is t  must be assigned 
the  system name "SIGNAL". And t h i s  
system name must appear a s  the f irst  
parameter of the RECORD statement 
which specifies the structure of the 
I 
signal ca l l s .  
Consider the following FOR!EWV program called "FORPRG": 
PROGRAM FORPROG 
READ ( 5 ,  10) INF', FIELD1, FIFLS) 2 
10 FORMAT ( 11, 2 ( 5X, F8, 5 ) ) 
IF ( I N P  ) 2,2,1 
1 W1CPUT = ( FIELD1 -k FIELD2 ) / 2. 
GO TO 3 
2 OUTPUT = 0.0 
3 W R I r n  ( 7, 20 ) mmT 
20 FORMAT ( ~ 8 ,  5 ) 
STOP 
END 
This program expects three values as input 
and generates a single output value. The program 
is written for simple interfacing (i.e., it contains 
no signal calls). The following statements specify 
the data requirements of the program: 
RECORD ( ' INPUT1 , INP-S'I!RJC ' ) 
GRCUP ( 'IW-STRUC', SPEC; 
( ' IW1,  M, F, 1 1, 
( 'FIELD', M, F, 2 ) ) 
FIELD ( 'INP', F, C, 1, C ) 
FIELD ( 'FIELD', F, C, 8, FL ) 
RECORD ( 'aJTPLTT1, 'CSTT-SmC' ) 
GRCUP ( ' OUT-STRUC1, SPEC; 
I PROGDATA ( 'FORPRG-PD' , SIMPLE; ( 
where: 'FORPRGPD' is the name of the program data 
description for the program "FORPRG". 
SIMF'LE indicates that the user-written program 
is a simple program. 
lINEITT1 is the name of the description of the 
input call in the program. 
'CUT1 is the name of the description of the 
output call in the program. 
2.3.7.2 INTERFACE Statement 
----- --pa- 
INTERFACE ( program source; program language, program 
data name; ( l i s t  ), . . . , ( l i s t  ) ) 
parameters (i) program source i s  the s t r ing  of parameters: 
f i l e  name, f i e l d  name, r e t r i eva l  c r i te r ion  
expression 
where : 
a )  f i l e  name i s  an unindexed user-defined name, 
b) f i e l d  name i s  a reference name, and 
c) r e t r i eva l  c r i t e r ion  expression has the 
(ii) 
(iii) 
( iv) 
format described i n  Section 2.4.3, param- 
e t e r  ( i v ) .  
program language is  e i ther  the system name: 
a)  COBOL, 
b) FORTRAN, 
c)  ASSEMBLY. 
program data name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
l i s t  i s  a s t r ing  of parameters with the following 
format : 
data c a l l  name, association l i s t  name, ... 9 
association l i s t  name; f i l e  name, ... , f i l e  
name 
where : 
a) data c a l l  name is  an unindexed user-defined 
name, 
usage of 
the 
statement 
usage of 
b) association l ist  name i s  an unindexed 
user-defined name, 
c) f i l e  name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
The INTERFACE statement i s  used t o  request the 
execution of a user-written program and the interfacing 
of it with DDL described f i l e s .  The statement speci- 
f i e s  where the user-defined program i s  t o  be located, 
the f i l e s  it i s  t o  be interfaced with, and the in te r -  
facing relationships between the program and the f i l e s .  
To specify t h i s ,  it i s  necessary t o  include the  follow- 
ing information i n  the INTERFACE statement: 
(i) program source. This parameter describes where 
the user-written program i s  t o  be located. 
Strings a re  assigned as follows: 
a )  f i l e  name i s  the name of the f i l e  i n  
which the program i s  stored. This name 
must appear a s  BEle f i r s t  parameter i n  a 
STORFILE or LOGFIU statement. 
b) f i e l d  name i s  the  name of the f i e l d  which 
has the program a s  i t s  value. This 
name must appear a s  the f irst  parameter i n  
a FIELD statement. 
c) The r e t r i eva l  c r i te r ion  expression speci- 
f i e s  the c r i te r ion  f o r  determining which 
record occurrence in the file contains 
the program. The retrieval criterion is 
expressed in accordance with the descrip- 
tion of parameter (iv) of the RETRIEVAL 
statement in Section 2.3.5. 
I 
i (ii) program language. This names the 
1 language in which the user-written program is I 
1 coded. The parameter is assigned the system name: 
! a) COBOL, if the program is coded in COBOL, i 
I b) FORTRAN, if the program is coded in FORTRAN, 
c) ASSEMBLY, if the program is coded in 
Assembly language. 
(iii) program data name. This parameter refers to 
I 
j the description of the data calls in the user- 
! 
I written program. The name must appear as the 
i first parameter of a PROGDATA statement. 
. 
(iv) list. Each list specifies the relationship 
between values in the structure of a data 
call and the DDL described files from which 
1 the values are retrieved, or into which they I are stored. mere must be one list for each 
data call in the user-written program. The list 
parameters must be assigned strings as follows: 
a) data call name. This parameter refers to the 
I data call being specified. 
I 
b) association list name. If the data call 
referred to by the list parameter (a) is an 
input call, then there is only one associa- 
tion list name. The name refers to the descrip- 
tion of the relationships between values in the 
data call structure and values in the source 
files' structures. If the data call referred 
to by the list parameter (a) is an output call, 
then there are as many association list names 
as there are files in which the output values 
are to be stored. The name refers to the 
description of the relationships between values 
in the data call structure, and values in the 
target files1 structures. In each case, the 
names must appear as the first parameters in 
ASSOCIAm statements . 
c) file name. These parameters specify the files 
which are the source of input values for input 
data calls. They specify the files into which 
values are stored for output data calls. Each 
name must appear as the first parameter in a 
STORFILE or a LOGFILE statement. 
Example Assuming the FORTRAN program described in the Exam- 
ple of Section 2.3.7.1 is to be input fromthe file 
'FORFILE' as the value of the field ' EXIFOR ' ,  and is to 
be interfaced.with the input file 'INFILE' and the out- 
-- 
put f i l e  'CXJWILJ3', the interfacing request i s  speci- 
f i e d  by the following statement: 
- 
---- --- - -..?-.- - - .- _ ^ _ - "  - _. .__.. __._ -.- I _ . _ 
INmRFACE ( ' FORFILE , ' M W O R 1  , ' FORFILE'  , ' CRIT' ; 
FORTRAN, 'FORPRGPD';  
( ' INPUT' ,  ' A S S O C ' I W I L E ' ,  ' I N F I L E '  ), 
( 'UJTPUT', 'ASSOC-OUTFILE' , ' CXJTFILE' ) ) 
----- -----..- ---- I 
2.3.8 Language Extension Statements 
The descriptive power of the DDL can be extended in two ways: 
(i) by parameter programs. The user writes a program which 
outputs an actual parameter of a DDL statement. The 
name of the program and the input on which it runs are 
entered in the place of the actual parameter in the DDL 
statement. 
(ii) by new statements. New device statements m y  be added 
by the user along with user-written programs to process 
data input or output on new devices. 
These methofis of extending the DDL are discussed in detail in 
the two sections which follow: 
2.3.8 .1 PARAMPROG Statement 
--- --  -- --- 
...- - - -  
PARAMPROG ( param name, program source; 
parameters 
usage 
of the 
statement 
program language, program data name, input structure 
name [ ; output constant 1 ) 
(i) param name is an unindexed user-def ined name. 
(ii) program source is a string of parameters with 
the format described for parameter (i) of the 
I m A C E  statement in Section 2.3.7.2. 
(iii) program language is either the system name: 
a) COBOL, 
b) FORTRAN, 
c) ASSEMBLY, 
(iv) program data name is an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(v) input structure name is an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(vi) the optional parameter, output constant, is 
either the system name: 
B, or 
c,or an unindexed user-defined name. 
me PARAMPROG statement is used to specify that 
a user-written program will generate actual parameters 
for use in DDL statements. Such user-written programs 
may only have two data calls: one input call and one 
output c a l l .  That is, the user-written program must 
parameters 
require only simple interfacing. &e PARAMPROG 
statement specifies where the program is to be located, 
the structure of the input and output for the program, 
the structure of the input as it is to occur in a DDL 
statement. To specify this, it is necessary to include 
the foUowing information in the PARAMPROG statement: 
(i) param name. !?his parameter is the name which 
is to appear as the first part of a parameter 
in a DDL statement. Wher i  appearing as a part 
of a parameter, the l~arne it; not enclosed in 
apostrophes. 
(ii) program source. 'ke par:~mc tcr describes where 
the user-written program js to be located. The 
parameter is as:;igneci the ctririgs described for 
parameter (i) or the LNTEJlli'A(X statement in 
Section 2.3.7.2. 
(iii) program language. 'Ibis parameter names the 
language in which the user-written program is 
coded. The parameter is assigned the system name: 
a) COBOL, if the program is coded in COBOL, 
b) FORTRAN, if the program is coded in FORTRAN, 
c) ASSEMBLY, if the program is coded in Assembly 
Language. 
(iv) program data name. !&is parameter refers 
to the description of the data calls in the 
user-written program. The name must appear 
as the first parameter of a PROGDATR statement 
in which there are only two list parameters. 
(v) input structure name. This parameter refers to 
the specification of the structure of the 
input values for the user-written program, as 
they appear as part of a parameter in a DDL 
statement. The input values must appear in the 
specified input structure. 'Ihey are enclosed in 
parentheses and placed after the param name, given 
by parameter (i), above. 'Pogether name and the 
input values form a complete parameter for a 
DDL statement. The input structure name must 
appear as the first parameter in a RECORD statie- 
ment . 
Note: 'he field names of values in the input 
structure specification must be the same 
as the field names for those same values 
in the program data description. 
(vi) output constant. This optional parameter is 
used when the user-written parameter program is 
to output a constant string. The parameter is 
assigned the system name: 
B, when the string to be output is a binary 
string, 
C, when the s t r i ng  t o  be output i s  an ASCII 
0 
character s t r ing ,  and 
an unindexed user-defined when the s t r i ng  t o  
be output i s  a s t r i n g  of characters other 
than ASCII. The name must appear as the 
first parameter i n  a CHAR statement. 
-- 
If the  user-written FOIRTRAN program, 'FORPRG', 
given i n  the  EXample of Section 2.3.7.1, i s  t o  be used 
as a parameter program cal led "AVERAGE" i n  DDL statement; 
and if it i s  t o  be input on cards i n  the  External State ,  
'MTFOR',  t h i s  extension t o  t h e  DDL is specif ied by the 
following statement: 
- - - - "  - - . - - . - - - . - - -  -- - - - - 
PARAMPROG ( 'AVERAGE ' , 'FORFILE ' , ' M B O R  ' , ' CRITt ; 
FORTRAN, 'FQRPRGPD' , 'INP-STRUC' ; C ) 
-I 
where 'FORPRGPDt re fe rs  t o  t h e  PROGMTW statement given 
i n  the =le of Section 2.3.7.1, and 
'INP-STRUC' r e f e r s  t o  the  RECORD statement given below: 
RECORD ( '1NF'-STRUC', ' I N P - G R W '  ) 
where : 
GRCXJP ( ' INP- GROUP ' , SPEC; 
( 'INl", M, F, 1 ), 
( 'Fn3LD1, M, F, 1 ) ) 
FIELD ( ' INP',  F, C, 1, C; 
CONCODE ( CONSQlNT ( ; , C ) 
DELIM, P'M, C ) ) 
FIELD ( 'FIELDt, F, C, 8, FL; 
CONCODE ( CONS'IIANT ( , , C ) 
DELIM, INX, C ) ) 
An example of a DDL statement i n  which such 
a parameter might appear i s  the RPLVAL statement of 
Section 2.1.9.1. The following statement specif ies  
t h a t  -the value of a f i e l d  ' X '  i s  t o  be replaced with 
the average of the  values of the f i e l d s  'Y' and ' Z '  
i f  f i e l d  'W1 ex i s t s  and with zero otherwise: 
---.---.--- - - - -  
2.3.8.2 MTEND Statements 
- . . . _ _  _ . . _ _ ___. _ _I_ .- ._.__-_I_---.. _. . . _. . ... - .*-- I-. - --.- -- --..-- I 
QITEND ( device name, program source; 
program language, program data name, 
input s t ructure name ) 
parameters I ( i )  device name i s  an unindexed user-defined name. 
( i i )  program source i s  a s t r ing  of parameters with 
the  format described f o r  parameter ( i )  of 
the  INTERFACE statement i n  Section 2.3.7.2, 
(iii) program language i s  e i the r  the system name: 
a)  FORTRAN, 
t. b) COBOL, 
c) ASSEMBLY. 
( iv)  program data name i s  an unindexed user-defined 
name. 
(v) input parameter name i s  an unindexed user- def ined 
name. 
usage The M!l2EXD statement i s  used t o  specify t h a t  a 
of the 
parameters 1 user-written program w i l l  accept values from a new input 
device, or  output or  s tore  values on a new output or 
storage device. Such a user-written program may require 
only simple interfacing. mere  may be only one input 
call i n  the program t o  accept values from the DDL pro- 
cessor and only one output c a l l  t o  generate values f o r  
the DDL processor. The EXTEND stateme~lt specif ies  where 
parameters 
the user-written program is to be located, the 
structure of the I/O values for the program, and 
the structure of the input to the user-program from thg 
new DDL statement. To specify this, it is necessary 
to include the following informa,tion in the EX9END 
statement: 
(i) device name. This parameter is used to 
specify the system name which forms the first 
part of the new device statement. 
(ii) program source. This parameter describes 
where the user-written program is to be located. 
The parameter is assigned the strings described 
for parameter (i) of the INTERFACE statement 
in Section 2.3.7 .2. 
(iii) program language. This parameter names the 
language in which the user-written program is 
coded. The parameter is assigned the system 
a) COBOL, if the program is coded in COBOL, 
b) FORTRAN, if the program is coded in FOR'IMN, 
c) ASSEMBLY, if the program is coded in Assembly 
Language. 
(iv) program data name. This parameter refers to the 
description of the data calls in the user-written 
program. The name must appear as the first 
parameter of a PROGDATA statement. 
(v) input parameter name. This parameter refers to 
I the specification of the structure of the parameters 
1 which are to be input, via the new device state- 
. i 
merit being defined. In the new device statement, the 
I parameters must appear in the structure named by 
the input parameter name. The parameters must be 
enclosed in parentheses and placed after the 
device name, given by parameter (i) above. Together, 
device name and input parameters form a complete 
I 
I device statement. The input parameter name must 
appear as the first parameter in a RECORD statement. 
i Note: The first input parameter for the new device 
i statement must be a name which may be used 
to reference the statement from other DDL 
statements. The next parameters should be 
names which reference BLOCK or BBLOCK 
statements. Remaining parameters are at the 
discretion of the user. The DDL processor 
I 
1 will replace BLOCK and BBLOCK names referred 
in the user created device statement by the 
actual parameters of those referenced state- 
ments. Similarly, if the user requires 
references to other statements, the parame- 
ters of these statements will references to 
them in the parameters of the user created 
device statement. 
If a u::er write:: an an Assembly Language program 
1 t o  support input f r o m  tapes which have been generated 
by the system under which the DDL is  running, then t h i s  
extension t o  t h e  DDL is  specified by the following state-  
ment : 
- . . . .-- . . . . . -, - - .. . - . . - - . - . . ,. . , . 
. . .-. . . - - . - . . . .- . . . - 
EXTEND ( 'NEW'CAPEIN', 'ASSEMFIT;E1, 'MTASSEM', 
'ASSEMCRIT' ; ASSENBLY, 'ASSEM-PD' , 
' NEWIYIPEIN-SWC ' ) 
-- ---.- -. -  ... . - . - . .- . - 
where : 
'NEWTAPEIN' i s  the beginning s t r ing  of characters 
i n  the new device statement being defined. 
'ASSEMFILE' i s  the f i l e  i n  which the program 
written by the user t o  support input from 
system tapes i s  stored. 
'EX!IXSSEM1 i s  the  name of the f i e l d  i n  'ASSEMFILE' 
containing the program. 
'ASSEMCRIT' i s  the name of the  cr i te r ion  which 
determines which record occurrence i n  
'ASSEMFILE' contains the program. 
ASSEMBLY indicates that the  user-written program 
i s  coded i n  Assembly Language. 
'ASSEM-PD' is the  name of the program data 
description f o r  the user-written program. 
'NEWWLPEIN-STRUC' refers  t o  the RECORD state-  
ment given below: 
RECORD ( 'NEWWEIN-STRUC' , 'TAPEXN-GR' ) 
where : 
GRCUP ( ' W E I N - G R '  , SPEC; 
( ' a m ' ,  My F, 1 ), 
( 'B/BLOCK- NAME ' , My F, 1 ) ) 
FIELD ( 'NAME1, V, C, NOLIM, C;  
CONCODE ( CONS1-YLNT ( y C ) DELIM, PIIX ) ) 
FIEI;D ( 'B/BLOCK-NAME', V, C, NOLIM, c ) 
An example of the use of the new DDL device 
statement follows : 
-. -. . > 
N E W W I N  ( 'X', 'B') 
A paragraph is a system name, foll~wed by a sequence of DDL state- 
ments, followed by another system name. 
Paragraphs are provided as a convenience for the DDL user to 
break up sequences of DDL statements into meaningful parts. A DDL 
statement is used either to describe some part of a file structure, 
or to describe a task. Paragraphs are used to separate statements 
describing file structures from statements describing tasks. 
3.1 DESCRIBE Paragraph 
_ __ I__I--.-- _ -  ---- --- --- 
format I DESCRIBE [ ( paragraph name ) 1 : 
File Structure Statement 
[: File Structure Statement 1 
[ File Structure Statement 1 
,defined name. 
(ii) File Structure Statement is a statement of one 
1 of the following types: 
a) Record Specification Statement, 
1 b) File Specification Statement, 
I I c) ASSOCIATE Statement, 
\ 
d) PROGDA'PA Statement. 
usage of the The DESCRIBE paragraph is used to list together all 
paragraph 
the statements completely describing a structure. For 
1 example, if a file structure is being specified, all 
the statements relating to the description of the file 
must be included as parameters in the DESCRIBE paragraph. 
'&us, to write a DESCRIBE paragraph, it is necessary to 
include the following information: 
usage 01' the (i) paragraph name. This optional parameter allows 
parameters 
the user to assign a name to the paragraph. 'Ihe 
Example 
paragraph name may a l s o  be used f o r  comments. 
(ii) F i l e  Structure Statement. This parameter i s  used 
t o  specify a s t ructure.  Every statement referred 
t o  by a statement parameter must appear a s  a 
parameter i n  the  paragraph. 
The statements i n  the Examples of Sections 2.2.3, 
2.2.2.1, and 2.1.12.1 which describe the  F i l e  'STORFILEl' 
constit*a DESCRIBE paragraph when enclosed by the sys- 
tem names : "DESCRIBE: and "END" . 
. : ' 1:XECU TE Paragraph 
format 
usage of the 
paragraph 
usage of the 
parameters 
EXECUTE [ ( paragraph name) ] : 
!!!ask Statement 
[ Task Statement ] 
[ Task Statement ] 
END 
(i) the optional parameter, paragraph name, is a user- 
defined name. 
I (ii) Zbsk Statement is one of the following statements: 
I 
CREAm Statement, 
IIEVISE Statement, 
RETRIEVE Statement, 
STORE Statement, 
UPRA'PE Statement, 
INTERFACE Statement, 
PARAMPROG Statement, and 
EXTEND Statement. 
'Ihe MECUTE paragraph is used to list together 
statements describing tasks. Thus, to write an 
i EXECUTE paragraph, it is necessary to include the follow- i ing iaformation: 
(i) paragraph name. llhis optional parameter allows 
the user to assign a name to the paragraph. The 
Example 
paragraph name may a l so  be used f o r  comments. 
Note: The user may assign the same paragraph name t o  
an EXECUTE paragraph a s  he assigned t o  a DESCRIBE 
paragraph f o r  h i s  own reference purposes. 
(ii) Task Statement. This parameter i s  used t o  speci- 
f y  a task.  The user may l i s t  each of h i s  Task 
statements i n  a separate EXECUTE paragraph, 
he may l i s t  them together i n  a single EXECUTE 
paragraph, or he may group them i n  various ways 
i n  MECUTE paragraphs. 
The statement given i n  the Ekample of Section 2.3.2 
which requests the  creation of the F i l e  'SWmII;Elf 
const i tutes  an MECUE paragraph when enclosed by the 
system names: "EXECUTE: " and "END". 
A description is a system name, followed by a sequence of paragraphs, 
followed by another system name. 
A description consists of a sequence of tasks that are to be executed, 
together with the specification of all the necessary structures for exe- 
cuting the tasks. For a description to be meaningful, all structures 
referred to in the task statements must be specified in the description. 
DESCRIPTION [ ( description name ) 1 : 
DESCRIBE paragraph 
DESCRIBE paragraph 
MECUTE paragraph 
usage of 
a descrip- 
t ion  
MECUD3 paragraph 
[ DESCRIBE paragraph 
EXECUTE paragraph ] 
DESCRIPTI: ONEND 
(i) the optional parameter, description name, i s  a 
user-defined name. 
(ii) DESCRIBE paragraph i s  a paragraph with the format 
! described i n  Section 3.1. 
! 
(iii) MECU'IIE paragraph i s  a paragraph with the format 
described i n  Section 3.2. 
A DESCRIP!EON i s  used t o  specify completely the 
information needed t o  execute one o r  more tasks. Each 
I EXECUTE paragraph i n  a DESCRIPTION must be preceded 
usage of;th 
parameters 
'Example 
by DESCRIBE paragraphs containing specifications of 
the structures needed to execute the tasks specified 
in the EXECUTE paragraph. 
( i) description name. m i  s optional parameter allows 
the user to assign a name to the DESCRJPTION. The 
description name may also be used for comments. 
(ii) DESCRIBE paragraph. '&is parameter is used to 
specify the structures needed to execute the 
tasks specified by parameter (iii) . The struc- 
tures needed may be specified in as many DESCRIBE 
paragraphs as the user desires. 
(iii) EXECUm paragraph. This parameter is used to 
specify the tasks to be executed. DESCRIBE 
paragraphs containing the specifications of stmc- 
tures needed to execute the tasks may occur in 
any order, so long as they precede the EXECUTE 
paragraph in question. 
To specify completely that the task specified in 
I in the Example of Section 2.3.2 ( to create the File 
I 
' STORFILEl '  ), the DESCRIBE paragraph given in the Exam- 
ple of Section 3.1, a DESCRIBE paragraph containing the 
I 
I 
I specification of the External State 'EXTPERS', and the 
ASSOCIATE statement, 'ASSOCPERS ' , and the EXECUTE para- 
graph given in the Example of Section 3.2 must enclosed 
by the system names : "DESCRIPTION: " and "DESCRIPTTONEND" . 
PART 1.1.1 EXAMPLES 
The set of examples presented here demonstrate the descriptive 
power of the DDL. Each example illustrates a different application of 
the  DDL: 
Example 1 illustrates the interfacing of files with new programs 
and programming languages. 
Example 2 illustrates the interfacing of files with new operating 
systems. 
Example 3 illustrates the reorganizing of files. 
The data and storage structures selected for use in these exam- 
ples are actual structures which have been implemented and are currently 
in use. 
Example 1. 
Use of the DDL t o  Convert F i l e s  f o r  
Interfacing w i t h  New Programs and 
Programming Languages 
This example demonstrates how the DDL can be used t o  describe 
the conversion of a f i l e  created by a program written i n  an Assembly 
Language t o  a form i n  which the data contained i n  the f i l e  can be used 
by a COBOL program. The records t o  be converted a r e  records produced 
by the Extended Data Management Fac i l i ty  (EDMF) of the University of 
Pennsylvania. This conversion requires the description of a s e t  of 
data i n  a complex s t ructure a t  the record leve l .  
To perform t h i s  conversion, a l l  t ha t  the DDL processor requires 
i s :  
1)  a DDL description of the organization of the EDMF records; 
2) a DDL description of an organization which can be processed 
by a COBOL program; 
3) a DDL description of the relationships between values i n  
the COBOL record and those values i n  the  EDM!? record; and 
4) the EDM!? records. 
The conversion process for  t h i s  example i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  
Figure 1-1. 
The descriptions of the EDMF record organization, the COBOL 
record organization and the  relationship description are  discussed 
separately. 
DDL Description DDL Description 
of E D M F  of COBOL 
TRANSLATOR, 
c. 
* 
e. 
EDMF Records COBOL Records 
Figure 1-1 EDMF to COBOL Record Conversion 
1.1 The EDMF Record Organization 
The EDMF provides its users with a very comprehensive record 
organization feature. Data in the EDMF consists of two parts: the 
first part is called an attribute and the second part is called a value. 
An EDMF record is a collection of such attribute-value pairs. These 
pairs can be organized into a hierarchic structure in which attributes 
may repeat, and occur optionally, and in which values may have fixed 
or variable sizes and may be interpreted as numeric or alphanumeric 
strings. 
In this example each of the user's EDMF records is to contain 
data on a book. This data will include: 
i) a code number for each book. l%e code number has the 
attribute CODE NUMBER. !Phis attribute occurs exactly once in each 
record. The values have a fixed size of 8 bytes and are stored as an 
alphanumeric string. 
ii) the authors' names. An author has the attribute AUmOR. 
This attribute must occur one or more times in each record. The values 
for this attribute have variable sizes and are stored as alphanumeric 
strings. 
An example of a collection of attribute-value pairs satisfying 
this description is given in Figure 1-2. 
CODE NUMBER, ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 5 4 0  
AU'DIOR, BIVENS, R.L. 
AUrnOR, METROPOLIS, N. 
Figure 1-2 Example of a Collection of Attribute-Value 
Pairs Forming an EDMF Record 
These attribute-value pairs are stored in the organization 
illustrated in Figure 1-3. 
Storage 
Tiequired Data Stored i n  EDMF Record 
3 BYTES SIZE  O F  RECORD 
5 BYTES R E F E R E N C E  NUMBER, UNPACKED 
1 BYTE CONTROL INFORMA TION 
3 BYTES LENGTH O F  ATTR. -VALUE ENTRY 
1 BYTE CONTROL INFORMATION 
1 BYTE NUMBER O F  DIRECTORY LISTS 
2. BYTES LENGTH O F  ATTRIBUTE 
VARLAB L E  ATTRIBUTE 
3 BYTES L E N G T H O F V A L U E  
VARIABLE VALUE 
3 BYTES LENGTH O F  ATTR. -VALUE ENTRY 
1 BYTE CONTROL INFORMATION 
1 BYTE NUMBER O F  DIRECTORY LISTS 
2 BYTES LENGTH O F  ATTRIBUTE 
VARIABLE ATTRIBUTE 
3 BYTES LENGTH O F  VALUE 
VARLABLE VALUE 
. 
C O R E  FORMAT 
READER 
ATTRIBUTE 
VALUE 
ENTRY 
Figure 1-3 EDMF Record 
The length specified i n  the  3 byte "Size of Record" entry includes 
the 9 byte Header size.  
It i s  assumed tha t  the use r ' s  ED@ records w i l l  be passed t o  the  
DDL processor on cards i n  t h i s  organization. m e  DDL processor must be 
ab le  t o  extract  t he  values from these records tha t  a re  t o  be organized 
f o r  use with the  COBOL program. To do t h i s  the  DDL processor requires a 
DDL description of the EDMF records, and specif ical ly ,  of the  location 
i n  the EDMF organization of those values t o  be converted. 
The Dm,  description of the I r W  records is given below. Follow- 
i 1 1 ~ :  Ltle UDL descript i 011 are explailatiorls ol' the UDL at:ll;etwnl;a appear- 
illg i l l  the BDL description (as needed). 
DDL I)e script ion of EDMF R e c o r d s  : 
1. RECORD ( ' BOOK EDMF ' , 'BOOK GROUP' ) 
2 .  GRCXlP ( 'BOOK GRCUP' , SPEC; 
( 'HEADER', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'RA'EIlt7 M, F, 1 ), 
( 'DA'l!A2', M, V, NOLIM ) ) 
3. GFlCUZ-' ( ' HEADER ' , SPEC; 
( 'RCD S I Z E ' ,  M, F, 1 ), 
( 'tW NO', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'CONTROL I N F O ' ,  M, F, 1 ) ) 
I . IPlELD ( 'liC13 S I Z E ' ,  F, '1C ' , 3, 13 ) 
$. F'lELD ( ' R E F N O ' ,  F, ' E ' ,  5, 'El  ) 
6 .  F I E L D  ( 'CONTROL I N F O ' ,  F, ' E ' ,  1, I3 ) 
7. GRCUP ( 'INTAl', SPEC; 
( 'A-V HEADER', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'CODE ENTRY', M, F, 1 ) ) 
8. GHCUP ( 'A-V HEADER' , SPEC; 
( 'A-V LENGTHf, M, F, 1 ), 
( 'CONTROL INFO', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'DIREC NO', M, F, 1 ) ) 
9. F I m  ( 'A-V LENGTK' , F, 'E' , 3, B ) 
lo. F I E L D  ( 'DIREC NO', F, ' E l ,  1, ' E '  ) 
GRClCTP ( ' CODE ENTRY', SPEC; 
( 'Am LENGTH', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'CODE NUMBER ATTRIB' ,  M, F, 1 ), 
( 'VAL LENGTH', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'CODE NUMBER', M, F, 1 ) ) 
F I E L D  ( ' A m  LENGTH', F, ' E ' ,  2, B ) 
F I E L D  ( 'CODE NUMBER ATITRIB', F, ' E ' ,  11, ' E l  ) 
FIELD ( 'VAL LENGTH', F, ' E ' ,  3 ,  'E' ) 
FIELD ( 'CODE NLTMBER', F, 'E ' ,  8, 'E' ) 
GROUP ( 'WVi2', SPEC; 
( 'A-V HEADER', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'AUTH ENTRY', M, F, 1 ) ) 
GROUP ( 'AUZH ENTRY', SPEC; 
( 'A!Pl! LENGTH', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'AUEI A T I R I B ' ,  M, F, 1 ), 
( 'VAL LENGTH', M, F, 1 ), 
( ' A U m 0 R 1 ,  M, F, 1 ) ) 
F I E L D  ( 'AUTH ATPRIB' ,  F, ' E l ,  6, 'E '  ) 
FIELD ( 'AUTHOR', V, 'E', 'VAL LENGZH' OF 'AU'IR ENTRY', 'E' ) 
CHAR ( ' E ' ,  8, EBCDIC ) 
Explanations : 
Statement 19. I n  t h i s  FIELD statement the length parameter i s  
given indirect ly .  For each occurrence of the f i e l d  'AU'IHOR' the  
length of the value is  the  value of the  f i e l d  'VAL LENGZIf i n  the 
group 'AUZH ENTRYf i n  which the value of 'AUT30R1 occurs. 
Por a COBOL program t o  use the data described i n  pa r t  1 several  
modifications must be made: 
( i )  a l l  variable length values must be converted t o  f ixed 
length. 
(ii) a l l  groups and f i e l d s  which may be repeated an unlimited 
number of times must be converted t o  groups which repeat 
no more than a f ixed maximum number of times, where the  
number of times the group o r  f i e l d  repeats i s  stored a s  
a variable i n  the record. 
( i i i )  all unnecessary f i e l d s  may be eliminated. 
Thus, each COBOL record must include the following data: 
(i) a code number. The code number appears exactly once i n  
each record. It has a f ixed s ize  of 8 bytes and i s  stored 
a s  an alphanumeric s t r ing .  
(ii) the authorst  names. There may be no more than three 
authors '  names i n  each record. Each author 's  name has 
a f ixed s ize  of 20 bytes and i s  stored a s  an alphabetic 
s t r ing .  
( i i i )  a counter t o  contain the number of authors'  names. 
The orgapization of these values i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 1-4. 
- 
DATA-2-  COUNTER 
I 
CODE NUMBER 
AUTH 
AUTM 
Figure 1-4 COBOL Record 
The COBOL description of such a record follows: 
01 BOOK-RECORD . 
02 IZATW-~-CCCTNTER PICTURE IS sg999 USAGE IS COMFU~TIONAL. 
02 CODE-NUMBER PICTUFE IS ~ ( 8 )  . 
02 DA!l%-2 O C W  3 TIMES DEPENDING ON DATA-2-CCUl'JTER. 
03 AUlXOR PIC'IURE IS ~(20) . 
The DDL Processor w i l l  use the DDL description of the ECMF 
record t o  extract  the values giving the  code and the  authors from each 
EDMF record. 
The DDL description of the COBOL records i s  given below. Following 
the  DDL description a re  explanations (as  needed) of the  DDL statements. 
DDL Description of the  COBOL Records: 
1. m C O R D  ( 'BOOK COBOL', 'BOOK-GRCUP' ) 
2. GRaLTP ( 'BOOK-GRCXJP', SPEC; 
( 'DATA-2-COUNTER', My I?, 1, 'COLMT3' 
( 'CODE-NUMBER', My Fy 1 ), 
( ' DA'CA-2' , My Vy 'DATA-2-CWNTER' ) ) 
3. F I n D  ( 'DA'X-2-CCUNTER'y F, 'E', 2, $ ) 
4. FIELD ( 'CODE-NUMBER', F, ' E ' ,  8, 'E' ) 
5. GROUP ( 'DA1W-2'y SPEC; ( ' A U m ' ,  M, Fy 1 ) ) 
6 .  FIELD ( 'AUTH', Fy ' E l ,  20, ' E '  ) 
7.  CRITERION ( 'CCfJNT3', ' C C W N T m P '  ; 
RPLVAL ( 'W'IYI-2-CUJNTER', CONS'I14NT ( 3, 'E '  ) ) ) 
8. CRITEX ( 'COUNT3EXP1, 
( 'ma-2-CCWNTER' ) LE ( CONS'IYINT ( 3, 'E '  ) ) ) 
Ekplanations: 
Statement 2. I n  t h i s  GRCUP statement, the  name ' C W N T 3 '  r e f e r s  
t o  a c r i t e r ion  used t o  check the value of the  field 'WII14-2-CCIITNTER'. 
I f  the  value exceeds 3, it i s  replaced by the  value 3. The number 
of occurrences of t he  group 'DATA-2' i s  specified indirect ly .  It 
i s  the  value of the  f i e l d  ' U P l - 2 - C O U N T E R ' .  
1 . 3  The Relationship Description 
For. the DDL processor t o  be able  t o  convert from the EDMF 
record format t o  COBOL record format, the user must specify where 
each value fo r  the COBOL records i s  t o  be found i n  the EDMI? record. 
This i s  specified i n  the  s ingle  DDL statement given below: 
ASSOCIATE ( 'ASSOC LIST', 
( 'DA!lX-2-COUNTER', REP ( 'DATA 2'  OF 'BOOK EDMF' ) ), 
( 'CODE-NUMBER', 'CODE NUMBER' OF 'BOCK EDMF' ) ), 
( 'AUTR', 'AU!IX0R1 OF 'AUm ENTRY' OF 
'lX!TA 2' I N  'BOOK EDMF' ) ) 
This DDL Statement specif ies  tha t ,  given the  values of an EDMF 
record organized a s  described i n  the structure 'BOOK EDMF': 
(i) the number of times the group 'aA'IYi 2' occurs is  t o  
be the value of the f i e l d  'IZATA-2-CCCTNTER' i n  the COBOL 
record. 
(ii) the  value of the f i e l d  'CODE NUMBER' i s  the  value of the 
f i e l d  'CODE-NUMBER' i n  the COBOL record. 
(iii) the values of the repeating f i e l d  'AU?HOR1 a r e  t o  be the 
values of the  repeating f i e l d  'AUW' i n  the  COBOL record. 
The number of values f o r  'AU'M' is  f ixed f o r  each COBOL 
record by the  value of the f i e l d  'DAm-2-CCUNTER' t o  be 
equal t o  the number of values f o r  'AU'IHOR' occurring i n  the 
EDMF record o r  3, whichever i s  less. If, i n  the  EDMF record, 
'AUMOR' has more than three values, these a r e  l o s t .  
These relationships a re  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 1-5. 
-. . 
EDMF RECORO 
DATA I 
COBOL: RECORO 
8 
DATA 2 
DATA 2 
DATA 2 
? 
Jt DATA- 2- COUNTER 
1 
CODE NUMBER 
- AUTH 
SC REPETITION NO 
GROUP 'DATA 2' 
Figure 1-5 Relationships between fields i n  
the COBOL record and f i e l d s  i n  the EDMF 
record 
1.11 The Complete Descriptioll of the  Corlversion 
Tile DDI, stntemerlts given i n  par t s  1 .1 ,  1 .2  and 1.3 of t h i s  example 
arc used by the DDL processor t o  convert the  EDMF records t o  COBOL 
b 
records. 
It i s  assumed t h a t  t he  EDMF records a r e  input a s  a card deck. The 
first card contains the  s t r ing:  S'WRT. The end card contains the  
s t r ing :  END OF DAW. This input f i l e  i s  assigned the name: EDMF 
BOOK F I U .  
A s  the  records a r e  converted they a r e  output onto cards. The 
first card contains the  s t r ing :  SYRRT. The end card contains t he  
s t r ing :  END OF DATA. This output f i l e  i s  assigned the  name: COBOL 
BOOK FILE. 
The complete descr ipt ion f o r  converting the  EDMF f i l e  t o  a COBOL 
f i l e  is  given below. 
DDL Description of t he  Conversion description: 
1. DESCRIBE: 
2. STORFILF, ( ' EDMF BOOK FILE ' , ' EFILE STRUCm ' ) 
3. SE&UEN ( 'EFILE S7BUC?URE1 ; 'LINK ERECORDS' ) 
4. LINK ( 'LINK ERECORDS'; 'EDMF FECORD', 'EDMF RECORD'; 
NOORD, F, 1 ) 
5 .  STYIRRCD ( 'EDMF RECORD', 'BOOK EDMF ' , 'INPUT CARDS ' ) 
6. The DDL statements describing the EDMF records 
appear here. 
7 -  CARDIN ( 'INEUT CARDS', 'CARD DECK' ) 
I 
8. STORFILI3 ( ' COBOL BOOK FILE ' , ' CFIU SWC'IUm ' ) 
9 SEQUEN ( 'CFILE STRUCnmE' ; 'LINK CRECORDS' ) 
10. LINK ( 'LINK CRECORDS' ; 'COBOL RECORD', ' COBOL RECORD' ; 
NOORD, I?, 1 ) 
11. SToRRCD ( 'COBOL IIECORD', 'BOOK COBOL', 'OUTPUT CARDS' ) 
12.  The DDL statements describing the COBOL records 1 L appear here . 
1 3  CARDCUT ( ' ~ T P L J T  CARDS ' , ' CARD DECK 2 ' ) 
14. BBLOCK ( 'CARD DECK'; V, NOLIM; WHOLE, V, NOLIM, 1; 
SPEC; ( 'BOOK EDMFt, M, NOLIM ); 
HDR, CONS'IYINT ( S M T ,  'El ) ; 
'PLR, C O N S W T  ( END OF DATA, ' E '  ) ) 
15 BBLOCK ( ' CARD DECK 2 ' ; V, NOLTM; WHO'L;E, V, NOLIM, 1; 
SPEC; ( 'BOOK COBOL', M, NOLIM ) ; 
HDR, CONSlWNT ( SWRT, ' E l  ); 
TLR, CONS'JXNT ( END OF DATA, ' E '  ) ) 
17. EXECUTE: 
18. CREATtl ( 'COBOL BOOK FILE', 'EDMF BOOK FILE', 'ASSOC L I S T '  ) 
19. END 
I1kample :? . 
Use of the DDL t o  Convert F i l e s  f o r  Inter-  
facing with New Operating Systems 
This example demonstrates how the  DDL can be used t o  describe 
the conversion of a f i l e  created under one operating system t o  a form 
i n  which it can be accessed under a d i f fe rent  operating system. !The 
data t o  be converted i s  i n  the form of f ixed length records stored on 
tape by the Sequential Access Method (SAM) of the  RCA SPECTEUA 70/46 
Time Sharing Operating System (TSOS). mis f i l e  i s  t o  be converted 
in to  a f i l e  on disk t h a t  can be accessed by the Indexed Sequential 
Access Method (ISAM) of the  RCA SPECTRA 70/46 %pe Disk Operating Sys- 
tem (TDOS). This conversion requires the description of s e t s  of data 
i n  complex s t ructures  a t  the f i l e  and storage s t ructure levels .  
To perform the conversion, the  DDL processor requires: 
1) a DDL description of the data s t ructure of the SAM f i l e  
and of i t s  placement on tape; 
2 )  a DDL description of the data structure of the ISAM f i l e  
and of i ts  placement on disk; 
3) a DDL description of the  relationships between data items 
i n  the SAM f i l e  and those data items i n  the  ISAM f i l e ;  and 
4) the  SAM f i l e .  
The conversion process is  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 2-1. 
The descriptions of the SAM f i l e ,  t he  I W  f i l e  and the  relation- 
ship description a r e  discussed. separately. 
DDL Description DDL Description 
of COBOL TSOS of TDOS ISAM 
TRANSLATOR 
r > 
v 
r__ 
TSOS COBOL File 
- 
TDOS I S A M  F i l e  
Figure 2-1 TSOS SAM File to TDOS ISAM 
File Conversion 
2.1 The TSOS SAM File Organization 
The TSOS SAM File of this example is a file produced by a COBOL 
program. The file contains information on bills and is assigned the 
name BILL-FILE. Each record, called BILL-RECORD, is of fixed length 
with the organization shown in Figure 2-2. 
30 bytes 
1 0 b y t e s  . 
10 bytes 
1 0  bytes 
6 bytes 
L 
VENDOR-NAME 
BILL-NO 
PART-NO 
SERIAL-NO 
AMT  
COST 
DATE 
DEPT 
6 bytes 
6 bytes 
i 
2 bytes 
- 
80 bytes 
Figure 2-2 BILL RECORD 
The records a r e  stored on tape. They are not ordered. The COBOL 
description of t h i s  f i l e  follows: 
INPUT-CRTTPUT SECTION. 
FILE- CONTROL 
S m C T  BIU-FILE 
ASSIGN TO SYS012 UTTLITY 
ACCESS IS  SEQUENTIAL 
DAm DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FD BILL-FILE 
-
RECORDING MODE IS F 
LABEX RECORD IS STANDARD 
RA'CCI RECORD IS  BILL-RECORD 
-
0 1  BILL-FECORD. 
02 VENDOR-NAME PICTUF33 IS ~ ( 3 0 )  . 
02 BILL-NO PICTURE IS  x (10) . 
02 PART-NO PIC'ICTRE IS ~ ( 1 0 )  . 
02 SERIAL-NO PIClXJIE IS ~ ( 1 0 )  . 
02 AMT PICTURE IS x (6) . 
02 COST PICWRE IS ~ ( 6 )  . 
02 DATE PICWRE IS x(6) . 
02 DEPT-NO PIClURE IS  ~ ( 2 )  . 
The f i l e  was produced using TSOS SAM, which produces a tape 
with the  organization i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 2-3. 
* *  
-- -- t +IT.-. ... BILL-BLK t 'TM-TM' 
Figure 2-3 Storage Image of BIU-FILE 
Each of the  labe ls  contains 80 bytes. Each physical block, 'BILL-BLK', 
on the  tape has the  organization i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 2-4. 
'KEY' 'BILL RECORD' '81 LL RECORD' 
# I # 25 
w 4, 
2064 bytes 
Figure 2-4 Storage S t r u c t u r e  of 
' BILL-BLK ' 
E a c h  'BILL-BLK' c o n t a i n s  25 'BILL-RECORD' record o c c u r r e n c e s .  
The DDL description of the TSOE, SAM Fi le  is  given below.  Fo l low-  
i n g  the description are explanations (as needed) o f  the DDL statements. 
DDL D e s c r i p t i o n  of the  TSOS SAM F i l e  BILL-FILE: 
1. S'lDRFILE ( 'BILL-FII;E1 ; 'BILL-SEQ' ) 
2. SEQUEN ( 'BILL-SEQ' ; 'BILL-LINK' ) 
3. LINK ( 'BILL-LINK' ; 'STOR-BILL-RCD' , 'S!LQR-BILL-RCD' ; 
N O ,  F, 1 ) 
4. SToRRCD ( ' STOR-BILL-RCD ' , 'BILL-RECORD ' , 'BILL ' TAPEIN' ) 
5 DDL s t a t e m e n t s  d e s c r i b i n g  the record 'BILL-RECORD' 
appear here. 
6. mPEIN ( 'B ILL-WEIN ' ;  'BILL-'WPE', 'BILL'BLK' ) 
- 232 - 
- .  - 
. . .  
BLOCK ( 'BILL-'mrn' ; SPEC; 
( ' BIU-BLK ' , M, NOLIM ) ; 
HDR, 'STANDARD VOIUbE LABEL'; 
HDR, ' S m m  FILE: HDR LABEL'; 
TLR, 'STANOABD FILE TLR LABEL'; 
TLR, ''Dl' ) 
BBLOCK ( 'BILL-BLK' ; F, 2064; 
WHOLE F, 25, 1, SPEC; ( 'BILL-RECORD', M, NOLIM ); 
HDR , 'KEY ' ) 
RECORD ( ' STANDARD V O m  LABEL', ' SVL-STRUC ' ) 
GRCCTP ( 'SVL-STRUC', SPEC; 
( 'VIABEL-ID', M, F, 1 ), 
' ( 'VOL-NO', My F j  1 ), 
( 'VOL-SEC' , M, F, 1 ), 
( 'CODE', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'ENDBLK', M, F, 1 ) ) 
FIELD ( 'VLABEL-ID' , F, 'E ' ,  3, 'E' ) 
FIELD ( 'VOL-NO', F, 'E ' ,  3, 'E '  ) 
FIELD ( 'VOL-SEFUKL~, F, 'E ' ,  6, 'E' ) 
FIELD ( 'VOL-SEC', F, 'E', 1, 'E' ) 
FIELD (' 'BUNK', F, 'E l ,  10, 'E' ) 
FIELD ( 'CODE', F, 'El, 10, 'El ) 
FIELD ( 'ENDBLK', F, 'E l ,  29, 'El ) 
ClHAR ( 'El, 8, EBCDIC ) '  ' 
19. RECORD ( " lM1 ,  l ' I M - S ~ c l  ) 
2 0 .  GROUP ( "IM-S!IRUC1, SPEC; 
( "EMARK', M, F, 1 )  ) 
21. FIELD ( 'WEMARK', F, 'E', 1, B ) 
22. RECORD ( 'S'13FWDAfZD FILE HDR LABEL', 'SFHL-STRUC' ) 
23. RECOED ( 'SWNDlRD F m  IZR LABEL', 'SFHL-S?RUC1 ) 
24- GRWP ( 'SFHL-S'IRUC', SPEC; 
( 'FLABEL-ID', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'FILE-NO', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'FILE-ID', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'FILE-SEIIIAL1, M, F', 1 ), 
( 'VOL-SEQ', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'FILE-SEQ', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'GEN-NO', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'VERS-NO', M, F, 1 ) , 
( 'CREATE-Dm', M, I?, 1 ), 
( 'EXPIRE-DTEt, M, F, 1 ), 
( 'FILE-SEC', M, F, 1 ) , 
( 'BLK-CNT', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'RESVD', M, F, 1 ) ) 
25. FIELD ( 'FLABEL-ID', F, ' E l ,  3, ' E t  ) 
26. FIELD ( 'FILE-NO', F, 'E ' ,  1, 'E' ) 
27.  'FIELD ( 'FILE-ID', F, 'E ' ,  1, 'El ) 
28- FIELD ( 'FILE-SERIAL', F, 'E', 6, 'E'  ) 
' 9 .  FIELD ( 'VOL-SEQ', F, ' E l ,  4, 'El ) 
FIELD ( 'FILE-SEQ', F, ' E l ,  4, 'E '  ) 
FIELD ( 'GEN-NO' , F, 'E '  , 4, 'El ) 
FIELD ( 'VERS-NO', F,  'E ' ,  2 ,  'E l  ) 
FIELD ( f ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ l ,  F, 'E ' ,  6, 'E '  ) 
FIELD ( 'EXPIRE-DTE', F, 'E ' ,  6, 'E '  ) 
FIELD ( 'FILE-SEC', F, ' E l ,  1, 'El ) 
FIELD ( 'BLK-CNT', F, ' E ' ,  6, 'E '  ) 
FIEI;D ( 'RESVD', F, 'E ' ,  20, 'E '  ) 
38. ' RECORD ( 'KEX', 'KEY-S!!XJCf ) 
399 GRWP ( 'KEY-STRUC', SPEC; 
( 'NAME-FLO', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'VERSION-FLO' , M, F, 1 ) , 
( 'CODE', M, F, 1 )  ) 
40. FIELD ( 'NAME-FLO', F, ' E l ,  4, '13' ) 
41. FIELn ( 'VERSION-FLO', F, ' E ' ,  1, 'El ) 
42. FIEL,D ( 'RCD-CWNT', F, ' E l ,  3, 'E '  ) 
43. FIED ( 'CODE', F, 'E ' ,  8, 'E' ) 
Explanat ions : 
Statements 1 - 5. These statements describe the f i l e  and record 
structure of the f i l e  'BILL-FILE'. 
Statements 6 - 43. These statements describe the storage structure 
of the f i l e  'BILL-FILE'. 
2 .:' The TDOS lSllM F i l e  Organization 
For the f i l e  described i n  part  2 . 1 t o  be accessible t o  TDOS I W  
several modifications must be nmde: 
(i) the records of the f i l e  must be ordered sequentially. 
( i i )  the records must be stored on disk under TDOS ISAM con- 
vent ions. 
( i i i )  hierarchic indices must be created. 
The organization of the records of BILL-FILF: does not need t o  be 
changed. 
The new f i l e  w i l l  be assigned the name BILL-FL t o  conform with 
TDOS f i l e  naming conventions. BILL-FL w i l l  be organized a s  follows: 
( i )  the records w i l l  be ordered sequentially according t o  the 
values of the f i e ld :  SERIAL-NO. 
( i i )  the records w i l l  be blocked in to  sentences. Ekch sentence 
w i l l  be the s ize of a disk track. To simplify the  example, 
it w i l l  be assumed tha t  no overflow tracks are t o  be reserved. 
19  tracks per cylinder w i l l  be used t o  s tore records. 
( i i i )  three levels  of indices w i l l  be created: 
1 )  a track index f o r  each data cylinder. One track per 
cylinder of records w i l l  be reserved f o r  an index. 
Each entry i n  t h i s  index w i l l  point t o  a sentence. 
Records are  ordered sequenkially within sentences. 
Entries a re  not blocked. 
2) an index cylinder. To simplify the example, it w i l l  be 
assumed tha t  only one index cylinder i s  needed. Each 
entry i n  t h i s  index w i l l  point t o  a track index of a 
data cylinder. Entries are blocked i n t o  sentences. 
Each sentence w i l l  be the s ize  of a disk t rack.  
3) a t rack index f o r  the index cylinder. One t rack of 
the  index cylinder i s  reserved f o r  an index. Each 
entry i n  t h i s  index w i l l  point t o  a sentence. Entries 
a r e  not blocked. 
The organization of BILL-FL i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 2-5. 
Index Cylinder 
/ ' Date Cylinder 
I r111ex t rack 
I Data (:ylinder 
Figure 2-5 BILL-FL Organization 
The HCA TDOS ISAM description of this file follows: 
BILL-FL DWIS BLKSIZE=~~~~, 
rnLEN=10, 
KEYLOC=51, 
PRIDEVEDISKgO, 
PRIDEX=O , 
RECFORM=FIXED, 
REcSIZE=~O, 
UPINDEX=DISKgO 
The DDL processor will use the DDL description of the 950s SAM 
file, BILL-PIIE, to extract the records from the tape. Using the 
followi~lg DDL description, the DDL processor will store the records 
on disk in the desired sequence and will create the necessary indices. 
'me DDL descriptio~l of the file BILL-FL is given below. Follow- 
ing the description are explanations (as needed) of the DDL statements. 
DDL Description of TDOS ISAM File BILL-FL: 
1. STORFILE ( ' BILL-FL ' ; 'BILLS-SEQ ' , ' BILLS-INDX ' ) 
2. SEQUEN ( 'BILLS-SEQ' ; 'BIUS-SEQ-LINK' ) 
3. LINK ( 'BILLS-SEQ-LINK'; 'STOR-BILLS-RCD', 'STOR-BILLS-RCD'; 
'BILLS-SEQ-CRIT' 9 F, 1 ) 
4. CRIllERION( 'BILLS-SEQ-CRIT', 'Ba-CRIm' ) 
5. CRI'IM ( 'BSQ-CRIIM', ( ' B S Q - C R l l ) A N D (  'BSQ-CR2' ) )  
6 .  CRI'IM ( 'BSQ-CR1' ( 'SERIAL-NO' OF OCC ( 'BILL-RECORD' , S ) ) 
LT ( 'SERIAL-NO' OF OCC ( 'BILL-RECORD' , T ) ) ) 
C R I m  ( ' BSQ- CR2 ' , ALLOCC ( X1; NOT ( 
( ( 'SERIAL-NO' OF OCC ( 'BILL-HECORD' , X1 ) )  LT 
( ' SERIAL-NO' OF OCC ( 'BILL-RECORD' , T ) ) ) AND 
( (  'SERIAL-NO' OF OCC ( 'BILL-RECORD', S ) )  LT 
('SERIAL-NO' OF OCC ( 'BILL-RECORD', X1 ) ) )  ) ) ) 
STORRCD ( H STOR-BILLS-RCD; , 'BILL-WCORD' 'DISK-CUT' ) 
The DDL statements describing the record 1 L ' BILL-RECORD ' appear here. J 
DIREC ( 'BILLS-INLIX ' ; ' BILLS-SEQ-LINK' , ' BINDX ' , 
' BX-PTR, BLOCK, ' D-DAISA-SENTENCE ' ) ) 
LINK ( 'BINDX-SEQ-LINK'; 'STOR-BINDX-RCD', 'STOR-BINIIX-RCD'; 
NOORD, F, 1 ) 
STORRCD ( 'STOR-BINDX-RCD' , 'BINDX-RCD' , 'DISK-CUTf ) 
The DDL statements describing the record 
L 'BINDX-RCD ' appear here. 
DIREC ( 'BINDX-INIXX'; 'BINLIX-SEQ-LINK', 'BINIIXX', 
'BXX-PTR', BLOCK, 'D-INDEX-TRACK' ) ) 
LINK ( 'BINLWT-SEQ-LINK' ; ' STOR-BINDX-RCD ' , 
'STOR-BINDXX-RCD'; NOORD, F, 1 ) 
STORRCD ( 'STOR-BINIXX-RCD' , 'BINRXX-RCD' , 'DISK-CUT' ) 
r me DDL statements describing the record 1 LIBINDXX-RCD' appear here. 
' m - P T R '  , BLOCK, 'I-DAm-SENTENCE' ) ) 
STOHFILE ( 'BINDXXX'; 'BIM>XXX-SE&' ) 
LINK ( ' BINCDW(-SEQ-LINK ' ; ' STOR-BII'~~XU-RCD' , 
The DDL statements describing the record 
'BINCWM-RCD' appear here. I 
DISKOUT ( ' DISK- CUT' ; ' FILE-BLOCK; 
BLOCK ( 'FIU-BLOCK', SPEC; 
( 'INDEX-CNT-I', 0, 0, 'CNT-CRIT' ), 
( ' D A T A - r n ' ,  M, NOLIM ) ) 
CRITEXION ( 'CNT-CRIT', 'CNT-CRITEX' ) 
31. CRITEX ( 'CNT-CRITM' , 
( REP ( 'DATA-CYL' ) ) GE ( CONSTWJT ( 2, 'E' ) ) ) 
32. BLOCK ( 'INDEX-CYL', SPEC; 
( 'I-DAVL-TRACK', M, 18 ) ) 
33. BBLoCK( ' I - I N D M - T R A C K 1 , F , 7 2 9 4 ;  
WHOLE, F, 19, 1, PSEC; 
( 'BINIXXX-RCD', M, 18 ) ) 
34. BLOCK ( 'I-DATA-TRACK', SPEC 
( ' D-DATA- SENTSNCE ' , M, 0 ) ) 
35 . BBLOCK ( I-DAT4- SEN17ENCE' , F, 7241; 
WHOLE, F, 210, 1, SPEC; 
( 'BINIKX-RCD' , M, NOLIM ) ) 
36. BLOCK ( ' M T ~ - C ~ ' ,  SPEC; 
( 'D-INDEX-TRACK', M, 0 ), 
( ID-DAm-TRACK', M, 0 ) ) 
37- BBLOCK ( ' D - I N D E X - m C K 1 ,  F, 7294; 
WHOLE, F, 19, 1, SPEC; 
( ' B I ~ - R C D ' ,  M, 18 ) ) 
38. BLOCK ( 'D-DATA-SENTENCE1, M, 0 ) ) 
39. BBLOCK ( 'D-DATA-SENE3NCE1, F, 7241; 
WHOLE, F, 90, 1, SPEC; 
( I BILL-RECORD ' , M, NOLIM ) ) 
Explanations : 
Statements 1 - 9. These statements describe the organization of 
record occurrences i n  BILL-FL. 
Statements 10 - 15. These statements describe the t rack index f o r  
each data cylinder. 
Statements 16 - 21. These statements describe the index cylinder. 
Statements 22 - 27. These statements describe the t rack index f o r  
the  index cylinder. 
Statements 28 - 39. These statements describe the storage struc- 
t u re  f o r  BILL-3%. 
2.3 The Relationship Description 
For the  DDL processor t o  be able  t o  canvert data  from the TSOS 
SAM f i l e  organization t o  the  TDOS ISAM f i l e  arganization, the  user must 
specify where each value f o r  the ISAM record is  t o  be found i n  the  SAM 
recmd. This is  specif ied i n  the  s ingle  DDL statement given below: 
, ASSOCIATE ( 'BILL-ASSOC ' , ( ' BIU-RECORD-GROUP' , 
t ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ '  OF 'BILL-FL' ) ) 
where: 'BILL-RECORPGROUP' r e f e r s  t:, a GROUP stateullent which describes 
t he  s t ruc ture  of the recard. 
Since the  same rec:,rd organization is  used f o r  both the  TSOS SAM f i l e  
and the TDOS ISAh! f i l e ,  the  record description is the  same i n  the 
respective f i l e  descriptions.  
2.14 The Complete Description of the  Conversion 
The DDL statements given i n  pa r t s  2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of t h i s  example are 
used by the  DDL processar t o  convert t he  TSOS SAM f i l e ,  BILL-FILE, i n t o  
the TD05 ISAM f i l e ,  BILL-FL. 
The complete description f o r  t h i s  conversion i s  given b e l m .  
DDL Description of the Conversion: 
1. DESCRIBE: 
111 
2. The DDL descr ipt ion of the  TSOS SAM f i l e ,  BILL-FILE 
appear here. 
3. The DDL description of the  TDOS ISAM f i l e ,  BILGFL 
appear here. 
4. The ASSOCIATE statement appears here. 
- 5. END 
6 .  MECUTE: 
7- CREATE ( 'BIZIEFL', 'BILL-FILE', 'BILGASSOC' ) 
8. END 
Example 3. 
Use of the DDL to lieorganize Files 
This example demonstrates how the DDL can be used to describe 
the reorganization of a file in which it is necessary to split and 
to merge records. m e  file to be converted is in the form of vari- 
able length records stored on tape by the Sequential Access Method 
(SAM) of the RCA SPECTRA 70/46 Time Sharing Operating System (TSOS) . 
It is assigned the name TITL,E-FILE. This file is to be converted 
into a new file on tape that can be accessed by SAM. The new file is 
to be assigned the name AUMOR-FILE. 
To perform the conversion, the DDL processor requires: 
1) a DDL description of the TIT!LE+FILE; 
2) a DDL description of the AUTHOR-FILE; 
3) a DDL description of the relationships between data items 
in the AUBIOR-FILE and those in the !PITLE-FILE; and 
4) the TIEE-F1L;E file to be converted. 
The conversion process is illustrated in Figure 3-1. 
The descriptions of the TITLE-FILE, the AUVIOR-FILE and the 
relationship description are discussed separately. 
Figure 3-1 TITLE-FILE to AU'JXOR-FILE 
Conversion 
DDL Description DDL Description 
of the T I T L E - F I L E  of the AUTHOR-FILE 
% - -.- 
r 
> f 
3.1 The TITLE-FILE Organization 
The TITLE-FIU of this example consists of variable length records 
with the organization shown in Figure 3-2. 
TRANSLATOR 
A 
Figure 3-2 !TITLE-RECORD 
+ 
These records are organized sequentially by TITLE. 
The file was produced using TSOS SAM, which produces a tape with 
the same organization as illustrated in Example 2 by Figure 2-3. 
w \ J 
TITLE-FILF: AU'MORIFILE 
The DDL description o f  the file TITLE-FILE i s  given below. 
DDL Description of TI?ZE-FILE: 
1. DESCRIBE: 
2. STORFIU ( ' ! l T m - F I L E ' ,  'W-STRUC' ) 
SEQUEN ( 'TF-S'I3UJC1 ; 'TITXZ-LINK' ) 
LINK ( ' TITLE-LINK' ; ' STOR-TI?ZE-RCD ' , ' STOR- TI=-RCD ' ; 
'TITI;E-CRIT', F, 1 ) 
CRITERION ( 'TITLE-CRIT' ,  'TITIS-CRITEX'  ) 
C R I T a r  ( 'TITLE-CRI!EX1,  
( C ) AND ( ' F C R 2 '  ) ) 
C R I m  ( ' T-CRl ' ,  ( 'TITL;E1 O F O C C  ( 'TITLE-FECORD', S )  ) 
L T  ( ' T ITLE '  OF OCC ( 'TITLE-RECORD', T )  ) 
C R I T M  ( 'T-CR2', A U O C C  ( X1; NOT ( 
( ( 'TITXZ'  OF OCC ( 'TITLE-KEXORD' , X1 ) ) L T  
( 'TI'JXZ' OF'OCC ( 'TITLE-RECORD', T )  ) ) AND 
( ( 'TITL;E1 O F O C C  ( ' ! lTm-mCORD1, S ) ) LT 
( 'Tim' OF OCC ( 'TITLE-RECORD', X1 ) ) ) ) ) ) 
STORRCD ( ' S T O R - T I U - R C D '  , ' TITLE-RECORD' , 'TI'lU3-'JAPEIN' ) 
RECORD ( 'TITLE-rnC0RD1, 'FGROUP '  ) 
GROUP ( 'T-GRWP', SPEC; 
( 'REC-SIZE' ,  M, F, 1 ) , 
( 'TY-GROUP', M, F, 1 ), 
( 'AU'DIOR', M, V, NOLIM ) ) 
F I E L D  ( 'REC-SIZE;, F, ' E ' ,  2, B; 
CONCODE ( C O N S W T  ( 11, ' E '  ) DELIM, PRX ) ) 
CHAR ( 'El, 8, EBCDIC ) 
GROUP ( 'TY-GROUP' , SPEC; 
FIELD ( 'TITLE', VARIABLE, ' E ' ,  NOLIM, ' E l ;  
CONCODE ( CONSTANT ( , , ' E '  ) DEZIM, P1X ) ) 
FIELD ( 'YEAR', FIXED, ' E l ,  4, ' E '  ) 
FIELD ( 'AUTHOR', VARIABLE, ' E l ,  NOLIM, ' E '  ; 
CONCODE ( C O N S W T  ( ; , 'E' ) DELIM, I N X  ) ) 
BLOCK ( ' T I T L E - W P E '  , SPEC; 
( ' TITLE-BLK' , MANRATORY, NOLIM ) ; 
HDR, ' S'IYINDARD VOLUME LABEL' ; 
HDR, 'SPFWL1ARD FILE LABEL'; 
HDR, '1M'; 
m R ,  'SIIANIXRD F I L E  TLR LABEL'; 
TLR, "1M' ) 
D e s c r i p t i o n  of HDR and 1ZR labels appear here. 
BLOCK ( 'TITLE-BLK'; F, 2064; I 
WHOLE, V, NOLIM, SPEC; 
( ' TITLE-RECORD' , MANDATORY, NOLIM ) ; 
HDR, 'KEY' ) 
E D L  D e s c r i p t i o n  of HDR label appears here. 
END 
3.  :1 The AUWOR-FILE Organization 
The AUBIOR-FILE i s  t o  consist  of variable length records w i t h  
tlie organization s h o w n  i n  Figure 3-3. 
m c - S I Z E  
-.-. 
AU WOR 
.. .-.- 
TITLE(~) 
"-. . .-.-. -....-+,--" 
YEAR 
I 
TI TLE (m) 
.- 
YEAR 
Figure 3- 3 AUMOR-RECORD 
T h e s e  records are t o  be organizaed sequentially by AUMOR. 
Plis file is  t o  have the  same storage structure as  the 
TITIIE-FIrn 
T h e  DDL description of the f i l e  AU'IFIOR-FILE i s  given b e l o w .  
DDL D e s c r i p t i o n  of AU'IHOR-FILE: 
1. DESCRIBE: 
2. S'PORFILE ( 'AUTHOR-FIU' , 'AF-STRUC ' ) 
3 S W E N  ( 'AF-STIWC'; 'AUM-LINK' ) 
4. LINK ( 'AUm-LINK';  'STOR-AU'M-RCD', 'STOR-AU'M-RCD'; 
'AU'M-CRIT' , F, 1 ) 
S C R I T a r  ( ' A U ' I B - C R I m  ' , ( ' A - C R ~  ' ) AND ( ' A - C R ~  ' ) ) 
6, CRITEX ( 'A-CRl ' ,  ( 'AU'MOR' OF OCC ( 'AUIMOR 
RECORD', S ) ) L T  ( 'AUTHOR' OF OCC 
( 'AUWOR-RECORD', T ) ) ) 
7 .  CRI'IIM ( 'A-CR2', ALLOCC ( X1; 
NOT ( ( ( 'AUWOR' OF OCC ( 'AUTHOR-E3CQRD1, X I  ) ) 
L T  ( 'TITLE' OF OCC ( 'AU'IROR-RECORD' , T ) ) ) 
AND ( ( 'AUTHOR' OF OCC ( 'AU'IXOR-RECORD', S ) ) 
L T  ( 'AUTHOR' OF OCC ( 'AUDIOR-RECORD', X 1  ) ) ) ) ) ) 
8. CRI'IERION ( 'AUTH-CRIT' , 'AU'IR-CRITM ' ) 
9 S m C D  ( 'STOR - A U m  - RCD' , 'AUTHOR-RECORD' , 'AU'IXOR-WECUT' ) 
10. E3CORD ( 'AUmOR-RECORD', 'A-GRCIUP' ) 
11. G R W P  ( 'A- G R m  ' , Sl?EC; 
( 'REC-SIZE' ,  MI F7 1 ) 7  
( 'REC-GROW'7 M7 F, 1 ) ) 
12. GROUP ( ' REC- G R W  ' , SPEC; 
( 'AUB30R1, M, F, 1 ), 
( 'TY-GRCUP', M, V, NOLIM ) ) 
1 3  FIELD ( 'REC-SIZE' ,  FIXED, ' E ' ,  2, B; 
CONCODE ( CONS'-WNT ( 11, 'E' ) DELIM, PRX ) ) 
14. CHAR ( ' E ' , 8 , EBCDIC ) 
15 FIELD ( ' A U ~ O R ' ,  VARIABLE, ' E '  , NOLIM, 'E '  ; 
CONCODE ( C O N S W T  ( ; , 'E '  ) DELIM, P'M ) ) 
16. GRCXJP ( 'TY-GRUJP', SPEC; 
( 'TI7=3'7 M, F, 1 1 7  
( 'YEAR', M, F7 1 
* )  
17 FIEL;D ( 'TIIIZE', VARIABm, ' E ' ,  NOLIM, ' E l ;  
CONCOlSE ( C O N S M T  (, , ' E '  ) DELIM, P'M ) ) 
16. FIELD ( 'YEAH', FIXED, ' E ' ,  4, 'El ) 
19. '?APECUT ( 'AU'MOR- !l!APEOUT1 ; ' AU'lROH- W E t  , 
'AUIMOR-BLK' ) 
20. BLOCK ( 'AUTHOR- W E  '; SPEC; 
( 'AU'MOR-BLK' , MANDATORY, NOLTM ); 
HDR, ' SIWNDARD VOLUMJ3 LABEX,' ; 
HDR, 'S'IANDARD FILE LABEL'; 
HDR, "IM'; 
TLR, ' S m m  FILE 'PLR LABEX,'; 
TLR, "1M'; TLR, '!IN1 ) 
21. DDL Description of HDR and TLR labels appear here. 
22. BLOCK ( 'AU'MOR-BLK' ; F, 2064; 
WHOLE, V, NOLIM, SPEC; 
( 'AUTHOR-RECCRD',  T TORY, NOLIM ); 
HDR, 'KEY' ) 
23 DDL Description of HDR label appears here. 
24. END 
3 . 3  The Relationship Description 
For the DDL processor t o  be able  t o  reorganize the data i n  
TI'ISE-FILE t o  create  the  AUTHOR-FILE, the  user must specify where each 
value f o r  the  AUDIOR-RECORD i s  t o  be found i n  the TITLE-RECORD. In  
Tim-FILE, data i s  stored about books. For each book there  is  a record 
occurrence containing book t i t l e ,  year of publication and authors. 
I n  AU'IBOR-FILE, data i s  t o  be stored about authors. For each author 
whose name occurs i n  TITL8-FILE there  i s  t o  be a record occurrence con- 
t a in ing  the author 's  name and an entry f o r  each book he has wr i t ten  
containing the  book's t i t l e  and year of publication. These re la t ionships  
a r e  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 3-4. 
AUTOMA !I3 ON 
CARTER, A. 
AUTOMA TI ON El ---- -- - 
I AUTOMATION 
I COMPUTER 
Figure 3-4 Relationship Between Values 
i n  TITLE-RECORD and AU'IHOR-RECORD 
occurrences 
Tl~cse relativrlsllips are specified in the sirigle DDL statemerlt 
given below: 
ASSOCIATE ( ' TITLE-AU'IHOR ' , 
( 'REC-SIZF', LENGTH ( 'REC-GROLTP' OF 
'AUTHOR-RECOECD' , C ) ) , 
( 'AU'DIOR' , DISJOIN ( 'AUTHOR' OF 
' TITLE-REXORD', VARIABLE, NOLIM ) ) , 
( 'TY-YEAR', COMBINE ( 'TY-GROUP' OF 
'TITL;E-RECORD', VARIABLE, NOLIM, 'COMB-CRIT' ) ) ) 
CHITERION ( 'COMB-CRITf , ' C@fB-CRIYEX ' ) 
CRITM ( 'COMB-CRITEX' , 
( 'AU!lHORf OF OCC ( 'TITLE-IIECORD', S ) ) 
EQ ( 'AUIMOR' OF OCC ( "~?ITLE-RECORD', T ) ) ) 
3.11 The Complete Description of the Conversion 
The DDL statements given in parts 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of this example 
are used by the DDL processor to convert TITLE-FILE into AUMOR-FILE. 
The complete description for this conversion is given below: 
DDL Description of the Conversion: 
1. 1 ;DL paragraph describing TITLE-FILE appears here. 
2. DDL paragraph describing AUMOR-FILE appears here. I-- 
3 * DESCRIBE : 
I .  i rASSOCIATE statement appears here. 
5 END 
6 .  EXECUTE: 
7 CREATE ( 'AUEIOR-FILE ' , ' TI=-FILE' , 
'TI'PL;E-AUEIOR-ASSGC' ) 
8. END 
